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Virtual Machines (VMs) are commonly used as execution platforms for many modern 

high-level languages. Two important examples are the Java VM, intended for run

ning Java applications, and Microsoft’s Common Language Runtime (CLR), intended 

for executing .NET applications compiled from C^/V B .N ET. Typical VMs are imple

mented as either interpreters or Just-In-Time compilers. Interpreters are slower but 

have several advantages such as reliability, portability and memory efficiency that make 

them ideal for certain types of application.

This thesis concentrates on various optimisations to improve the performance of 

VM interpreters. We show how it is possible to select and apply broadly useful optimi

sations, and even more importantly, show how these optimisations can be implemented



in a automatic and portable manner. In order to facilitate this work we develop an 

interpreter generation tool, Tiger which provides extensive support for these optimisa

tions. Details of this tool are presented, along with a discussion of how it supports a 

number of optimisations.

A new optimised, portable JVM called Fastcore is constructed using Tiger, and 

then evaluated. The applied optimisations such as faster dispatch methods, constant 

inlining, conditional loading of operands and faster method dispatch are detailed along 

with their cumulative effect (an average speedup of 1.31) over an equivalent unopti

mised JVM interpreter.

Remaining optimisations are then classified into two broad categories; static in

struction enhancement and dynamic instruction enhancement. Static instruction en

hancements are comprised of instruction replication, instruction concatenation (su

perinstructions) and instruction specialisation. We show how these optimisations can 

improve the performance of our optimised interpreter by a speedup of up to 2.1 when 

the interpreter is being optimised for a broad range of programs, and up to 3.35 when 

the interpreter is being customised for a particular program.

Dynamic instruction enhancements are comprised of dynamic instruction replica

tion, along with a number of methods for creating dynamic superinstructions. The 

effects of these dynamic optimisations are examined in comparison to each other and 

against the static optimisations previously presented. These more generic dynamic 

optimisations improve performance by a speedup of up to 2.76 for a broad range of 

programs.

Extensive results using hardware performance counters are presented for all of these 

optimisations. Some surprising results are encountered, which are highlighted and 

explained. These results give greater insight into the behaviour of VM interpreters and 

help the construction of simpler, faster, more maintainable VM interpreters.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 V irtual M achines and Interpreters

Virtual Machines (VMs) are commonly used as execution platforms for many modern 
high-level languages. Two important examples are the Java VM (JVM) [GJSBOO], 
intended for running Java applications, and Microsoft’s Common Language Runtime 
(CLR) [Sin03], intended for executing .NET applications compiled from C#/VB.NET. 
Most high-level conventional languages are compiled right down to the native code of 
the CPU on which they are executed. Similarly, languages intended for execution on 
virtual machines are compiled down to the native language of the machine they are to 
be executed on; in this case virtual machine code.

Running application code on a virtual machine rather than a native one has two 
main advantages [SN05]. Firstly, applications can be distributed in an architecture- 
neutral format. To run an application on another architecture, all that is required is 
to port the virtual machine. The work done in porting this one program to a new 
architecture allows any application code for the virtual machine to be run on that 
new architecture. Secondly, security checks can be implemented on a virtual machine 
tha t are too complex or expensive to implement in hardware. For example, the JVM 
has software checks to ensure that all variables are initialised before they are used. A 
similar check in hardware would be too complex to implement efficiently.

Virtual machines have other smaller advantages too. Because the instruction sets 
of virtual machines are idealised, and not the result of hardware constraints on a CPU,
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they are often simpler. Such instruction sets are often high level, well organised code 
that is an easy target for compilation. For example, it can be simpler to write a source 
language to VM compiler and a simple implementation of the VM, rather than a source 
to native code compiler. VM instruction sets tend to be much coarser-grained than 
machine instructions, performing more work per instruction. This, coupled with the 
stack-based architecture that is currently prevalent in virtual machine design, means 
tha t the applications in virtual machine native code are quite compact. This compact 
code is ideal for running on memory constrained systems or for transferring quickly 
across a network.

In order to do its job, a virtual machine has to run virtual machine code. However, 
the way a virtual machine is implemented has significant effects other than on the 
abihty to execute virtual machine code. The principal aspects of virtual machine 
behaviour affected by implementation details are, unsurprisingly, speed and memory 
requirements.

Like real machines, virtual machines have architectures which include components 
responsible for memory management, program loading and execution. Of all these 
components, the component responsible for the execution of the virtual machine code 
has the greatest effect on both speed and memory requirements. This component, the 
execution engine is commonly implemented in one of two ways: dynamic compilation 
or interpretation.

Dynamic compiling execution engines are generally the fastest way to implement a 
VM (apart from execution in hardware) [Arm98]. These engines compile VM code to 
native machine code before execution. The most common strategy is to compile each 
method in the program the first time it is executed. Such Just-In-Time (JIT) compilers 
are often large, complex applications, particularly if they perform many optimisations. 
Typically, JIT compilers are not quite as efficient as native compiled code, because;

1. there is some overhead in compiling the code and

2. JIT compilers have to be fast, so they perform fewer optimisations than regular 
compilers.

Nonetheless, JIT compilers approach the speed of compiled C code [LN04], and are 
typically around ten times faster than an efficient interpreter.
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Interpreter-based execution engines act as an execution engine in a real CPU might 
act, namely by a continuous fetch-execute cycle until the virtual machine terminates. 
These execution-engines, or VM interpreters, are slower because they must incur the 
cost of the instruction fetch and the cost of jumping to the code responsible for execut
ing that virtual machine instruction. However, despite this speed penalty, interpreter- 
based virtual machines have several advantages [MB99];

• Interpreters do not require much memory. They can make significant memory 
savings, because they operate directly on the compact virtual machine code with
out translation to native code. This makes them an ideal choice where memory 
is scarce, for example embedded systems.

• Interpreters are easy to port. Most interpreter instructions are quite simple, and 
porting those instructions to a new architecture is usually straightforward. A 
dynamically compiling virtual machine is inherently intertwined with the archi
tecture it is compihng native code for.

•  Interpreters are smaller and less complex programs than JIT compilers. As a 
result it is easier to be confident that they are correct and they are easier to 
maintain.

• Interpreters make it easier to provide VM-level programmer tools such as trac
ers, profilers and debuggers. These tools are readily available for many popular 
interpreters. This is due to the direct relationship between VM code and the 
structure of the interpreter.

• Interpreters can actually be faster than dynamic compilers for some sections of 
code. In particular, large sequences of infrequently executed code can be executed 
more efficiently, because the cost of compilation before execution is not incurred. 
Some dynamic compilers, such as Sun’s HotSpot JVM [Gri98], use interpreters 
for certain regions of code to avoid compilation overhead.

In this research, we examine various possibilities for improving VM-interpreter per
formance. To implement many of these optimisations we build an interpreter generation 
tool. Tiger. This tool not only allows the implementation of these optimisations, but 
also permits parameters of those optimisations to be changed easily.
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1.2 Our Thesis

Two of the greatest benefits of interpreters are portability and simplicity. Perhaps their 
greatest limitation is performance. Our thesis is that interpreters can be substantially 
optimised in a platform general manner, and furthermore, that these optimisations can 
be:

• Portable - by applying optimisations at source-code level.

• Simple for the interpreter writer - by a domain-specific language for specifying 
interpreter cores and a tool for generating the cores from that specification.

Thus, we show how performance can be improved considerably without sacrificing 
the benefits of portability and simplicity.

1.3 Contributions

•  Tiger, a tool fo r  building interpreters, applying optim isations and investigating  

their effects.

Our first contribution to research into interpreter optimisation is the Tiger interpreter 
generator, implemented in Java. This generator uses a domain-specific language to 
solve a domain specific problem; namely interpreter construction and optimisation. 
A wide range of optimisations are supported by this tool, which also permits the 
debugging and profihng of running Java programs.

•  Proving the effectiveness o f portable source-code optim isations in  an interpreter.

We prove that it is possible to optimise a Java interpreter using only high-level source 
code optimisations which are highly portable. To do this, a less-optimised Java VM is 
selected and its interpreter core is replaced with a new one that is constructed using 
Tiger. Only high level portable source code optimisations are apphed to this new 
interpreter, rather than architecture-specific machine code optimisations. Results for 
the new optimised interpreter, Fastcore, are presented and compared against a hand- 
tuned highly-optimised JVM interpreter.
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•  Exam ining the effect o f a num ber o f static instruction  enhancem ents to the Java  
interpreter.

A number of optimisations which change the standard internal instruction set of the 
Java interpreter are detailed. The effects these optimisations have on standard bench
marks are examined using hardware performance counters. A direct threaded inter
preter is used to allow our interpreter to work with a larger set of instructions than 
the 256 instruction limit inherent in bytecode, adding up to 512 extra instructions to 
the JVM core at any one time.

•  Im plem enting and examining the effect o f a wide range o f dynam ic code copying 

optim isations fo r  Java.

Using dynamic code copying techniques to improve interpreter performance heis re
ceived much interest since Piumarta et al [PR98] presented dynamic inlining of ex
ecutable code. A number of variations of the basic technique are implemented and 
evaluated and a detailed comparison and discussion follow. As dynamic code copying 
is a technique that is similar in some ways to a JIT compiler, a comparison of the two 
techniques is also supplied, both in terms of execution speed and memory requirements.

1.4 Collaborations

During the course of this research the author of this thesis has collaborated with several 
colleagues. Andrew Beatty provided early support in terms of obtaining and setting 
up suitable benchmarks for evaluating JVMs. He also obtained and compiled an off- 
the-shelf JVM that nonetheless required some changes in order to work correctly. His 
contributions are recognised in his joint authorship of [BCGN03]. Anton Ertl provided 
much expertise and advice in addition to the vmgen tool that was the primary inspira
tion for the Tiger tool and some of the optimisations it provides for. His contributions 
are recognised in his joint authorship of [CGE05a, CGE05b, CGEN03]. He also collab
orated with the author in the writing of a paper submitted to ACM Transactions on 
Programming Languages and Systems (TOPLAS). This paper is composed of two sets 
of work relating to optimisation. One section, relating to the JVM was implemented, 
tested and documented by the author. The other section, relating to GForth is based
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on work done on virtual machines for the Forth language by Anton Ertl and David 
Gregg.

Both Andrew Nisbet and David Gregg provided invaluable advice, assistance and 
guidance throughout the project. Their contributions are recognised in joint authorship 
of [BCGN03, CGEN03] and [BCGN03, CGEOSa, CGEOSb, CGEN03] respectively.

Finally, the author provided assistance in the initial stages of the implementation 
of a register-machine JVM. His work is recognised in joint authorship of [DBC+03].

1.5 Overview

The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows:

C h ap te r 2 This chapter examines the history of Java. The increased popularity of 
embedded devices as Java platforms is identified as a trend that has renewed 
interest in efficient interpreters. The Java Virtual machine and its components 
are introduced and explained. A number of execution engine types are also 
introduced, the most pertinent being the interpreter. In this chapter, pipelining 
and branch prediction are singled out as important factors in an interpreter’s 
performance.

C h ap te r 3 This chapter highlights some past and present work by others pertaining 
to the performance and optimisation of virtual machine interpreters. Particular 
attention is paid to work relating to the cost of dispatches in an interpreter 
and optimisations designed to reduce those costs. Work relating to a number of 
optimisations which reduce memory accesses during bytecode execution is also 
examined.

C h ap te r 4 This chapter presents the Trinity Interpreter G enerator (Tiger). This 
tool, developed by the author, allows the automatic creation of an interpreter 
core from a user-supplied specification file. This specification file can include a 
selection of optimisations which will be applied to the Tiger-generated interpreter 
core. The chapter introduces the tool, presents some important implementation 
details and discusses some of the functionality of Tiger.
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C h a p te r  5 In this chapter, the creation of a new optimised interpreter, Fastcore, is 
documented. This new interpreter is created by extensively modifying a less 
optimised interpreter, CVM. A new interpreter core is created in the Tiger tool, 
and selected optimisations are apphed. This chapter discusses the process, the 
optimisations and examines the performance of the new optimised interpreter in 
comparison to some of its peers.

C h a p te r  6 This chapter presents a number of interpreter instruction enhancements 
designed to improve runtime performance. Specifically, three classes of instruc
tion enhancement are examined; specialisation, replication and superinstructions. 
For each class of enhancement, the m ethods used to  select new instructions to  
be added to the interpreter are discussed. Im portant implementation details 
for each enhancement, many relating to  so-called quickable instructions, are de
tailed. Performance measurements are presented for each enhancement, and cer
tain counter-intuitive results are obtained and explained.

C h a p te r  7 This chapter presents a selection of dynamic instruction enhancements. 
The chapter begins with an explanation of the advantages of dynamic enhance
ments over static enhancements. For each class of dynamic enhancement, the 
basic m ethod is explained and im portant implementation issues for th a t enhance
ment class are discussed. Results are presented for the various types of enhance
ment, and close attention is paid to  the instruction cache performance and addi
tional memory requirements of these enhancements. The chapter concludes with 
an objective comparison between these optimisations and those provided for by 
Just-In-Tim e compilers.

C h a p te r  8 In the last chapter, the results of the thesis are summarised, highlighting 
some of the most notable contributions. Finally, we identify some interesting 
aspects arising from the work th a t warrant further research.
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Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Introduction

Eleven years after its inception, the use of Java [GJSBOO] has become commonplace. 
The number of Java-enabled devices is currently estimated at 2.5 billion and the number 
of worldwide Java developers at 4.5 million. The nature of devices on which Java is 
deployed has shifted recently towards embedded devices. At present the number of 
Java-enabled handset devices exceeds the number of Java-enabled desktop PCs [LS05].

2.2 A B rief H istory of Java

Arguably the most attractive feature of Java, its portable virtual machine nature, has 
been around in various guises for many years. This virtual machine is a program that 
isolates an application from the hardware it is running on. To execute, the applica
tion makes use of services provided by the virtual machine. This approach assists in 
portable code, at least for the application developer. In order to support the same set 
of services in a standardised way on several platforms, the virtual machine may have 
to be completely rewritten. This does not concern the application developer, whose 
application will run on any virtual machine that provides a standardised set of services.

Apart from the portability issue, another strength of virtual machines is that the 
hardware resources of a machine can be shared among several users, each literally 
getting their own virtual machine. This was the motivation for much of the early work



done in virtual machines by IBM in the 1960s in the development of IBM CP/CM S 
operating system [CreSl] for the IBM 360.

Interpretive compiling, a process used by Java, is the m ethod by which source 
code for an application intended for running on a v irtual machine is compiled into an 
intermediate representation. This intermediate representation can then be executed 
directly by the virtual machine. In a sense it is a compiler, not with the language of a 
hardware machine as the target, bu t the language of the virtual machine as the target.

The first serious portable, interpretive compiler system evolved from the system 
BCPL [Ric71] (a forerunner to the C language) in 1971. OCODE [HSS80] the assembly
like intermediate language outputted  by the Cambridge BCPL compiler was intended to 
be run on the BCPL Virtual Machine, a stack-based VM. A few years later in 1976, the 
UCSD P-system [BGCS82] was developed. This incorporated the Pascal-P language 
which was compiled by the Pascal-P compiler into intermediate bytecode called P- 
Code. Virtual machines existed for a number of architectures including the 6502, the 
8080, the Z-80, and the PDP-11. As a result of this unprecedented portability it was 
quickly adopted by users of these relatively new architectures. Of all the forerunners 
to  Java, it is the Pascal-P system with its portable P-code and stack-based VM that 
most closely resembles the interpretive compiler system th a t Java uses. In a sense 
it should be no surprise th a t such systems preceded Java so long ago. In the past, 
hardware constraints made interpreters quite popular due to  the compact intermediate 
representation of application code. Indeed, these same hardware constraints are shared 
by many current embedded devices such as mobile phones and sm art cards.

This embedded market was the target of Sun Microsystem’s Oak programming lan
guage [Sun05a], This language was designed from the ground up as an object oriented 
language for embedded devices. As such, common security and reliability issues were 
im portant design constraints. This resulted in the elimination of multiple inheritance, 
operator overloading and pointers. Renamed to Java for tradem ark reasons, and under 
the control of the FirstPerson project a t Sun, the language could not find acceptance 
in the consumer electronics industry. As a result, the FirstPerson project was dissolved 
by Sun in 1994.

Despite this, a few members of the project continued their efforts in finding a market 
for Java. This changed when Bill Joy made the decision to  get Java running inside 
W W W  browsers. Even though it was not the original target market for Java, the
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features of Java made it a perfect fit for the World W ide Web. Seeing Joy’s work, Sun 
Microsystems realised this, supported the project and announced Java and Hot Java, a 
Java-based Web browser in 1995 [Als95]. Netscape Inc [Ano95] and Microsoft [Lie95], 
followed suit by announcing support for Java in their respective browsers, cementing 
Java’s place on the Internet.

In the last few years, Java has essentially returned to  its roots, being deployed on 
many of the consumer devices for which it had been originally designed. Embedded 
devices such as mobile phones, sm art cards, car navigation systems, gaming systems 
now run Java V irtual Machines as part or all of their processing functions.

2.3 The Java V irtual M achine

The Java system, at its most basic level consists of the Java compiler for compiling 
Java source code into bytecode, a Java Virtual Machine (JVM) for running th a t byte
code on a particular architecture, and the Java Class Libraries, a standard set of well 
documented libraries. Figure 2.1 illustrates the relationship between Java source, Java 
bytecode, the JVM and underlying architecture.

In Figure 2.1, a simple program Hello.Java is compiled by a Java compiler. The 
compiler outputs a Hello.class file containing the bytecodes, the machine code as it 
were, for the Java Virtual Machine. These class files can be executed by a JVM on 
the same machine upon which compilation took place, or they could just as easily be 
transm itted across a network. They can even be run on a machine with a different 
architecture as long as th a t machine has a JVM. No m atter what JVM the Hello.class 
file is run on, th a t JVM should have access to the standard Java Class Library.

W hen the Hello.class program is being executed, any external code dependencies 
are loaded, typically from the Java Class Library. This external code is usually also in 
the form of class files^ This process, an extended form of dynamic finking, is called 
dynamic class loading. In combination with the bytecode format and the standardised 
class library, this dynamic linking approach is one of the reasons Java class files are so 
compact. This compactness is one of the attributes of Java bytecode th a t lends itself 
to fast transmission through networks. As we saw in Section 2.2, this is a desirable

^These class files may or may not be stored in compressed form.
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property of Java in its role of supplying and running dynamic web content for browsers^.
The bytecode itself is a stream of bytes, where each opcode is one byte long. Thus 

there is a maximum of 256 opcodes numbered from 0-255. Each instruction in the 
bytecode has a defined number of operands, also composed of bytes. Operands longer 
than a byte, for example integers, are either spread over several bytes or stored in the 
constant pool^. A limited number of types can appear as operands in the bji:ecode 
stream. These are the seven so-called primitive types in Java; byte, short, int, long, 
float double and char. Big endian ordering is used for operands that are split over 
several bytes. In the bytecode, there is no explicit type information encoded with 
operands. The number and type of operands in an instruction is implied from the 
instruction’s opcode itself. For example the i f  I t  (if less than zero) instruction is 
followed by two operand bytes representing a single signed 16 bit integer.

In Figure 2.1 the JVM and underlying hardware can often be viewed as a single 
machine designed for running Java, hence the grouping of the two logically into the 
Virtual Machine Layer. When providing support for Java on a new architecture, the 
only component that needs to be modified/rewritten is the only hardware dependant 
part of the whole package, namely this JVM.

The JVM, the subject of this thesis, is typically written in C/C-t—1- perhaps with 
some assembly language for performance reasons. Regardless of the implementation 
language, or the underlying architecture, JVMs have a universal structure, based on 
the various roles it must carry out in its lifetime. Figure 2.2 illustrates this high-level 
structure of a typical JVM.

2.3.1 Execution Engine

The main processing part of the JVM is the Execution Engine, responsible for the 
execution of Java bytecode. There are a number of (potentially overlapping) methods 
for implementing the Execution Engine:

In te rp re te r-b a se d  For embedded systems without a native Java instruction set, an 
interpreter-based execution engine is a good choice as it requires little memory

^The Hello.java program above compiles to 401 bytes using j2sdk 1.4.2. In contrast a ‘C’ program 
for doing the exactly same task compiles to 36,864 bytes on a Pentium 4 using MSVC 7.1.

repository for larger datatypes, stored outside the bytecode and indexed from the bytecode 
wherever required. This approach yields more compact bytecode at the expense of run-time efficiency.
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during the execution of Java bytecode. The interpreter reads the bytecode in
struction for an instruction code (opcode). It then looks up a table to find the 
implementation code for this instruction code and then jum ps (dispatches) to this 
code. W hen the code for the instruction is complete, the bytecode interpreter 
repeats the process beginning by reading the next instruction from the bjrtecode. 
While interpreter-based approaches are slow, they do have some notable benefits 
such as low run-time memory usage and are easy to  port to new architectures. 
Because of this compact nature. Embedded JVMs such as the Java Card Virtual 
Machine [SZYOO] are typically implemented as interpreters.

A h e a d -O f-T im e  (A O T ) c o m p ila tio n  Ahead Of Time compilers, compile all the 
Java code to native code before the JVM begins execution. This is an attractive 
proposition where the bytecode to be run is known in advance. However because 
some Java apphcations use custom classloaders or load components at runtime, 
code from a fully-fledged AOT compiler must be augmented with a Java execution 
engine such as an interpreter or a Just-In-Time compiler. The Gnu Compiler for 
Java (GCJ) [GNU03] currently offers limited support for AOT compilation for 
Java source code. The applications compiled to  native code by an AOT compiler 
will typically be much larger than  the bytecode generated by a standard Java 
compiler.

J u s t- In -T im e  ( J IT )  c o m p ila tio n  By far the most popular technique for implement
ing an execution engine, this approach incorporates a Java to  native code com
piler into the running JVM. W hen a new bytecode m ethod is encountered, the 
m ethod may be converted to native code, just in time, i.e. just before it is exe
cuted. Because compilation to  native code is expensive, some JITs only compile 
frequently executed regions of bytecode {hotspots). This has two implications. 
The first is th a t heuristics are needed to  decide which regions of bytecode are 
going to  be executed frequently and are worth compiling to  native code. The 
second is th a t some bytecode will not get translated. This in tu rn  imphes tha t 
the JIT  compiler must have an execution engine for dealing with these bytecodes. 
This secondary execution engine is usually implemented as an interpreter. Sun 
Microsystem’s HotSpot JVM [Gri98] makes use of this dual-execution engine ap
proach to combine execution of JIT  compilation and bytecode interpretation in
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an efficient manner.

C P U -b a se d  Java processors are processors with instruction sets and architectures 
th a t m atch or closely match the virtual machines upon which Java bytecode 
is to  be run. Many, if not all, of the Java bytecode instructions are actually 
implemented in hardware. Because of this, on these systems Java bytecode is 
native code. Some processors with Java support such as ARM processors with 
the Jazelle extension [Por04] have near-JVM architectures with most Java in
structions being implemented in hardware and others being emulated by short 
sequences of processor native instructions. While Java processors are fast for 
executing Java bytecode, they are not as flexible as many other processors, and 
are more suitable for embedded devices rather than  desktop/server machines.

2.3.2 D ynam ic Class Loader

The job of the Dynamic Class Loader [G JSBOO] is to load external classes, as and when 
they are required by the currently executing Java bytecode. These external classes can 
be in ROM, on a drive, or even in a remote location, accessed over a network. Once the 
appropriate class has been located, the dynamic class loader will verify th a t the class 
adheres to the class file format. The class file will then be loaded into the appropriate 
da ta  structure in memory and the class in memory will be prepared and initiahsed. 
There can be multiple class loaders (implemented as classes) in Java. These classes 
themselves need to be loaded by a class loader. This implies the need for a root class 
loader, through which other class loaders can be loaded as the JVM executes. This 
root class loader is called the primordial class loader. It is typically w ritten in native 
code and is platform dependent.

2.3.3 B ytecode Verifier

The Bytecode Verifier analyses the bytecode and checks for illegal activity. This en
hances the security and the reliability of the JVM. In order to do its job, the bytecode 
verifier carries out a number of phased checks of loaded classes. The first phase happens 
immediately after the dynamic class loader has loaded a new class. This phase checks 
a number of items such as ensuring each opcode is valid and has the correct operands.
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that the operand stack is always the correct height at each point in the bytecode, and 
that local variables are initialised before usage.

The next phase of the verification stage is often deferred until the individual byte
codes in the class are executed for the first time. This stage verifies symbolic references, 
resource identifiers for external classes, methods or fields. Many of these symbolic ref
erences may be references to classes tha t have yet to be loaded, so they must be loaded 
at this stage. When a symbolic reference is located, the bytecode verifier also checks 
that it contains the specified class, method or field, depending on the symbohc refer
ence. If the target for the symbohc reference can be found and loaded into the JVM 
successfully, the corresponding symbolic reference can be replaced with a direct refer
ence to the target. This will prevent further checking of the symbolic reference, since 
it has already been verified.

These relatively costly checks are carried out to satisfy Java’s original intent to 
provide secure, robust computation for embedded devices and for virtual machines 
running in WWW browsers running code that may or may not be trusted.

2.3.4 Java N ative Interface

The Java Native Interface [Lia99] is a part of the JVM which enables the JVM to 
call native code. This code can support platform dependant features not supportable 
through a JVM, pre-existing libraries that are too costly or unable to be ported to 
Java, or frequently executed tasks that would be better implemented as native code 
for performance reasons.

The JNI also has an important role, interfacing the JVM to JIT compilers. JIT 
compilers are built and supplied as standalone native code, platform dependant mod
ules. The JVM uses the native interface to call the various functions of the just-in-time 
compiler. In addition, when methods have been compiled to native code by the JIT 
compiler, calls to these native methods can be performed through the native interface.

Using the JNI enables native code to create new Java objects and manipulate them. 
Native code can also access Java objects, even modifying Java objects that are passed 
as parameters. Similarly the JVM is able to inspect and modify objects created by 
native code using the JNI. The JNI also gives the native code the ability to catch, 
handle and throw exceptions, to load Java classes, to get information about classes
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and to do runtime type checking.

2.3.5 The Garbage Collector

Each time the new operator in Java is used to create a new object, memory for that 
new object is allocated on the heap. In Java, unlike, for example, C + + , memory 
is not explicitly de-allocated. This means that allocated memory that is no longer 
required must be freed through some other mechanism. This mechanism is the Garbage 
Collector [VenOO].

The Garbage Collector typically runs in its own thread and scans through the 
heap looking for objects that are no longer reachable. When such objects are found, 
the Garbage Collector removes these objects from memory. The advantages for this 
automatic allocation and deallocation of memory are a more secure JVM, and releasing 
the programmer from the labour and potential bugs associated with memory allocation 
errors. The disadvantage is that the garbage collection process consumes precious CPU 
time since it is executed at certain times during a JVM’s execution.

The times when a Garbage Collector are to be run are not defined in the stan
dard Java specification [GJSBOO]. Indeed the Java specification does not even say how 
the Garbage Collector should do its job, merely that the heap must be garbage col
lected. This has led to a myriad of garbage collection algorithms being incorporated 
into JVMs, experimental or otherwise. Garbage collection algorithms vary from ref
erence counting [Bev87] to more sophisticated Mark-Sweep algorithms [GSaCOS] and 
copying algorithms such as the Semi-Space [CheZO] and Generational [DKPOO] algo
rithms. Differences between the various algorithms are in how they deal with memory 
fragmentation and how quickly they can find objects that require garbage collection.

Because no guarantees are made in the Java specification about the times when the 
Garbage Collector is invoked, nor how long each invocation should take, Java is of
ten seen as unsuitable for real-time applications. The Real-Time Specification for Java 
(RTS J) [BBG'*'00] provides for additional control over the Garbage Collector by the pro
grammer. For example, it is possible to create threads called NoHeapRealtimeThreads 
tha t never require garbage collection. The programmer can also, where possible, de
termine for how long the current thread can be interrupted by the underlying Garbage 
Collector. Another possibility the programmer has is to force the Garbage Collector
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to execute at certain times'*.

2.3.6 Threading M odel

Threads are part of the Java standard, indeed, even in a single threaded Java applica
tion, the Garbage Collector must run as a separate thread. Therefore a compliant JVM 
must support threads. As with garbage collection, the mechanism of thread support is 
not specified by the Java standard. There are typically two choices, with some JVMs 
providing user selectable implementations of both:

1. Green threads (JVM-level threads) [NewOO]. In this approach, the entire JVM 
occupies a single OS thread. Threads of execution must share this single OS 
thread. This is sometimes called a many-to-one thread model.

2. Native threads. In this approach, the JVM can create multiple threads, one for 
each Java thread, and threads for the Garbage Collector as required. This is 
sometimes called a one-to-one threading model.

Both approaches have their strengths and drawbacks. Green threads cannot make 
use of Symmetric Multiprocessor (SMP) systems and can be inefficient as each time 
a blocking system call occurs, it must be wrapped in such a way that prevents the 
entire JVM from blocking. On the other hand, a JVM supporting native threads is 
less portable, but can exploit SMP. Additionally, the efficiency of native threads can 
be very high, depending on the OS threading implementation. When it comes to 
the creation, destruction or suspending of a Java thread, green threads still have the 
performance edge, since all these operations can be performed without a system call, 
unlike native threads.

For embedded systems, a green threads approach is normally the practice for two 
main reasons. Firstly, a JVM that uses green threads is more portable and secondly, 
the underlying OS (if indeed there is any) on an embedded system is unlikely to provide 
threading support. Because of this portability and the JVM-level fine grained control

■̂ The original non-RTSJ Java standard allows for two calls, System.gc() or Runtime.gc(). However 
these are just recommendations from the programmer indicating that a garbage collection should 
happen here. Being merely recommendations, a standardised JVM can simply ignore them. This is 
not usually acceptable behaviour in real-time applications.
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of Java threads, the green thread approach can make simpler the task of constructing 
and optimising a JVM.

2.4 M odern Processor A rchitecture

CPUs have evolved considerably from the days of simple fetch-decode-execute cycle 
based hardware. Various architectural improvements have been made to improve in
struction throughput, even as the performance gap between memory and CPU widens. 
Some of these architectural aspects of the CPU have a surprisingly large effect on an 
interpreter’s performance. The two main aspects we identify are pipehning and branch 
prediction.

2.4.1 P ipelin ing

When a sequence of instructions are independent of one another, they could be executed 
in parallel without affecting the outcome of that instruction sequence. This property 
called Instruction Level Parallelism (ILP) can be exploited in a number of manners, 
the simplest of which is to build is a pipelined processor [HP03],

Pipelining divides machine instructions into a number of stages. In order to be 
executed, an instruction must pass through each one of those stages. Because there is 
now hardware to support several stages in the execution of an instruction, there is no 
reason why several different instructions cannot be executing in the same CPU at the 
same time. The sole restriction is tha t each of the instructions must be at a different 
stage of execution. The effect of this is that several instructions can be executed in 
parallel, all at different stages in the pipeline.

There are 5 main stages in a classic processor pipeline:

1. Instruction fetch (IF)

2. Instruction decode/register fetch (ID),

3. Execute (EX),

4. Memory access (MEM),

5. Write back (WB) of results to the registers.
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Figure 2.3 shows this type of classic 5 stage processor pipeline from [HP03]. In the 
first cycle, opi is a t the first stage of the pipeline. In the second cycle, opi moves to 
the second stage and op2 moves to the first stage. W hen all five stages of the pipeline 
are full, five different operations will be active, all a t different stages of execution.

Stage 1 stageZ

IF ID EX MEM WB

IF ID EX MEM WB

IF ID EX MEM WB

IF ID EX MEM WB

IF ID EX MEM WB

Figure 2.3: Classic processor pipeline

Pipelining requires a change in the way one considers the atom icity of the CPU 
clock. In a simple CPU without pipelining, a clock-tick would only need to be as short 
as the shortest instruction the CPU can execute. Once pipelining is introduced, the role 
of the clock changes to  synchronising the pipelining, each stage of which is relatively 
short. Therefore pipelined CPUs tend to  have faster clock rates. An interesting point 
of note is th a t while clock ticks must be uniform, the amount of tim e required by each 
stage of the pipeline can be different. In a sense, the pipeline can only be as fast as its 
slowest stage. A significant challenge in pipeline design is to ensure th a t the various 
stages are m atched as closely as possible in term s of tim e required to do their job. A 
nice example of this effect in action can be found inside the Pentium  4 [HSU"*"01]. The 
pipeline in this CPU has two ‘drive’ stages which are solely for moving signals across 
the chip. If these signals had not been given their own stages and instead incorporated 
together or into another stage, the entire pipeline would have to  be slowed down.

Some recent processors have even longer pipelines than  the five-stage example in 
Figure 2.3. For example, Intel’s P4 processor (Northwood core) has a 20 stage pipeline 
[ISS05], which is achieved by dividing the normal pipeline stages into smaller steps. 
Even more extreme is the Prescott core P4 processor with 31 pipehne stages [ISS05]. 
One advantage of a longer pipeline is th a t each stage takes a shorter amount of time, 
allowing the clock frequency of the processor to be increased.
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In an ideal world, a pipeline of length n will have n instructions at various stages of 
execution, and complete one instruction per clock cycle. This rarely happens for a num
ber of reasons, including dependencies among instructions and branch mispredictions 
(Section 2.4.2). At a certain stage, the amount of extra Instruction Level Parallelism 
(ILP) that can be exploited by extending the pipeline tails off. The exploitation of ILF 
through pipelining does not come for free. As the length of the pipeline increases, the 
synchronisation and the transfer of data from stage to stage also incurs more and more 
overhead. Therefore choosing the optimal length of a pipeline becomes a balancing act 
of trying to maximise ILP by extra pipehning stages, while trying to minimise the cost 
associated with those extra stages. In the next section we highlight a significant cost 
associated with longer pipehnes.

2.4.2 Branch Prediction

We have deliberately deferred one significant source of pipeline stalls until this point, 
namely stalls due to control flow changes. While pipelines work extremely well for 
straight line code, once conditional branches start occurring, things become more dif
ficult. In a pipelined processor when a conditional branch is read into the CPU’s 
pipehne, the CPU does not know what the result of the condition will be, since the 
condition has not actually been evaluated yet. The branch may need to pass through 
several, even all, stages of the pipeline before the CPU knows where the next instruc
tion should be fetched from. In order to keep the pipeline ‘fed’ with instructions, the 
CPU guesses where the next instructions after the conditional branch will come from, 
and starts feeding these instructions speculatively into the pipeline. This approach 
is called speculative execution and its primary purpose is to keep the pipeline busy 
[She04].

The problem with speculative execution is that it is only of value when the predic
tion is correct. In cases where the CPU makes the wrong guess about the conditional 
branch, it may have to clear out all the instructions that had been speculatively loaded 
into the CPU. Worse still, some of these instructions may have been partially executed, 
and any changes resulting from these partially executed instructions must be undone. 
The latter problem is fixed by adding hardware support into the CPU for speculative 
execution, to ensure that partial execution of an incorrectly guessed stream of instruc-
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tions causes no problems. The former problem can only be fixed by guessing right all 
of the time.

Unfortunately, predicting such branches correctly 100% of the time is not possible. 
Furthermore, the problem of branch prediction is even more difficult than simply trying 
to predict conditional branches. In these cases, the task of prediction is to determine 
if a branch will jump or not. Indirect branches are much more complicated to predict. 
These are instructions which jump to a computed address, and thus can have multiple 
possible targets. The problem is exacerbated by longer pipelines, as a single mispredic
tion by the speculative execution engine can result of the flushing of the entire pipeline, 
and a delay of n cycles (where n is the length of the pipeline) until instructions are 
being completed again. This is disastrous for instruction completion rates.

There are two reasons to be optimistic though. Firstly, not all apphcations contain 
lots of unpredictable branches. For example media and games applications contain a 
lot of predictable straight-hne code with infrequent branches. Secondly, CPUs that 
have speculative execution also have branch prediction and branch target prediction 
algorithms and supporting hardware which enables better guesses to be made as to the 
control flow of the program. Typically, the longer the pipeline (and hence the bigger 
the branch misprediction penalty), the more sophisticated the prediction algorithms.

One of the simplest approaches to branch prediction is a static branch predictor 
[Pat95]. Static branch predictors use a set of static rules to determine whether a branch 
is taken or not. A simple static predictor might assume that a backwards branch is 
always taken. This approach would work well for loops but would fail spectacularly for 
other types of branches. Most modern branch target prediction algorithms are dynamic 
and work on the basis of a history. A common version of dynamic branch prediction 
uses a Branch History Table to guess whether a branch is taken or not. Simple 1-bit 
BHTs make guesses about whether a branch is taken based on what happened the 
last time the branch was encountered. Other BET algorithms take more sophisticated 
approaches, attempting to exploit patterns in a branches history.

For dealing with the addresses of indirect branches, a common approach is to include 
hardware called a Branch Target Buffer (BTB) into the CPU [FogOl]. This BTB 
maintains a list of previously encountered branches (hashed by their address) and their 
previous target. If the branch is encountered again, a lookup to the BTB will find the 
entry for that branch, and speculative execution will continue at the indicated address.
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If later, th a t address turns out to  be wrong (i.e. if a branch misprediction occurs), the 
BTB entry for th a t branch will be updated with the correct address. BTBs are limited 
in size, though, and even in a program with numerous predictable branches, the BTB 
may not have space for all of them  due to  some of them  being displaced out of the 
BTB by more recent entries. These type of BTB misses are called capacity misses.

The best performing indirect branch predictors a t present are two level predictors. 
The first level is a global or at least partially shared set of history registers which store 
a limited number of previous targets of branches. This table of registers is called a Path  
History Register (PHR). The number of branches stored in the history a t each entry 
is called the path length. The second level is a table called the Pattern  History Table 
and is composed of 2-bit counters, each with an associated branch target address. It is 
this 2-bit counter th a t decides whether to replace the associated branch or not, when 
a misprediction occurs. First proposed by Driesen and Holzle[DH98], these predictors 
have yet to be implemented on a wide scale.

Looking at some current desktop CPUs, the Pentium  4 [HSU+01] has a pipehne 
of 20 or 31 stages (depending on which CPU core one looks at). It has a BHT size 
of 4096 entries and a similarly sized BTB. The branch prediction algorithm is not 
public knowledge but appears to be quite efficient. The Pentium-M chip [GRA+03] 
has an undisclosed pipeline depth estimated between 10-20 cycles and has an extra 
piece of branch prediction hardware called a Loop predictor which is a specialised 
BHT specifically for loops. Interestingly, the Pentium-M  chip appears to  have a two 
level branch prediction unit tha t yields significant improvements in branch prediction 
accuracy [GRA+03].

2.5 Conclusion

In this chapter we have presented some of the background and history of the Java 
Virtual Machine. We have examined a number of types of execution engine, interpreter- 
based execution-engines being of greatest interest to  us due to their utility in embedded 
systems. We have also examined some of the architectural features of a typical modern 
CPU which will be seen to  have a substantial effect on JVM performance in subsequent 
chapters. In the next chapter we present a more detailed examination of the state  of 
the art in JVM optimisation, paying close attention to  previous research in the area.
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Chapter 3 

Literature Survey

3.1 Introduction

The Java Virtual Machine uses a stack-based bytecode to represent the program. Exe
cuting this bji:ecode is similar to executing normal machine code. The JVM fetches the 
next instruction, and based on the type of instruction and its operands, some action 
is performed. Thus the JVM must perform some action from a large number of alter
natives, based on the value of the opcode. This is known as dispatching the bytecode 
instruction.

Instruction dispatch typically consumes most of the execution time in virtual ma
chine interpreters. The reason is that most VM instructions require only a small amount 
of computation, such as adding two numbers or loading a number on the stack, and can 
be implemented in a few machine code instructions. In contrast, instruction dispatch 
can require up to 10-12 machine code instructions, and involves a time consuming in
direct branch. For this reason, dispatch consumes a large proportion of the running 
time of most efficient interpreters [EGOl].

Switch dispatch is the simplest and most widely used approach. The main loop of 
the interpreter consists of a large switch statement with one case for each opcode in 
the JVM instruction set. Ertl [Ert95] presents a number of ‘C’ source code samples 
and the corresponding compiled MIPS assembly language which we use in this chapter 
to illustrate the various threading techniques. Figure 3.1 shows how this approach is 
implemented in C, and Figure 3.2 shows the corresponding Mips assembly language.
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typedef enum { 
add /* ... ♦/ 

} Inst;

void engine()
{

static Bytecode program[] = { iadd /+ ... */ };

Bytecode *ip;
int *sp;

while (1)
switch (*ip++) { 
case iadd:

sp[l]=sp[0]+sp[l] ;
sp++;
breaik;

/+ ... */
>

}

Figure 3.1: Instruction dispatch using sw itch  [Ert95]
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$L2: #for (;;)
Iw $3,0($6) #$6=instruction pointer
#nop
situ $2,$8,$3 #check upper bound
bne $2,$0,$L2
addu $6,$6.4 #brcinch delay slot
sll $2,$3.2 #multiply by 4
addu $2,$2,$7 #add switch table base
Iw $2,0($2)
#nop
j $2
#nop

$L13; #switch target table 
.word $L12

$L12; #add;

j $L2 
#nop

Figure 3.2: Switch dispatch in MIPS assembly [Ert95]

Switch dispatch is simple to implement, bu t rather inefficient for a number of rea
sons. First, most compilers produce a range check to  ensure th a t the opcode is within 
the range of valid values. In the JVM this is unnecessary, since the bytecode verifier 
already checks this. Secondly, the b reak  is translated into an unconditional jump back 
to the start of the loop. Given th a t the loop already contains a jum p, it would be 
better to  structure the loop as a set of routines th a t jum p to  one another.

3.2 D ispatch Techniques

Historically, interpreters have not been designed with efficiency in mind. A survey of 
several interpreters by Romer et al [RLV+96] concludes th a t work to  improve inter
preters would be better spent a t the software rather than  hardware level. E rtl et al 
[EGOl] examine efficient interpreters however and find th a t they contain a substantial
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hardware-related inefficiency. This inefficiency relates to the unpredictability of branch
ing from one VM to the next (instruction dispatch) and the fact that most modern 
CPUs are pipelined, some quite deeply. They found that 3.2%-13% of all executed 
instructions are indirect branches. This, in itself, is not a surprise, since an indirect 
branch will typically follow each VM instruction, while the VM instructions them
selves are relatively simple operations, comprising a handful of machine instructions. 
The most surprising result they present is the number of cycles that these indirect 
branches consume, which is reported as 61%-79% of machine cycles. They highlight 
the importance of a good predictor, reporting a speedup of 2.55 or more over no pre
dictor. From a software point of view, they recommend replacing a standard switch 
dispatch based scheme (Figure 3.3) with a direct threaded dispatch scheme.

0 1 2  3 4

INDEX^OF operand INDEX OF operand INDEX.OF
(iload) (itoad) (iadd)

Inierpreier core:

switch(*IP)-
{

case lload:
<code> 
IP+=2; 
break;

executed
code

case ladd:
5 <code>

IP+=1;
break;

)

Figure 3.3: Switch Dispatch
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3.2.1 D irect Threaded D ispatch

The first paper discussing threaded code was pubhshed in 1973 by James Bell [Bel73]. 
This technique was later rechristened direct threaded code in the light of many other 
variations on the same theme. The paper describes a process where the instructions 
in the code to  be interpreted are represented by the address of their implementation, 
rather than a string, index or other types of representation. Instruction dispatch then 
becomes a process of retrieving the address of the next instruction from the instruction 
stream  and jumping to this address. This optimisation is dependant upon the ability 
to  treat labels as first class values (first-class labels). In cases where this support is not 
present, one can either resort to a more portable dispatch method, or indeed resort to 
writing sequences of machine code for the dispatch part of the interpreter instructions. 
First class labels are not part of the ANSI-C standard. However, GCC, the popular 
multi-platform GNU compiler has support for first-class labels. This feature allows the 
addresses of labels to  be treated  like any other pointer. Figure 3.4 shows an example 
of a threaded dispatch interpreter.

The advantages of direct threaded dispatch over switch dispatch are twofold. Firstly 
direct threaded dispatch involves only a load and an indirect branch as opposed to  the 
shghtly more comphcated switch instruction. The switch instruction indexes a table 
of branch targets which usually includes incurring the cost of a bounds check in addi
tion to  a load and indirect branch. Typically a direct threaded dispatch needs three 
to four machine instructions, whereas the switch dispatch needs nine to ten machine 
instructions [Ert94]. Secondly, and more importantly, because each VM instruction 
gets its own dispatch code in the direct threaded approach, it means th a t there will 
be more entries in the BTB. This has a massive contribution to  the predictability of 
branches. Instead of having a single indirect branch, branching to  all possible instruc
tions, a larger number of branch points exist, each branching to  a subset of possible 
VM instructions^ Consider the loop shown in Figure 3.6. The Figure shows the state 
of the BTB after a complete iteration of the loop (including the branch backwards).

^This subset can be an effective subset resulting from the sequences of instructions seen in a 
program. It can also be an absolute subset where the interpreter rules dictate that only certain 
instructions can follow a particular instruction. For example in Java, if the ilo a d  instruction is 
encountered (pushing an integer to the operand stack) one is guaranteed that the next instruction is 
not fadd (add two floats on the top of the instruction stack).
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0 1 2 3 4

INDEX_OF
(iload)

operand INDEX.OF
(iload)

operand INDEX OF 
(iadd)

t h r e a d e d
c o d e

&&iload operand &&iload operand &&iadd

e x e c u te d
c o d e

Interpreter core:

iload:
<code> 
IP+=2; 
goto **IP;

iadd:
<code> 
IP+=1; 
goto **

Figure 3.4: Threaded Dispatch

typedef void *Inst;

void engine()

static void * program[] = { &&iadd /* ... */ }; 
Inst *ip; 
int *sp;

goto +ip++;

iadd: 
sp[l]=sp[0]+sp[l] ; 
sp++;
goto *ip++;

Figure 3.5: Instruction dispatch using direct threading in GNU C [Ert95]
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In a switch based dispatch scheme, each instruction dispatch will most likely cause a 
branch misprediction. This is because no two copies of the same instruction occur in 
succession and the BTB entry for the dispatch in the switch statem ent will never guess 
correctly. However in the direct threaded approach because i lo a d  always follows iadd, 
isu b  always follows i lo a d  etc. in the loop, each of the individual dispatches a t the end 
of a VM instruction is always to the same target. Overall E rtl et al [EGOl] estimate 
th a t threaded dispatch gives an increase in branch prediction accuracy of 2%-20% from 
switch based dispatch to  about 45% with threaded dispatch.

In work describing the efficient SableVM interpreter, Gagnon et al [GHOl] de
scribe the use of direct threading in their interpreter. Although they provide perfor
mance comparisons between SableVM and othe VMs, they do not report any results 
th a t are meaningful in term s of determining how much direct threading contributes to 
SableVM’s performance. In later work Gagnon et al measure the speedup of a threaded 
version of their interpreter over an atypically optimised^ switch-based version of their 
interpreter. They measure the effect on rurming time using the SPECjvm98 bench
marks [SPE98] and two object oriented applications soot [VRCG'*'99] and SableCC 
[GH98], and obtain an average speedup of 1.12.

Gregg et al [GEKOl] also describe the construction of an efficient Java interpreter 
using direct threading dispatch. Although results are presented comparing the in
terpreter’s performance in relation to a number of other interpreters, no results are 
presented th a t measure the exact contribution of direct threading to  th a t performance.

3.2.2 Token Threaded D ispatch

One valid criticism of direct threading is th a t it involves replacing instruction codes in 
the instruction stream  with the addresses of the instructions. A part from the necessary 
code translation, this also can cause code bloat in the interpreted code {bytecode bloat), 

depending on the interpreter’s code representation and the size of a memory address^.

^The switch-based interpreter they used is actually switch-threaded. It uses a switch statement 
but does not operate on bytecode, but on optimised word-sized code. Therefore the speedup obtained 
by using direct threaded dispatch should be treated as a lower bound that one might obtain over a 
normal switch-based interpreter operating on bytecode.

®For example in Java on a 32-bit x86 CPU, a single bytecode representing an instruction must be 
replaced with 4 bytes (a single 32-bit address).
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Threaded Dispatch:

Switch Dispatch:

BTB

DISPATCH TARGET

SWITCH &1ADD

BTB

DISPATCH TARGET

lADD &ILOAO

ILOAD &ISUB

ISUB &IFLT

IFLT &IADO

Code:

lADD ILOAD ISUB IFLT

Figure 3.6; Switch Versus Threaded Dispatch

An alternative dispatch mechanism, token threading is shown in Figure 3.7. This 
dispatch scheme avoids any modifications to the interpreter’s instruction stream. A 
table of instruction addresses is used and, while each VM instruction still gets its 
own dispatch code, the dispatch itself is changed. Each dispatch consists of using the 
standard instruction code, found in the instruction stream , to  lookup the address of 
th a t instruction in the table. Once the address of the instruction has been loaded, an 
indirect branch takes place to th a t address. Because token threading is identical to 
direct threading, apart from the table lookup, it gives identical performance in term s of 
branch prediction accuracy. Despite the table lookup, token threading could actually 
improve performance due to  the fact th a t it does not cause code bloat, and therefore 
ought to  give better cache performance.

3.2.3 Offset Threading

If one is concerned about the table lookup, another alternative is to  use offset threading. 
This approach attem pts to  address the bytecode bloat issue, bu t some instruction 
stream translation is still required to  replace instruction codes. This time however, 
a base address is selected and shorter offsets to each instruction are stored into the 
instruction stream  instead of full memory addresses. For example, instead of storing a
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bytecode

0 1 2 3 4

INOEX^OF
(iioad)

operand INDEX.OF
(iload)

operand INDEX.OF
(iadd)

table
Index Address

INDEX OF(iload) &&iload

INDEX OFfiaddl &&iacU

executed
code

Interpreter core:

lload:
<code>
IP+=2;
goto *table[*1P];

ladd:
<code>
IP+=1;
goto *table{*IP];

Figure 3.7: Token Threaded Dispatch
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typedef void +Inst; 

void engine()

static Bytecode program[] = { iadd /* ... */ >; 

Bytecode *ip;
Inst dispatch_table = { fefenop, &&aload_null, .... }; 
int *sp;

goto dispatch_table[*ip++] ;

iadd: 
sp[l]=sp[0]+sp[l] ; 
sp++;
goto dispatch_table[+ip++];

}

Figure 3.8: Instruction dispatch using token threading in GNU C [Ert95]

Iw $2,0($4) #get next inst., $4=inst.ptr. 
addu $4,$4,4 #advance instruction pointer 
j $2 #execute next instruction
#nop #branch delay slot

Figure 3.9: Direct threading in MIPS assembly [Ert95]
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Ihu $2,0($4) #get next inst., $4=inst.ptr.
addu $4,$4,4 #advance instruction pointer
addu $2,$2,$5 #add base pointer
j $2 #execute next instruction
#nop #branch delay slot

Figure 3.10; Offset threading in MIPS assembly [Ert95]

32-bit address A  into the instruction stream, one could store a 16-bit offset B  into the 
instruction stream, where A = Base -1- B. Instead of a table lookup before the indirect 
dispatch, a cheaper addition can take place. This cost of this addition can be cheaper 
if one uses a variation of offset threading called segment threading. In this approach, 
the segment register addressing mode of the host CPU is used.

The segment register is loaded with the code segment containing the VM instruction 
core and offsets are stored in the instruction scheme as before. Because the addition is 
absorbed into the addressing mechanism, it can be marginally faster than offset thread
ing. Unfortunately this type of addressing is only available on x86 CPU derivatives 
and even if it is available, may require assembly code to ensure it is used. Additionally 
the offset requires 16-bit alignment.

The offset threading scheme was introduced by Barnhart [Bar83] where he proposed 
a scheme for implementing a direct threaded interpreter on the 32 bit Motorola 68000 
using only 16 bit addresses. The scheme allocates one register to be the “base pointer” , 
which contains the starting address of the interpreter. All other addresses are offsets 
relative to the base pointer. Thus, we need a 32 or 64 bit base address, and provided 
tha t the interpreter code fits inside 64K, the threaded code can consist of a series of 
offsets to that base address.

3.2.4 Indirect Threaded D ispatch

One way to reduce the size of direct threaded code is to factor our frequently occurring 
immediate constants in the code. Typically, the same constants appear many times in 
the code and the goal of indirect threaded [Dew75] dispatch is to have a special version 
of each instruction for each immediate constant value that the instruction can have. 
This is achieved by adding an extra level of indirection. Instead of the code consisting
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Iw $2,0($4) #get the next inst, $4=inst.ptr.
#nop #load delay slot
Iw $3.0($2) #get the VM instruction address
addu $4,$4,4 #advaiice instruction pointer
j $3 #execute next instruction
#nop #branch delay slot

Figure 3.11: Indirect threading in MIPS assembly

of a list of addresses of executable routines interspersed with immediate operands, the 
code becomes a list of pointers to  s t r u c ts .  Each s t r u c t  contains field with a pointer 
to  the routine to  implement the instruction, and another field containing the immediate 
operand.

Indirected threaded dispatch reduces the code size by factoring out multiple copies 
of frequently used constants. However, the addition of a struct for each VM instruction- 
operand pair offsets some of the savings in memory size. Furthermore, the extra level 
of indirection requires an additional load to the compiled dispatch code when compared 
with direct threading (see figure 3.11).

Some implementations of the Forth language, such as GForth [Ert93], use a hybrid 
of direct and indirect threading. As with indirect threading a s t r u c t  is created at 
translation tim e for each combination of VM instruction and operand in the program. 
However instead of the first field containing a pointer to the executable code, it contains 
a machine language instruction to jum p to this code. This combines many of the 
benefits of direct and indirect threaded dispatch. Unfortunately, this scheme requires 
th a t executable machine code be generated at run time, something th a t cannot be done 
portably. Furthermore many architectures with separate instruction and data  caches, 
such as the Intel Pentium, impose a very heavy performance penalty if there are cache 
lines containing both data  and executable instructions. For these reasons, we do not 
consider this scheme any further.

3.2.5 Other Threading M echanism s

Call threading [Ert96] is threading mechanism which is viable for most compilers, even 
those not supporting first-class labels. Instead it relies on indirect calls instead of
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indirect jumps. Each dispatch involves a call and a return sequence. In addition 
any shared data between VM instructions such as the stack pointer and instruction 
pointers must be declared as global variables. Apart from the overhead of calls and 
returns, without radical changes this approach is unsuitable for VMs that use multiple, 
concurrent, OS-level threads. This is because a context switch between threads would 
require the overhead of switching the shared data stored in global variables. With OS- 
level native threads, this might not even be possible, since the JVM might not know 
a context switch had occurred. Ertl [Ert96] provides measurements on the number 
of cycles required for a dispatch on two processors, the R3000 and R4000, for switch, 
direct and call threading. While call threading is not as efficient as direct threading, 
it is a bit more efficient than switch-based threading.

Another variant is bit threading, a technique specific to the NOVIX NC4000. A 
single bit in a 16-bit opcode determines if the opcode is a call to routine or an executable 
instruction. This scheme allows a single-cycle call to a subroutine. A similar scheme 
is used for returns. These processor-specific techniques are not portable and require 
assembly language to implement them. We do not consider them further.

Subroutine threading [Kog82] is yet another variation on direct threaded code. First 
presented by Curley [Cur93a, Cur93b] for Forth on the 68000, in this approach the 
instruction stream is no longer interpreted. Instead it is composed of a sequence of 
machine code c a l l  and re t(u rn ) instructions to/from various subroutines representing 
VM instructions. A recent variation of subroutine threading termed context threading 
has been developed by Berndl et al [BVZB05]. Each VM instruction is implemented 
with a C function. Instead of interpreting bytecode or threaded code, a very simple just- 
in-time compiler generates executable code for a sequence of calls to these functions. 
This eliminates indirect branches completely from the dispatch of VM instructions, at 
the cost of some loss in simplicity and portability.

3.3 Instruction Scheduling

One option to improve Instruction Level Parallelism and hence performance on deeply 
pipelined architecture is to reorder instructions so that values are not used immediately 
after they are computed. Avoiding this means avoiding pipeline stalls, which are ex
pensive on pipelined architectures. This technique of re-ordering instructions is termed
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instruction scheduling [CMC"'"91, CMW'''94]. Typically performed within basic blocks, 
the re-ordering is constrained by data dependencies, the violation of which implies the 
changing of the semantics of the code. In short, not all orderings of instructions are 
possible, and it is the job of the instruction scheduler to satisfy these constraints while 
maximising ILP.

Software pipelining, a specific case of instruction scheduling attempts to overcome 
memory latency in loops [RG81, Lam88]. It does this by overlapping pre-fetches for 
a future iteration of the loop with the current iteration. This is something of a bal
ancing act, as on one hand fetches must be early to avoid memory latency, but on the 
other hand, if they are too early they may get flushed from the cache before they are 
actually used. Because of the irreducibility of the interpreter loop [ASU86], software 
pipelining must be performed manually. One such technique is to load the address of 
the next dispatch as early as possible, even moving the load into the previous instruc
tion [EG03b] (but may involve having an additional move instruction). This results 
in a pipeline of two stages. Figure 3.12 shows a three stage pipeline optimisation (in-

Sequential Execution:
Time->

Bytecode i Incr/Fetch Execute/Decode Jum p I
Bytecode i+1 Incr/Fetch Execute/Decode Jum p |

Pipelined Execution;
Time->

Bytecode i Incr/Fetch Decode Execute/Jump

Bytecode i+1 Incr/Fetch Decode Execute/Jump

Bytecode i+2 Incr/Fetch Decode Execute/Jump

Bytecode i+3 Incr/Fetch Decode Execute/Jump 1

Figure 3.12: Sequential and Pipelined Interpreters

crement/fetch, decode and execute/jump) which was applied by Hoogerbrugge et al 
[HATW99] on the Philips Trimedia VLIW processor [SRD96]. Although they do not 
isolate the performance benefits of the hand-coded software pipehning alone, they do 
report an improvement from an average of 6.27 cycles per instruction without software
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pipelining and stack caching to 4 cycles per instruction with both optimisations. In 
subsequent work Hoogerbrugge et al [HAOO] also report execution speed improvements 
of 19.4% and a cycle reduction of 14.4% from pipelining their threaded, stack caching 
JVM. Smaller optimisations for Prolog are also presented by Costa [Cos99].

These techniques can be of great assistance on pipelined architectures with delayed 
indirect branches, a prepare-to-branch instruction or some equivalent. This includes 
processors such as the Philips Trimedia and the Motorola PowerPC. On architectures 
where branches cannot be resolved early, such as x86 CPUs, branches are predicted in 
hardware and the programmer cannot control this prediction process directly. Even in 
such processors, instruction scheduling can offer marginal performance improvements 
by scheduling the load for the address of an indirect branch a couple of instructions 
before the actual indirect branch. By the time the actual dispatch reaches the execution 
stage, the load will have resolved. However a branch misprediction may still occur, 
depending on what prediction the branch prediction unit has made for that indirect 
branch. On such processors, this optimisation reduces the latency associated with 
fetching these loads, but does not significantly contribute to reducing the frequency of 
cost branch mispredictions.

Work exploiting ILP in Java has been examined in the context of just-in-time 
compilers where the scheduling problem is more tractable due to the additional knowl
edge of bytecode sequences at runtime. Suggestions for annotating bytecode allowing 
an intermediate code compiler share information allowing better run-time instruction 
scheduling (and other optimisations) is presented by Reig [ReiOl]. The effect of run
time exceptions on the ILP of JIT generated native code is examined by Arnold et al 
[AHKROO]. Other work has concentrated on architectural models for exploiting ILP. 
Watanabe et al [WCLOl] present an architecture for exploiting ILP and Thread Level 
Parallelism for Java. These results are promising as they present simulations that show 
their architecture can achieve 7.33 Effective Instructions Per Cycle (EIPC) with 8 slots 
and a 4 instruction scheduhng window for each slot.

3.4 Stack Caching

Most operations in the Java VM access the operand stack, whether popping or/and 
pushing a value. In order to speed up these operations, it would be advantageous
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to  employ some form of stack caching, keeping the stack contents in registers. Most 
processors however have low numbers of registers available for the programmer to use 
directly so keeping the entire stack in registers is simply not practical.

Fortunately, various studies have shown th a t the depth of the Java operand stack is 
quite shallow [PWL04, Por04], This imphes th a t only a few registers would be required 
to  store a significant portion of the stack. Even if one were to  just cache the topmost 
item of the stack, this would give result in a stack-cache hit rate  of over 50% [PWL04].

There are three classes of stack caching mechanism, differing in implementation 
details and functionality:

1. Fixed-size stack caching.

2. Dynamic stack caching.

3. Static

3.4.1 F ixed-size Stack Caching

This approach to  stack caching assigns a certain number of registers and an ordering 
among those registers to hold items at the top of the stack. For example, if three 
registers, R i , R 2 , R 3  are assigned as a stack cache, then one register, say R 3  must be 
designated as the top of the stack at all times. Another, say R 2  must be designated as 
the second from top, and another as the third from top.

To support this approach, the VM must be redesigned. Firstly VM instructions 
need to be rew ritten so th a t stack accesses are to  the registers. Secondly, code for the 
maintenance of the stack cache must be introduced. If for example three items are 
stored in the cache and a push occurs, then R 3  m ust be flushed to  memory, R 2  must 
be shifted to R 3 ,  R i  to  R 2  and then the push can take place to  Ri.  Figure 3.13 shows 
an example of the shifting of registers required when a push occurs when the stack 
cache is full. Note that, apart from the register-register copies, there is only one store 
to  memory.

Similar complications can arise when an item is popped, as values need to  be shifted 
among registers, and this time a value must be read in from memory into R 3 .  Apart 
from this housekeeping, a stack caching Java interpreter m ust also flush its state  to 
memory at appropriate times, for example before a garbage collection occurs, or before
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After Push:Before Push:

Memory

CPU

Stack Scack

Figure 3.13: Fixed Size Stack Caching with Three Registers

certain VM instructions. The major overheads of this form of stack caching are the 
register-register moves which take place each time an instruction has a net effect on 
the stack size. Other stack-size maintaining instructions benefit enormously from this 
approach. For example the type conversion instructions in Java such as g e t f ie ld  
(which pops one object reference oflF the stack and pushes another) will find its operand 
in a register and will push back to that register when done, all without register-register 
copying.

Although there are still loads or stores each time a net change to the stack takes 
place, the important feature is that these loads and stores do not represent data read 
or written to/from the current VM instruction. The total number of loads and stores 
executed may not be reduced. But when performing an operation such as an integer 
add, the operands are immediately available in registers, rather than needing to be 
fetched from memory. Thus the critical data dependence path in the code is shorter. 
Values may need to be loaded, but these loads can be scheduled concurently with the 
add, rather than the add having to wait for these loads to complete. Thus, the loads
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are moved off the critical data dependence path. Hoogerbrugge et al [HATW99] use 
a fixed size cache of two registers in a pipelined interpreter on the Philips Trimedia 
VLIW processor (see Section 3.3 for results).

One configuration of fixed-size stack caching is much more practical than others. 
This is to have a fixed-size cache of only one register. When the stack height changes, 
no shifting of values between registers is needed, although the usual loads and stores 
are required. This is the aproach used in the GForth interpreter. Ertl [Ert95] performs 
an empirical comparison across a range of benchmarks in Forth. In this work it was 
found that keeping a fixed number of items cached was inefficient except for the topmost 
item. This is due to unnecessary loads and stores needed to maintain the constant size. 
In the absence of a full implementation, results are presented in terms of eliminated 
stores, loads and stack pointer updates.

Peng et al report an implementation of Xorp, a hybrid stack JVM on Intel’s XScale 
processor in [PWL04]. In their implementation, they employed a fixed size cache of 
two items. This choice was based on the fact that there are only seven callee-saved 
registers, three of which were already required by the JVM (for the instruction pointer, 
stack pointer and local variables pointer). Of the four that remained, one was required 
for a code sharing (between stack-caching states) mechanism, and another was left free 
in order for GCC to generate efficient code. According to their tests on selected J2ME 
benchmarks, 80% of executed VM instructions read and write exclusively from/to the 
stack. The novel contribution of this paper is their mechanism for sharing code be
tween interpreter states, preventing the code-explosion problem associated with stack 
caching. Their interpreter compares favourably to an un-cached threaded implemen
tation, giving a 13.6% average speedup on their selected benchmarks.

3.4.2 D ynam ic Stack Caching

The fixed-size stack cache approach, although relatively straightforward to implement, 
has the overhead of a large number of register-register copies. For VLIW machines, 
this may be an acceptable cost given the instruction scheduling opportunities that 
arise. However, for non-VLIW, machines the benefits are not as great and therefore 
the relative cost of these register-register copies is higher. An alternative approach that 
avoids the register-register copies, is to allow the number of cached items in the stack
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cache to vary. This means that a load or a store is no longer inevitable when a stack- 
height changing VM instruction occurs. Loads will only occur when a VM instruction 

cannot find the correct number of items in the stack-cache to pop (the stack cache is 

empty), or when there is not enough room in the stack cache to push a result (the 

stack cache is full).

Implementing such a variable-sized stack is a little more complicated, since the top  

of stack can be any of the stack-cache registers (or none if the stack is empty). To 

solve the problem, the concept of states is introduced. For example, if the interpreter 

has a stack-cache of three registers R i , R 2 ,Rs ,  then the interpreter can be in one of 
four states:

S ta te  0 The stack is empty.

S ta te  1 The stack-cache has one cached value. Ri  is the top item.

S ta te  2 The stack-cache has two cached values. i ?2  is the top item.

S ta te  3 The stack-cache is full. Rs  is the top item.

At any time the interpreter is in one of these states. In order to maintain the state in 

an efficient manner, four sets of VM instructions (i.e. four interpreter cores) must be 

defined, one for each possible state. For example, consider the i lo a d  instruction which 

pushes an integer onto the stack. In S ta te  0 there would be a iload o  instruction 

that writes an integer to Ri  and dispatches to the next instruction. However, it isn’t 

that simple any more. Since there are now four copies of each VM instruction, it must 
dispatch to the S ta te  1 copy of the next VM instruction, since there is now one item  

in the stack-cache. For example if the next instruction to be executed is also ilo a d ,  
then a dispatch will take place to i lc a d j ,  the S ta te  1 copy of ilo a d . Similarly, when 

i lo a d i  pushes to the stack, it writes to R 2  and when finishes, dispatches to  a S ta te  

2 copy of the next instruction. Also when the S ta te  2 instruction i lo a d 2 pushes to 

the stack, it writes to R 3  and when finishes, dispatches to a S ta te  3 copy of the next 

instruction. The S ta te  3 instruction ilo a d s  is a httle more interesting because the 

stack is full in this state. One solution is to flush an item out of the bottom  of the 

stack (i?i) into the in-memory stack. Then the other items in the stack {R 2 , R 3 ) can 

be shifted down. Finally the instruction can push the integer value onto the stack (i.e.
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store it in R^). Because the stack was full, and is still full, there is no state change. 
The iloads instruction will dispatch to the S ta te  3 copy of the next instruction. 
Ertl [Ert95] discusses a number of other strategies for the case where the stack cache 
becomes full.

State 0

R j: EMPTY

R2 : EMPTY

H i: EMPTY

i l o a d o :

Ri=*(IP+1);
IP+=+2;
g o to  * to k en s i[* IP l  ;

t o k e n s o

index a d d re s s

0 &NOP0

21 Sciloado

State 1

R3; EMPTY

R2: EMPTY

R i : INUSE

i l o a d i :

R2“ *(IP+1) ;
IP+=2;
g o to  *tolcens2 [*IPl ;

t o k e n s i

index a d d re s s

0 &NOP1

21 Sciloadi

State 2

R3: EMPTY

R2: INUSE

R i; INUSE

i l o a d 2 :

R3=*(IP+1);
IP+=2;
g o to  * to k en s 3 (*IPl ;

tokens2

in d ex a d d re s s

0 &NOP2

21 &iload2

State 3

R3: INUSE

R2: INUSE

R i: INUSE

iload3  •

*SP=Ri; / / F l u s h
Ri =R2; / / S h i f t
R2=R3; / / S h i f t
R3=*(IP+1);
SP++;
IP+=2;
g o to  *tolcens3 ( *IPj ;

tokens3

in d e x a d d r e s s

0 &NOP3

21 ficiloads

Figure 3.14; Dynamic Stack Caching with Four States

Figure 3.14 shows the various implementations of the ilo a d  instruction, one for each 
state. Note how switching from one state to another is implemented, namely by using 
a table of dispatch target addresses. This is a variation of token threading, but we no 
longer branch to an entry in a single array, tokens, to execute the code for instruction 
i. Instead, there are now four arrays of tokens, and we must also specify the state j  we 
want to enter and branch to tokensj[i]. Because of this dependency on the tables of
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dispatch target addresses, this type of stack-caching requires token-threaded dispatch. 
Another point of note in the example is the omission of stack pointer updates in all 
cases except where an item is being pushed out of the stack into memory. Although it 
isn’t  shown in the example, a stack pointer update will be performed when more items 
are popped off the stack than  are in the cache. For example, in S ta te  0 when a pop 
instruction occurs, the in-memory stack must be used and therefore the stack pointer 
must be modified.

Dynamic stack caching has been used on hardware stack machines [Bla77, HS85, 
HFWZ87, HL89, Koo89] and for improving procedure call performance on the Bell-Labs 
Machine Project [DM82] and also a t UC Berkeley [HP03, Fur88]. The first interpreter 
work in this area was reported by Debaere et al [DV90] on Forth an Modula-2 VMs. 
The experimental evaluation, unfortunately is hm ited to  the sieve benchmark. The 
speedups they report'^ are quoted as 16% for Forth on an 8086, using a 2-register cache 
and a speedup of 17% for the Modula-2 VM on a 68020, using a three register cache.

There are two problems with this stack-caching mechanism. As noted above, dy
namic stack caching is dependant on token threaded dispatch. This precludes us from 
using the faster direct threaded dispatch. An additional problem is one of interpreter 
size. For a cache-size of n  items there is a to tal of n  -F 1 states, and for each state  a 
copy of the interpreter core. This is referred to as the code-explosion problem.

In relation to Java, the HotSpot VM uses dynamic stack caching with one register. 
So the stack cache can be empty, or can have one item cached [Gri99]. The HotSpot 
VM has a separate state  for each type tha t can be at the top of the stack. Because 
only a limited set of instructions can operate on a particular type, each state in the 
interpreter does not need to implement the full JVM instruction set. For example, 
when the item at the top of the stack is an float, the JVM will be in an float-caching 
state. The iad d  instruction does not need to be implemented in this state, since it 
cannot operate on a float.

^It isn’t quite clear from their paper what these speedups represent. It appears that the speedups 
are intended to be from VMs with no stack items cached in registers.
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3.4.3 Static Stack Caching

An alternative static stack caching mechanism static stack caching is presented by E rtl 
[Ert95]. This approach removes the need for the interpreter to track the state  of the 
cache by transferring the bulk of the work to  the compiler. The different instruction 
cores, one for each state  are still required as before, however. The main technique of

Stack height-^ 

bytecode

threaded
code

State 1

R 3: EMPTY 

R : : EMPTY 

R i:  IN U SE

Figure 3.15: Static Stack Caching with Three Registers

static stack caching is shown in Figure 3.15 where the code sequence iload_2 ilo a d _ l 
iad d  i s t o r e  is shown before static stack caching and after. The stack height before 
each instruction is shown above the instruction, and each threaded instruction is tagged 
with a diagram showing the current stack-cache state. Note how the translated code 
contains the stateful instruction sequence iload_2o ilo a d _ li  iad d 2 i s t o r e i .  Although 
the code in the example is threaded code, this stack caching mechanism will also work 
with token threaded dispatch.

This approach is possible, largely in part due to  the strict rules Java has about stack 
height. The height of a stack must be zero upon m ethod entry and exit. In addition, 
the stack height must be fixed at all points in the opcode. For example, if the height 
of the stack is h immediately before an execution of an instruction in the bytecode.

&&ik>ado operand op eran d &&iadd2 &&istorei o p erand

State 0

R 2: EMPTY

State 1

R j : EMPTY

State 2

Rj : IN USE

0 1 2 1

INDEX OF operand INDEX^OF operand INDEX OF INDEX OF operand
(iload) (iload) (iadd) (istore)
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then it will always be h at that point in the bytecode, even a backwards branch occurs 

and previous instructions get executed again. This static knowledge of stack height 
allows the compiler to  determine which interpreter core to use for an instruction at 

a particular point in the bytecode, based on the knowledge of the stack height for 

that point. One positive side effect of such a scheme is that pop instructions can be 

optimised away completely. Assuming a stack height of 3 on entry to the sequence 

of bytecodes iadd  pop ilo a d , the static stack algorithm can convert this to either 

iadd 3  pop2  i lo a d i  or simply iadd_la i lo a d i.  In addition to this optimisation, Ertl 
also reduces stack pointer updates which no longer need to be performed after each 

VM instruction.
While the code-explosion problem is still present, it can be controlled by not pro

viding for less frequent instruction-cache-state combinations. The compiler can avoid 

entering these combinations by inserting additional stack manipulation code in the rare 
case where the combination would normally be entered.

The previously published work detailed in this section points toward stack caching 

as an effective optimisation, but there are two problems associated with the approach. 

Firstly, it relies on a ready availability of registers. However, on register starved pro
cessors such as x86 CPUs, there is unlikely to be enough registers to cache a significant 
number of stack-items. Even if one could acquire enough registers for a stack cache, 
the code generated by the compiler would degrade due to a likely increase in the num
ber of register spills. Secondly, while several efforts above have addressed the code 

explosion problem, it is still present and may cause serious problems with increased 

branch mispredictions. In particular, we feel that the code-sharing approach presented 

by Peng et al [PWL04], while clearly effective at reducing code-explosion, will cause 

increased numbers of branch mispredictions. This opinion is based on the fact that 

the optimisation increases the number of branch targets substantially in relation to the 

number of dispatch points.

3.5 Instruction Specialisation

Although Java’s use of a stack architecture reduces the number of operands per instruc
tion, a significant number of operands remain. In order to reduce some of the loads 

associated with these operands and to contribute to  more compact code, specialised
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versions of many instructions in Java have become part of the standard instruction set 
[GJSBOO]. The loads and stores are particular targets for speciaHsation, based on the 
presumption that certain combinations of instruction/operand combinations will occur 
frequently. For example, the ilo a d  instruction copies an integer from a local variable 
onto the stack. It takes one argument, namely the number of the local variable to be 
copied from. The iload_0 instruction, on the other hand takes no arguments, loading 
an integer from local variable 0 onto the stack. While specialised instructions are no 
doubt an important addition to the Java VM instruction set, they are by no means 
vital, since a generic version can always be used in the place of a specialised instruction 
(as long as the appropriate operand is introduced into the bytecode scheme). Indeed, 
some specialisations (such as f store.O ) are used so rarely tha t we cannot justify their 
inclusion in the instruction set [DHPWOl]. This raises the possibility of creating new 
specialisations based on bytecode analysis. These new specialisations can be intro
duced into the bytecode in a just-in-time manner, while the lesser-used specialisations 
can be stripped out of the bytecode at the same time.

Such specialisation techniques have not been evaluated fully in Java before. Vengu- 
pal et al [VMK02] proposed optimising Java interpreters for embedded systems using 
semantically enriched code (sEc). The idea of sEc is to profile the application and 
generate specialised instructions specially for that application. Unfortunately no im
plementation was ever created and therefore no results are available. In contrast, an 
implementation of the SICStus Prolog virtual machine with specialisation is presented 
along with results in Nassen [NOl] and Nassen et al [NCSOl]. While they experience 
code space savings in the order of 8%-16%, instruction specialisation does “not yield 
any speedup except in a few cases, contrary to expectations” . They report results for 
both the i686 Celeron and SUN UltraSPARC architectures and note that specialisa
tions give better performance on the i686, most likely due to its register starved nature. 
This optimisation can alleviate some of that pressure. Speciahsed instructions tend to 
compile, at least in part, to real machine instructions with immediate operands. This 
frees up registers for other purposes, a behaviour which will have a greater effect on 
register-starved architectures.
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3.6 Static R eplication

A novel technique presented by Ertl et al [EG03a] for improving branch prediction 
on machines with BTBs is static replication. The concept is to create copies of com
monly VM instructions at interpreter compile-time. At runtime the bytecode of the 
interpreter is modified so that the interpreter will use the copies in a round robin fash
ion. At a high level, one can view this optimisation as making more use of the BTB, 
due to the fact that it now has more entries, the original indirect branches plus the 
additional replicated ones. At a low level the optimisation can be viewed as mod
ifying the bytecode so that each VM instruction is only likely to occur once in the 
working set, and therefore branch mispredictions are less likely. Figure 3.16 illustrates 
this effect for a simple loop where two replicas of the ilo a d  instruction, iload_0 and 
iload_ l are available. Before replicas have been laid down, the loop in the example 
will cause two branch mispredictions per iteration. After replicas have been laid down 
in a round-robin fashion, there are no longer any branch mispredictions per iteration 
of the loop.

To choose instructions for static replication, the authors profile running code and 
select the most frequently executed VM instructions. The authors report a speedup 
of up to 2.39 on GForth using this technique with 400 replications. This approach is 
completely portable, but if there is to be any benefit must be used in combination with 
a threading mechanism that moves the dispatches into the VM instructions (Section 
3.2). Static replication on a switch-based interpreter would actually make performance 
worse. The authors also note that they tried an alternative random placement for 
replicas in the bytecode, instead of the round robin scheme. This proved to be an 
inferior approach, due to the fact that random placement did not have the same spatial 
separation between rephcas, and thus the same VM instruction was more likely to occur 
in a working set, for example a loop. If random placement was used in Figure 3.4 to 
choose possible replicas for the ilo a d  instruction, both iloads could get replaced by 
the same replica. This is just as bad as the case without replication, causing two branch 
mispredictions per iteration of the loop.
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Before Replication:

ILOAD lADD ILOAD iS U B IFLT

Round Robin:

IL O A D .A lADD ILO A D _B ISU B IFLT

Random (possible):

IL O A D .O lADD IL O A D .O IS U B fFLT

Figure 3.16: Adding static replications using Round Robin and Random placement.
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3.7 Superinstructions

In a study on the structure and performance of interpreters, Romer et al [RLV*'96] ob
serve that Perl and Tel interpreters are high-level interpreters; they execute thousands 
of machine instructions per interpreted instruction. MIPSI [Sir], a MIPS interpreter 
and the JVM are both low-level interpreters; they execute fewer than 100 (and for 
most VM instructions, less than 10) real machine instructions per VM instruction on 
average.

This implies a higher dispatch to real work ratio in the JVM interpreter. One 
possible way to address this problem is to change the instruction set of the JVM, 
introducing superinstructions which are larger instructions composed of commonly 
occurring sequences of bytecodes. For example, in the JVM, the instruction sequence 
aload g e t f ie ld  commonly occurs in the bytecode. It is possible to create a new 
instruction aload_getf ie ld  which does the work of both separate instructions. The 
bytecode can then be modified (possibly in a just-in-time manner) to ensure the new 
superinstruction gets used.

Superinstructions have been used for many years but the first cited work in this 
area relates to superoperators, introduced by Hughes [Hug82]. These superoperators 
are an optimisation based on A-calculus expressions for functional languages. Proeb- 
string [Pro95] introduces superoperators using h t i ,  a token threaded hybrid transla
tor/interpreter for ANSI ‘C’. The interpreter runs intermediate bytecode stored in Ic e ’s 
intermediate representation [FH95]. The interpreter’s instructions are the nodes in the 
Intermediate Representation tree (IR-tree). The author records that h t i  runs a factor 
of 8-16 times slower than native code. By introducing superoperators, which coalesce 
many atomic operations into a single operation, the performance of h t i  is boosted by 
a factor of 2-3 times. However, to achieve this level of performance, superoperators 
must be customised to suit a particular program. This means that the program to be 
run must be available at the time that the interpreter is built. Similar performance will 
not be reached on other programs. Proebstring also details that the heuristics chosen 
for selecting superoperators gave a 78%-81% reduction in code size.

In later work, Wegdam [Weg96] improved the selection heuristics which were ap
parently causing compilation times of several days. As the emphasis of this work was 
on compact code generation, no execution times were presented. However a code size
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reduction of 50%-70% is reported. With a similar purpose in mind, Hoogerbrugge et 
al [HATW99] use superinstructions on a decision tree intermediate format compiled 
from C /C ++  code. They report that with only 150 super instructions, code size can be 
reduced by 30%. They observe that adding too many super instructions can increase 
the size of the interpreter and thus harm execution speed.

Nassen [NOl] and Nassen et al [NCSOl] present some work they carried out on su
perinstructions® for the SICStus VM. Because the intent of their work was to specialise 
interpreters for particular benchmarks, the selection of candidate superinstructions was 
based on the profiling data for these benchmarks. They report that superinstructions 
gives an average reduction in code size of about 9% and a reduction in execution time 
of 8-10%. They also examine the effects of specialising superinstructions for commonly 
occurring operands, but conclude that this approach has little positive effects beyond 
those achieved by superinstructions alone.

The effect of superinstructions on branch prediction rates are examined by Ertl 
et al [EG03a] in GForth [Ert93]. In this paper they identify and present results of 
an additional benefit of using static superinstrnctions, namely that they expose larger 
code windows to the compiler. Given two VM instructions A, B, with sizes |A| and 
|B| respectively, an efficient compiler should generate code for the superinstruction 
AB  with a size \AB\ < |yl| + |5 |

They use the profiling and static superinstruction support built into their interpreter 
tool vmgen [EGKP02] to extend the GForth instruction set. They use a dynamic 
selection method, selecting the most commonly executed sequences of instructions in a 
single benchmark. Then, using these superinstructions they evaluate the performance 
of the new VM on benchmarks that the VM has not been specifically profiled for. 
Their results indicate that superinstructions are good at reducing executed machine 
instructions, but their greatest benefit is reducing branch mispredictions.

The problem of selecting an optimal set of superinstructions for a particular pro
gram is NP-Hard [Pro95]. This problem and the task of parsing the bytecode for 
superinstructions are essentially the same problems that arise during dictionary-based 
text compression [BCW90], specifically selection of an optimal dictionary, and then ap
plication of the compression itself. Ertl et al [EG03a] note that there are two possible 
algorithms for parsing bytecode; greedy and optimal, although they only investigate

®The author(s) use the term instruction merging rather than superinstructions.
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the former. Greedy parsing is easier to implement, involving applying the longest 
matching superinstruction at each point in the bytecode. Optimal parsing is a little 
more difficult, but fortunately the problem can be solved efficiently using dynamic 
programming [Bel73].

A number of superinstruction selection algorithms are examined for Forth by Gregg 
et al [GEWOl]. They compared a number of selection heuristics basing their perfor
mance on the number of dispatches eliminated. They found that selection based on 
static occurrences gave substantially better performance than a dynamic one. They 
conclude tha t the dynamic measure is not entirely suitable for selecting a universally 
performing VM due to the tendency of loops in profiled code to skew superinstruction 
frequencies in a way that was only likely to favour the code being profiled.

A Java specific analysis of the problem is examined by O’Donoghue et al [OP04] 
where they analyse basic block profiling information from a modified version of the 
JamVM [Lou03] running the CaffeineMark benchmark suite [Pen97]. They choose su
perinstructions on the basis of dynamic occurrences but average them over several pro
grams, avoiding bias towards any particular program. Applying an iterative selection, 
they select the most common sequence and re-adjust the frequencies of the remaining 
sequences and repeat until they have selected the required number of superinstructions. 
Being limited to implementing the superinstruction codes in bytecode, they only had 
a budget of 10 superinstructions to add to the JVM. However, this still resulted in a 
speed improvement of 18% in a switch based version and 14% in a threaded version of 
the interpreter.

In extensive work, Eller [E1105] examines various issues regarding superinstructions 
in Forth and Java, in particular the performance of optimal versus greedy parsing 
algorithms and concludes that greedy parsing achieves near optimal results. Also 
in the same work, Eller examines a number of superinstruction selection heuristics 
and concludes when the number of superinstructions permitted is larger than about a 
thousand, the best heuristic is simply to construct superinstructions from all possible 
subsequences up to length 4.
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Stack based bytecode Register based bytecode
ilo a d l move rlO.rl
iload2 move r l l , r 2
iadd iadd r lO ,r lO ,r l l
isto reS move r 3 ,r l0

Table 3.1: Conversion of bytecode to register code (with stack pointer=10)

3.8 R egister M achines

There are two competing views as to the best architecture register or stack within 
which to implement a VM. While register hardware has prevailed over stack based 
hardware in more recent CPUs, stack based architectures still remain predominant for 
virtual machines and is the chosen architecture for the two most currently prominent 
VMs, the Java VM [GJSBOO] and the Common Language Runtime, Microsoft’s com
mercial implementation of the Common Language Interface (CLI) standard [ECM02]. 
This follows a long tradition of stack based virtual machines such as Pascal-P [Nel79], 
Modula-2 [Woo93] and Forth[RCM96]. Typically the arguments for such an architec
ture center around the fact that operands for VM instructions are imphcit; they will 
always be the items at the top of the stack. The main arguments stemming from this 
characteristic of stack machines are that;

1. Compilers for stack based VMs are simpler than compilers for register based VMs
since they do not need to perform register allocation.

2. Stack VM code is more compact since operands and destination results are im
plicitly consumed from and stored to the top of the operand stack.

More recently, interest in register based architectures has increased. Lua, the em
beddable scripting langauge [IdC05] is implemented on a register based VM, and 
the next version of Perl (Perl 6) will run on a register based Parrot VM [RST04]. 
Despite a continuing discussion over the years as to which architecture is superior 
[Mye77, SM77, MB99, WP97] no quantitative comparison had been presented until 
recently.

Davis et al [DBC+03] present a working system for translating stack based JVM 
code to register based code. Table 3.1 illustrates a typical example of the type of
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Before copy propagation
move rlO,rl //iloadl
move rll,r2 //iload2
iadd rlO,rlO,rll //iadd
move r3,rl0 //istoreS

After copy propagation:
iadd rl0,rl,r2 //iloadl,iload2,iadd
move rS.rlO //istoreS

Figure 3.17: Example of forward copy propagation

conversion they carry out. In the example the stack pointer is assumed be at 10 and 
to push positively. Note the code growth as a result of the initial transformation.

They examine and discuss a number of design issues such as method handling and 
copy propagation within or across basic blocks. It is this copy propagation procedure 
which is used quite successfully to tackle the code growth issue in the translation from 
stack to register based code. Figure 3.1 illustrates an example of applying the copy 
propagation algorithm to the code generated in Table 3.1.

Empirical studies were carried out using the SPECjvm98 [SPE98] and Java Grande 
[BSW'*"99] benchmark suites. Overall they found that translating to a register based 
format decreased the number of executed VM instructions by 34.88% while increasing 
the number of loads by 44.81%. In addition they found only a small reduction (1%) 
in eliminated instructions when moving from copy propagation inside basic blocks to 
copy propagation across basic blocks. Given the relative slow speed of copy propa
gation across basic blocks, they recommend the former approach. With respect to 
the increased loads, they point out the the average increase of 2.32 loads per dispatch 
ehminated is a promising figure, given the high cost on deeply pipelined CPUs of the 
branch mispredictions tha t result from dispatches.

Shi et al [SGBE05] built on the work presented by Davis et al [DBC'*'03] by building 
an actual register machine JVM and making several improvements to the translation 
from stack based to register based code. The actual translation takes place in a just-in- 
time manner, although the authors note that this is not may not be the ideal approach
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Before copy propagation:
iadd rl0,rl,r2 //iloadl,iload2,iadd
move r3,rl0 //istoreS

After copy propagation:
iadd r3,rl,r2 //iloadl,iload2,iadd,istore3

Figure 3.18: Example of backward copy propagation

in the long term®. Backward copy propagation (and a second phase of forward copy 
propagation) along with moving constant instructions out of loops are some of the 
improvements they make. Figure 3.18 illustrates the effect of applying backward copy 
propagation to the previously forward copy propagated code from Figure 3.17.

The new translation mechanism reduced the number of executed VM instructions 
by 47.21%. They also report the number of additional loads at being approximately 
1.07 times of the number of dispatches eliminated. As mentioned above, the cost of 
these additional loads is negligible compared to the cost of the dispatches which no 
longer needs paying. Runtime performance on the register based JVM they constructed 
improved by approximately 30% over a corresponding stack based JVM. They measure 
performance improvements on switch-based and threaded dispatch interpreters and 
report a slightly better performance improvement for the switch based register JVM 
over the switch based stack JVM (30.69% versus 29.36%). This is due to the additional 
cost of dispatches (many of which are removed in a register architecture) in a switch 
based interpreter.

While these recent results make a compelling argument in favour of register based 
VMs, other work in the area attempts to address the criticisms levelled at stack-based 
architectures. In particular VanDrunen et al [VHPOl] present a scheme for replacing 
loads and stores of local variables with stack manipulation instructions, a form of 
stack allocation (as opposed to register allocation). Although they do not provide an 
implementation, they report results on some transformations of a number of selected 
benchmarks. The results point to a reduction of 2% to 25% of loads and stores as a 
result of their optimisation. Other work in the area has been carried out by Maierhofer

®Although they estimate that the translation consumes less than 1% of execution time.
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et al [ME98] and Koopman [Koo92]. We recall with interest the argument presented at 
the beginning of this section; namely th a t compilers for stack based VMs are simpler 
than  compilers for register based VMs since they do not need to  perform register 
allocation. While this may be true, recent work suggests th a t compilers for stack 
based languages ought to  be doing stack scheduling instead.

3.9 D ynam ic Code Copying Techniques

Although VM instruction set enhancements such as superinstructions, specialisations 
and replication give good speedups, all these optimisations suffer from the same prob
lem. Essentially they try  to optimise the interpreter for all possible programs, based 
on the profiling data  of a limited set of programs. For any new program, the set of 
instruction enhancements is hardly likely to be optimal. A dynamic VM instruction 
optimisation, on the other hand, could respond at runtim e by examining the bytecodes 
of the program to be run, and modify the interpreter according to  those bytecodes, 
thereby tailoring the JVM to tha t particular program. Just-in-tim e compilers [DS84] 
are an extreme form of this in action, translating bytecode to native code at runtime.

Using memcpy to  construct new sequences of executable code from shorter sequences 
of executable code at runtime may seem unrealistic. However, this is the approach taken 
successfully by Pium arta et al [PR98]. In this work they present selective inlining, a 
dynamic m ethod of instruction optimisation based on code copying using m alloc and 
memcpy. To implement this technique, they start out with a threaded interpreter. They 
divide up VM instructions into two sets, relocatable and non-relocatable, depending 
on whether the implementation for the VM instruction can be copied to a new area of 
memory and retain the same semantics. For example, a VM instruction containing a 
call to a function relative to  the program counter cannot be relocated to  a new area 
of memory since this would involve a changed program counter. They then create a 
no-copying list to  identify those instructions th a t cannot be relocated.

At runtime, they scan through the threaded code and try  to  find straight-line se
quences of relocatable instructions, A i,A 2 ,...,An- W hen they find such a sequence, they 
reserve a new area of memory address, A D D R , for inlined code. Then for each instruc
tion in sequence in the bytecode, they copy the implementing executable code for tha t 
instruction from the VM interpreter core into the new area of memory, concatenating
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the VM instruction implementations together in a new area of memory. Since the se
quence of instructions A i,A 2 ,...,An is a straight-Hne sequence, the dispatches a t the end 
of the instructions do not need to  be copied. Therefore, after the copying routine, the 
new area of memory will contain the concatenated code for a superinstruction (with 
no dispatches). A single dispatch must still be added to  the end of the copied sequence 
of executable code however.

To ensure the new dynamically created superinstruction is used, the threaded code 
sequence where A i,A 2 ,...,An is located must be modified. As this sequence in the 
threaded code is actually a  sequence of addresses (perhaps with intervening operands) it 
will actually read k.k .A i,k .kA 2 ,...,hhA n. This is modified to ADDR,&6 &iA2 ,...,&i&iAn- 
This will force a jum p to the newly created superinstruction if this threaded code is 
encountered during program execution. As with a regular superinstruction, this new 
instruction maintains the interpreter’s program counter, so when the dispatch at the 
end of the superinstruction is encountered, it will dispatch to whatever instruction oc
curs after the sequence &c&iAi,&i&i.A2 ,...,&^&cAn. Figure 3.19 shows this process, before 
and after the inlining process. The work presented here has two interesting behaviours 
with respect to space. Firstly P ium arta et al do not attem pt to  compress the threaded 
code by removing the redundant pointers This would cause compli
cations with instruction operand offsets and instruction pointer increments. Secondly, 
to  prevent the same dynamic superinstruction being created (replicated) several times, 
they use a hash table into which they enter superinstructions th a t are created dy
namically. W hen a new sequence of instructions th a t are suitable for superinstruction 
creation is encountered, the hash table is consulted before superinstruction creation 
starts. If the instruction sequence is found in the hash table, then the pre-existing 
superinstruction is used. Therefore the same dynamic superinstruction might ‘cover’ 
a number of threaded code sequences. P ium arta et al evaluate their technique us
ing both a fine-grained RISC-like interpreter and the coarser-grained Objective-Caml 
interpreter [Ler97] over a number of benchmarks.

Even for the previously optimised Objective-Caml interpreter, the authors report 
a minimum speed improvement over the non-inlined interpreter of 50% across the 
Objective-Caml benchmark suite [Ler96]. The results for the finer-grained RISC-like 
interpreter gave an average speedup across all tested architectures and benchmarks of 
1.68. The authors conclude by noting that, as this technique is a dispatch elimination
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Before Inlining: 
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Figure 3.19: Dynamic Superinstructions (inlining) with threaded code.
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technique, it will be of greater benefit to finer-grained interpreters with a high dispatch 
to work rate.

In a description of the SableVM, Gagnon et al [GHOl] note that they provide an 
option for using Pium arta’s code copying technique for creating basic block sized dy
namic superinstructions. In this work they do not present the details of how this was 
implemented, nor of speedups from the technique^. In later work, Gagnon et al [GH03] 
present preparation sequences, a method for supporting dynamic superinstructions in 
Java. This technique is an efficient way to overcome some of the difficulties associ
ated with quickable instructions (Section 5.4.4) and possible race conditions resulting 
from multiple threads of execution. The technique itself does not change the type of 
superinstruction that is created; they remain no more than one basic block in length.

They measure the effect of dynamic superinstructions on running time using the 
SPECjvm98 benchmarks [SPE98] and two object oriented applications soot [VRCG'''99] 
and SableCC [GH98]. This speedup is given as an average of 1.39 over a direct threaded 
version of SableVM without superinstructions.

The type of dynamic superinstruction introduced by Gagnon et al [GH03] is subtly 
different to tha t created by Piumarta [PR98]. Pium arta’s technique re-uses dynamic 
superinstructions when a new sequence of instructions is found to match a previously 
inlined sequence. We use the term dynamic superinstructions without replication for 
this approach. In contrast, Gagnon et al create a new dynamic superinstruction each 
time an inhneable sequence of bytecodes is encountered, potentially creating multiple 
copies of the same dynamic superinstruction. We use the term dynamic superinstruc
tions with replication for this approach.

3.10 Conclusion

In this chapter we have seen many optimisations for interpreters, ranging from different 
threading techniques to VM instruction enhancement and dynamic executable code 
copying. In particular we have seen how dispatch times dominate the execution times 
for interpreters and many of these optimisations attem pt to reduce this effect. The 
optimisations of greatest interest to us are those that will yield the greatest performance

'̂ It appears by implication from their later work that they did not attempt to inline quickable 
instructions, instead treating them as non-relocatable instructions.
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across a number of architectures.
In the next chapter we present the Tiger interpreter generation tool which we will 

use to apply some of these optimisations in order to generate a fast, optimised JVM 
interpreter. This tool will allow us to generate a large portion of the code for the 
interpreter automatically and thus permit more powerful research options later in this 
thesis.
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Chapter 4 

Tiger - An Interpreter Generator

4.1 In troduction

Many of the optimisations discussed in this dissertation required extensive coding mod
ifications to the CVM interpreter core. Therefore, a tool to  autom ate these changes 
is of great value to  a researcher working in the area. This tool could accept a de
scription of an interpreter core in some domain-specific language and emit the code for 
the actual interpreter core, subject to the value of certain flags or parameters. These 
flags or param eters can affect what sort of code is generated, turning on or off various 
optimisations or even using particular variations of those optimisations. In addition, 
debugging code can be inserted by the interpreter generator. Again, this can be turned 
on or off as required. Similarly, other code such as profiling code can be injected into 
the generated code whenever requested by the interpreter tool user. One such tool, 
vmgen [EGKP02], allows the interpreter writer/researcher far greater power to include 
variations and combinations of optimisations without extensive hand-modification of 
the interpreter core.

In the initial stages of the project where we implemented threaded code and indirect 
threaded code variants of the interpreter, vmgen was extremely useful. Additionally, 
when profiling for simple superinstructions and including them  in a new interpreter 
core, vmgen was more than  sufficient. However, we identified a number of features tha t 
made vmgen a less than optimal choice. They were;

1. No built-in support for replication (static or dynamic).
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2. No support for instruction specialisation.

3. Limited to sets of superinstructions where all prefixes are present.^

4. Greedy parsing only for superinstructions.

5. No support for replication of superinstructions.

6. No support for superinstructions across basic blocks.

In order to overcome these limitations we re-implemented vmgen in a way th a t 
ensured it was easy to maintain. Java was selected as the implementation language 
(vmgen was implemented in Forth) to  encourage as wide a user-base as possible. In 
this chapter we discuss some of the functionality of the Tiger tool and also discuss how 
some of this functionality is implemented.

4.2 Tiger - Pront-end Functionality

Tiger^, the T rinity  Interpreter G E neratoR , takes a similar approach to vmgen in that, 
the user supplies a file describing the interpreter core and the tool then compiles this 
into a series of ‘C’ source files th a t can be included at the appropriate point in the 
interpreter source code. The input language was changed considerably both to  allow 
for the extensions th a t were to  be made, but also to increase clarity.

4.2.1 Definitions and Options

The Tiger source file begins with a number of definitions. Figure 4.1 hsts some of 
the more commonly encountered definitions. The data  stack is marked by the DATA 

keyword which is followed by the stack pointer, the type and the direction (increment 
when a pop occurs). The instruction stream  is marked by the INST keyword which

^For example, in vmgen, if one wishes to define a new superinstruction composed of in s tr i  in s tr 2  

in a trz instr^  in that order, one also needs to define two other superinstructions, one composed of 
in s tr 2 in s trs  instrn  and another composed of in s trs  instrn.

^The Tiger tool was presented at CC2005 [CGEOSb]. The tool documented in that paper was 
inspired by E rtl’s vmgen[EGKP02], and designed, implemented and apphed to a Java VM and a small 
‘C ’ VM by the author of this thesis.
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DATA SP StackVal32 
INST IP Address 
SIZE Uint32 
SIZE JavaVal32 
SIZE ClassBlock*

4 SPEC 
4 SPEC 
4

1
-1

SIZE MethodBlock* 4

OPTION dispatchMethod token 
OPTION earlyLoad off
OPTION stackUpdateCombining agressive 
OPTION preferredOpcodes off 
OPTION debugger off 
OPTION profiling off 
OPTION histogram off

Figure 4.1: Some definition and options in Tiger

is followed by the instruction stream  pointer, the instruction stream  type and the 
direction (increment when an item is read).

A list of d a ta  type sizes follows the instruction stream  and stack definitions. This 
list contains all the types which are perm itted to  be stored in the instruction stream  or 
the stack. For each new type th a t is added, two pieces of information are recorded. The 
first is the number of slots on the instruction stream  or stack th a t the type occupies and 
the second is whether operands of the type can be specialised or not (see Section 4.2.8). 
The SPEC keyword indicates th a t it can, whereas absence of the keyword indicates tha t 

it cannot.
A selection of options are then available to  set, all of which use the OPTION key

word. This keyword is followed by the option to  be set and the desired value for tha t 
option. Options exists for various behaviours such as the injection of profiling code 
into the generated code and for many optimisations of the generated code.

4.2.2 General Syntcix

A typical opcode defined in Tiger is depicted in Figure 4.2. The first token is the 
opcode name, then followed either by the stack behaviour (SP) or the instruction
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ADD SP( Int32 srcl, Int32 src2 - Int32 dest ) //Stack behaviour 
IP( - next) //Stream behaviour
dest=srcl+src2; //User Code

------------------------------------  //Separator

Figure 4.2: A typical opcode definition in Tiger

stream behaviour (IP). The stack behaviour specifies what types and instances needs 
to be popped off the stack before the core of the opcode is to be executed and what 
is to be pushed onto the stack after the core of the instruction has completed. The

symbol represents the separator between what is to be popped and what is to be 
pushed in the stack descriptor. The instruction stream behaviour allows us to specify 
which operands are to be loaded from the instruction stream (none in this case). The

symbol represents the end of the current instruction. The keyword next indicates 
that another instruction will follow in the instruction stream. The absence of the 
next keyword indicates that an unconditional control flow change will occur in the 
instruction. Tiger uses the stack and instruction stream descriptors supphed, along 
with the code core specified, to generate ‘C’ code for the instruction.

Ordering of behaviours: The order of popping and pushing to/from the stack and 
the reading from the instruction stream is well-defined in Tiger. The order is:

1. Pop stack items

2. Read from instruction stream

3. After executing instruction, push to stack.

This ordering is important for clarity, because the same variable name can appear 
in the stack popping/pushing and instruction stream behaviours. It can be useful 
because we can sometimes put a lot of the work of an opcode into the stack and stream 
behaviours, increasing the clarity of the code. For example, where a constant is being 
loaded from the instruction stream onto the stack, we can take an approach similar to 
that of Figure 4.3.
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Tiger Code: PUSHC SP( - Int32 c)
IP( Int32 c - next );

Generated Code: PUSHC:
■C

Int32 c;
vm_Int32_equals_Iiit32(c,IPPTR[1]) ;
vm_Int32_equals_Iiit32(SPPTR[0] ,c);
IPPTR=IPPTR+2;
SPPTR=SPPTR-1;
goto **IPPTR;

}

Figure 4.3: Reading a constant from the instruction stream  onto the stack 

4.2.3 D ispatch M ethod

There are three dispatch mechanisms supported in Tiger through the use of the dis
patch Method option. This option can be set by the user to  be one of;

sw itc h  This option creates a switch-based interpreter core. Each instruction begins 
with a ‘case’ statem ent and ends with a ‘break;’. The number associated with the 
case is the index of the instruction, using the INDEX_OF(/nstr) macro (Section 
4.3.3). Thus, it is assumed th a t the switch guard variable holds an instruction 
index.

to k e n  This option creates a token-based interpreter core. Each instruction instr be
gins with a label. The address of this label is stored in the Tiger-generated 
instruction address array VM_LABELS (Section 4.3.4) a t index INDEX_OF(;nstr). 
I t is assumed th a t the instruction indices are stored in the instruction stream  IP, 
so a dispatch to an instruction involves getting the index from the instruction 
stream  (IP[0] or *IP) and dispatching to the address stored at th a t index in the 
instruction address array (goto ’'‘VM_LABELS[/nc/ex]).

d ire c t  This option creates a direct threaded interpreter core. This tim e it is assumed 
th a t the instruction address is stored in the instruction stream  IP. A dispatch in
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this case involves de-referencing the instruction stream  and then dispatching to 
this address (goto **IP). The VM.LABELS array, used for the token threading 
option above, can also be quite useful in this dispatch scheme at translation time 
when the indices in the instruction stream  are replaced by the corresponding 
instruction addresses.

Figure 4.4 shows the different versions of the ADD instruction generated by each of 
the options switch, token and direct.

4.2.4 Pushing of Expressions

To eliminate unnecessary variable declaration and to  keep the Tiger source and gener
ated code compact and readable, Tiger supports the pushing of expressions onto the 
stack. The key to  this is the +NODEC modifier. Typically, Tiger will declare all items it 
sees in the stack and stream  behaviours (variables for both reading and writing values). 
The +NODEC modifier prevents this from happening. Then we can write instructions 
such as in Figure 4.5.

Tiger will still push ‘a + b ’ onto the stack, but it will not try  to  declare ‘a + b ’. 

The Int32 type associated with the expression is still im portant to  have, since Tiger 

is supposed to  track stack pointer updates, and therefore m ust know what type (and 
hence size) has been pushed onto the stack.

4.2.5 E lim inating Unnecessary Stack W rites

The vmgen tool provided a mechanism for eliminating unnecessary stack writes in 
special circumstances [EGKP02]. This is useful, for example when generating code 
th a t duplicates the topmost item on the stack (Figure 4.6). Normally this would 
involve popping the topmost item off the stack and then pushing th a t item back onto 
the stack twice. The first push is, strictly speaking, redundant since the item is already 
a t th a t position in the stack. Therefore, the first item doesn’t  really require writing to 
the stack. All th a t is required is to  modify the stack pointer as if the item  had been 
w ritten to the stack and then to proceed to write the second item as normal.

vmgen provides for this optimisation through the use of a special flag th a t can 
be turned on or off, as required. When this flag is set, vmgen will ignore a push of a
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switch based: case INDEX_OF(ADD):

Int32 b;
IntS2 a;
IntS2 c;
vm_Int32„equals_Iiit32(b,SP [0]) ; 
vm_Int32_equals_Int32(a,SP[l]);

c=a+b;
>
vm_Int32_equals.Int32(SP[l3,c); 
SP+*(1);
IP+*(1):
break;

>

token threaded: ADD
{

Int32 b;
Int32 a;
Int32 c;
vm_Int32„equals_Int32(b,SP[0]);
vm_Int32_equals_Int32(a,SP[l]);
-c

c=a+b;
}
vm.Int32.equals_Int32(SP[1] ,c);
SP+=(1);
IP+*(1);
goto ♦VM_LABELS[IP[0]] :

>

direct threaded: ADD
{

Int32 b;
Int32 a;
Int32 c;
vm_Iut32_equals_Int32(b,SP[0] )
vm_Int32_equals_Int32(a,SP[1])

c=a+b;
>
vm_Int32_equals_Int32(SP[1],c)
SP+=(1);
IP+=(1);
goto ♦dP[0]);

>

Figure 4.4; Different dispatch methods in Tiger
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ADD SP ( I n t 3 2  a ,  I n t3 2  b -  +NODEC I n t 3 2  a+b ) 
IP (  -  n e x t ) ;

Figure 4.5: Pushing an expression onto the stack

DUP SP ( I n t 3 2  a -  I n t 3 2  a ,  I n t 3 2  a ) 
I P (  -  n e x t ) ;

Figure 4.6: A candidate instruction for stack push elimination

variable of the same name, where th a t variable has been popped from the same position 
previously in the instruction.

A slightly different approach is recommended in Tiger^. Support for this optimisa
tion had already been introduced for other reasons. The +DEFER modifier (originally 
created for deferred reads/w rites - Section 4.2.7) is used as seen in Figure 4.7 and this 
time prevents the actual push taking place (although the stack pointer is still modified 
as if the push had been done).

DUP SP ( I n t 3 2  a -  +DEFER I n t 3 2  a ,  I n t 3 2  a ) 
IP ( -  n e x t ) ;

Figure 4.7: Stack push elimination in Tiger 

4.2.6 Early Loading

An optimisation which can be turned on or off easily is early loading. This optimisation 
allows for the early loading of the address of the next opcode in the instruction stream

®Tiger actually provides an option eliminatePushes that can be set to on in order to  emulate the 
behaviour of vm gen’s stack push elimination scheme. However the +DEFER modifier is preferred 
because it is more explicit and can help avoid inadvertently eliminating critical stack pushes (for 
example where a popped item of the same name is being pushed back to the same slot, but has been 
modified by user-code in the m eantim e).
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to  a local variable, before the current opcode begins execution. All one needs to  do 
is to tu rn  the feature on if it is required. Tiger knows when to  apply early loading 
(when the ‘next’ keyword is found in the instruction stream  descriptor) to a generated 
VM instruction. It knows the location to read in (since Tiger tracks the instruction 
pointer) and finally it knows the type to read in (since it knows the base type for the 
instruction stream).

The next keyword is useful, because the instruction to be dispatched to is not always 
found in the instruction stream. For example, with relative branches, an offset will only 
be found in the instruction stream. A more extreme example would be an opcode tha t 
jumped to  an address on the stack. In the absence of the next keyword. Tiger will not 
attem pt to do any early loading. However, when the next keyword is present in the 
instruction stream  behaviour, this indicates th a t the target of the dispatch at the end 
of the current instruction is to the next instruction in the instruction stream. In such 
circumstances (and when the earlyLoad option is on), Tiger generates code for early 
loading.

Figure 4.8 shows the effect of turning the early loading option on and off using a 
simple opcode definition. When early loading is off, it can be seen from the generated 
code th a t the address of the dispatch is only loaded immediately before the dispatch. 
When early loading is on, the address of the dispatch is loaded into a tem porary variable 
(VM.EARLY_DEST), at the s ta rt of the  opcode and the dispatch is to  the address in 
this tem porary variable a t the end of the opcode.

4.2.7 Deferred R eading/W riting

Under certain circumstances, it may be desirable to  prevent operands being read from 
the instruction stream  unless they are actually required. A common example would be 
a conditional jum p th a t only needs to  read in the jum p address/offset if the condition 
evaluates to  the appropriate value. In Figure 4.9 we see an ifit opcode th a t jumps if the 
condition i l< 0 .  The first version of ifIt reads the offset to  jum p to from the instruction 
stream  into the variable skip, regardless of whether the jum p is to  be taken or not.

In the second deferring version, skip is flagged with a +DEFER modifier in the 
instruction stream  descriptor th a t indicates to  Tiger th a t the user is taking the respon
sibility for loading skip from the instruction stream, if it is required. In order to  assist
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Tiger Code: POP SP( Int32 a -)
IP( - next )

Generated Code With Early Load Off:

POP:

Int32 a;
vm_Int32_equals_Int32(a,SPPTR[0]); 
IPPTR=IPPTR+1;
SPPTR=SPPTR+1; 
goto **IPPTR;

}
Generated Code With Early Load On:

POP:

Int32 a;
void* VM_EARLY_DEST; 
VM_EARLY_DEST=IPPTR[1]; 
vm_Int32_equals_Int32(a,SPPTR[0]); 
IPPTR=IPPTR+1;
SPPTR=SPPTR+1; 
goto +VM_EARLY_DEST;

}
Figure 4.8: Early loading of dispatch address in Tiger
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Without Defer: ifIt SP( Int32 il - )
IP( IntS2 skip - next);

if(il < 0)
-t

SET_IP(IPPTR+skip);
}

With Defer: ifIt SP( Int32 il - )
IP( +DEFER Int32 skip - +DEFER next);

if(il < 0)

VMLOAD_skip_;
SET_IP(IPPTR+skip);

>
VMLOADnext;

Figure 4.9: Deferred reading in Tiger
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the user, Tiger declares the VMLOAD_offset_ macro autom atically for any instructions 
th a t may require it. W hen executed, this macro will read in the value for offset. In this 
way we can prevent the unnecessary loading of operands, deferring them  to a point in 
time where the user deems them necessary in the instruction.

Note the second deferred item, namely next, which is the address of the next instruc
tion. Tiger allows this item to be deferred and when the address is required, the user 
can use a VMLOADnext macro which is defined autom atically for them. A +DEFER  

modifier for next only has meaning when early loading (Section 4.2.6) is on. Otherwise 
the modifier is ignored and VMLOADnext is #defined  to be nothing.

+DEFER works in the same way when apphed to  deferring popping items from 
the stack. In these cases. Tiger declares a VMREAQ.varname. macro instead of a 
VML0AD->/ar/7ame_ macro to  prevent conflicts between stack reads and instruction 
stream reads. In addition, Tiger perm its deferred writing to  the stack, by using a 
+DEFER modifier in the push section of the stack behaviour. This tim e Tiger declares a 
VM W RlTE.i/arname. macro where required. W riting to the instruction stream  (deferred 
or otherwise) is currently not perm itted in Tiger.

4.2.8 Instruction Specialisation

The Java Language Specification [GJSBOO], contains a  number of specialised instruc
tions. These are versions of instructions th a t already exist, bu t where the operands 
to the instruction have been ‘hardwired’ to a particular value. For example, the JVM 
contains an iload instruction which retrieves an integer value from a local variable and 
places it on the stack. The instruction takes one operand which identifies which local 
variable to use. The JVM also contains a specialised version of this same instruction, 
iload.O which retrieves an integer value from local variable 0 and places it on the stack. 
This version of the iload instruction takes no operands since the local variable involved 
is known. For a more in-depth discussion of Instruction Specialisation, see Section 6.3.

Tiger allows the user to  add speciahsed instructions to  the instruction set through 
the use of a 4-SPEC keyword, allowing the user to  define new instructions in the Tiger 

source file. Figure 4.10 shows the Tiger source for an unspecialised instruction ILOAD 

and the corresponding generated code. Compare this to Figure 4.11 where the definition 
for the specialised version is given. There are three points of note with respect to  the
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Tiger Code: ILDAD: SP( - Int32 a )
IP( Int32 index - next ); 
a=locals[index];

Generated Code: ILOAD:
{

Int32 a;
Int32 index;
vm_Int32_equals_Int32(index,IP[1]);

a=locals[index];
}
vm_Int32_equals_Int32(SP[-1],a);

SP+=(-l);
IP+=(2);
goto **IPPTR;

>

Figure 4.10: Unspecialised ILOAD opcode

Tiger Code: +SPEC ILOAD 7

Generated Code; #define index 7
TIGER_SPECIAL_IL0AD_index_7:

Int32 a;
{

a=locals[index];
>
vm_Int32_equals_Int32(SP[-1],a);

SP+=(-l);
IP+=(2); 
goto **IPPTR;

}
#undef index

Figure 4.11: Specialised ILOAD opcode
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Tiger source for the specialised instruction:

1. The actual definition for the ILOAD instruction has already been made. It does 
not need to  be made again.

2. The name of the specialised instruction is not specified. It is generated autom at
ically by Tiger.

3. The names of the operands are not given. Instead the operands to  specialise are 
listed as per their order in the instruction stream. If some operands are not to 
be specialised a wildcard indicated by the ‘?’ character can be used.

In the generated code for the specialised version, it can be seen th a t a macro re
placement is used for specialising operands. Instead of declaring the variable index and 
reading its value from the instruction stream, a # d e f in e  is used to define the token as a 
‘7’. Apart from the ^define ,  the omission of the declaration and reading of the value for 
index, the code remains the same as the unspecialised version of ILOAD. To avoid com
piler warnings about redefinitions of various macros and to  prevent accidental macro 
expansion elsewhere, there are ^^^undefines at the end of any specialised instructions to 
remove any definitions for speciahsed operands which are no longer required.

In its present form. Tiger creates non-compact specialisations. In other words it 
will assume th a t even if an opcode has been specialised, the operand is still present in 
the instruction stream. Thus, both ILOAD and the specialised version of ILOAD take 
up the same amount of space in the instruction stream, although the latter ignores its 
operand. Compact specialisations present greater difficulties for the interpreter-writer 
due to  the presence of code offsets (relative jum ps/branches) in the bytecode. These 
code offsets m ust be fixed if redundant operands of specialised instructions are removed 
from the instruction stream.

4.2.9 Instruction R eplication

Tiger provides support for the instruction replication optim isation (see Section 6.5). All 
one needs to do is to  use the -l-ALIAS keyword in the Tiger source file. This keyword 
is then followed by the instruction which should be replicated and then by the number 
of tim es th a t it should be replicated. For example, Figure 4.12 shows how to create
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Tiger Code: +ALIAS POP 1;

Generated Code: P0P_ALIAS_1:
{

IPPTR=IPPTR+1;
SPPTR=SPPTR+1;
goto *opcodes[+IPPTR];

}

Figure 4.12: Replicating the PO P instruction

a single rephca of the POP instruction. The replicas are named automatically, each 
one guaranteed a unique name. The actual code generated is identical to  th a t of the 
original instruction which is being replicated, apart from the label which is unique for 
each replica.

4.2.10 Superinstructions

Superinstructions can be defined easily in Tiger by specifying the name of the desired 
superinstruction and the component instructions. The interpreter generator will then 
concatenate the component instructions in the correct order to  create the superinstruc
tion. In reality, the code th a t is generated is not just simply a  concatenation of the 
component opcodes for several reasons:

1. In the superinstruction, updates to  the instruction and stack pointers are com
bined, and only made when exiting the superinstruction.

2. Stack items are normally stored in local variables for the duration of the superin- 
struction. This stack-slot caching helps to speed up the superinstruction’s access 
to stack items. Depending on the stack-slot caching mechanism used, changes to 
the stack are often not flushed until the superinstruction is being exited.

3. Tiger contains a mechanism for superinstructions across basic-blocks. In the case 
where there is a conditional branch, Tiger injects the code for updates to  the 
stack and instruction pointers just before the branch. Also, if stack-slot caching 
is being used and some cached items need flushing, they will be flushed at this
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point. Tiger can identify branches out of a superinstruction if they are flagged 
by a SET .IP  macro.

Figure 4.13 shows how to define a new superinstruction super_l in Tiger. Very little 
extra code is required in the source file, just the name for the new superinstruction 
and a list of the component instructions. Note th a t stack-slot caching is visible in the 
generated code.

S p ec ia lised  S u p e r in s tru c tio n s

Tiger also permits the definition of specialised superinstructions. A speciahsed su
perinstruction is defined as a regular superinstruction, but any specialised operands 
are specified in the superinstruction definition. W hen a specialised superinstruction 
is being defined, it can be composed from a m ixture of speciahsed instructions and 
non-specialised instructions.

Tiger does not require th a t specialisations for any of the specialised component 
instructions have been defined previously. If they are not present during specialised 
superinstruction creation. Tiger will create them  autom atically (Strictly speaking Tiger 

creates dummy versions termed dummy specialisations in cases like this. See Section 
4.3.7 for details). Figure 4.14 shows an example of a simple speciahsed superinstruction 
being defined in Tiger. The instructions iload 6 and iload 7 are specialised component 
instructions, while aload is a non-specialised component instruction.

S ta ck -s lo t C ach ing  O p tio n s

W hen concatenating a series of superinstructions, it can often be advantageous to  load 
frequently used stack slots into local variables. Then any instructions which normally 
read from or write to the stack can read from or write to the local variables instead. At 
the end of the superinstruction (or any appropriate point in the superinstruction), any 
changes to the stack can be flushed as necessary by writing from the local variables 
to  the stack. Tiger provides for a number of stack-slot caching mechanisms. The 
variations mostly relate to  the scheduling of the caching and de-caching of stack slots 
throughout the superinstruction. They are:

1. Off. This is where no stack-slot caching is used. All reads and writes occur 
directly from /to the stack.
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Tiger Code: super_l = dup ldc_quick;

Generated Code: 

super_1;
{

StackVal32 SPPTR_cached_minusl_;
StackVal32 SPPTR_cached_0_;
StackVal32 SPPTR_cached_l_;

// dup
SPPTR_cached_minusl_=SPPTR[-l] ;
vm_StackVal32_equals_JavaVal32(SPPTR_cached_minusl_,si)
{

JavaVal32 si;
vm_JavaVal32_equals_StackVal32(sl,SPPTR_cached_minusl_) 
vm_StackVal32_equals_JavaVal32(SPPTR_cached_0_,si)

}
SPPTR[-1]=SPPTR_cached_minusl_;
SPPTR[0]=SPPTR_cached_0_;

// ldc_quick 
{

JavaVal32 si;
vm_JavaVal32_equals_Address(si,IPPTR[2]) 
vm_StackVal32_equals_JavaVal32(SPPTR_cached_l_,sl)

>
SPPTR[l]=SPPTR_cached_l_;

//Pointer updates and dispatch 
SPPTR=SPPTR+2;
IPPTR=IPPTR+3; 
goto **IPPTR;

Figure 4.13: Defining a new superinstruction in Tiger
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super_l = iload 6 aload iload 7;

Figure 4.14: A specialised superinstruction in Tiger

2. S im ple . This is where all stack-slots involved in the superinstruction are loaded 
into local variables a t the s ta rt of the superinstruction. Any dirty cached stack- 
slots are written upon exiting the superinstruction.

3. C o n se rv a tiv e . This approach is similar to  the simple approach but delays 
caching stack-slots until they are needed and de-caches them  as soon as they 
are no longer needed. This is a useful approach to reduce register pressure. This 
approach adds an additional constraint in th a t the reading and writing of stack 
items must not violate the stack paradigm. For example the reading (caching) of 
a slot under the topmost slot of the cache, followed by the reading of the topmost 
slot of the stack is not perm itted. The other way around, however would be fine.

4. A ggressive . This approach is identical to the conservative option, but dispenses 
with the any ordering rules relating to the stack paradigm. Reads (caches) take 
place as late as possible and writes (de-caches where the item is dirty) take place 
as early as possible)

The choice of stack-slot caching mechanism is made by setting the option stackUpdate- 

Combining to  the desired value (off, simple, conservative or aggressive).

4.2.11 Preferred Instructions

Some instructions are unsuitable as components for superinstructions. For example 
when stack-slot caching is on (i.e. when stack slots are stored in local variables), an 
instruction th a t performs an optimised direct memory to  memory copy, for example 
to  duplicate an item on the stack would cause difficulties. This could be solved by 
rewriting the instruction to  get it to  read the item to be duphcated from the stack and 
then to write it back in the normal way. This latter approach has the benefit th a t it 
could be incorporated into a superinstruction, bu t as a standalone instruction, would 
not be as optimised as the direct memory-to-memory version which cannot be included 
in superinstructions.
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In order to get the best of both worlds, Tiger perm its what are term ed preferred 
instructions which are versions of instructions that are optimised for standalone usage 
(ie outside superinstructions). Non-preferred instructions are versions of the same 
instruction which are intended for usage only inside superinstructions. In this way, 
two versions of the same instruction can be specified by the user, one for inclusion in 
superinstructions, and one for standalone execution.

Idc2_w_quick SP( - JavaVal32 sl,JavaVal32 s2)
IP( JavaVal32 si, JavaVal32 s2 - next);

+PREF ldc2_w_quick
SP(- +DEFER JavaVal32 sl,+DEFER JavaVal32 s2)
IP( +DEFER JavaVal32 si, +DEFER JavaVal32 s2 - next); 
memcpy64(SPPTR,(Uint32*)(IPPTR+1));

Figure 4.15: Preferred and non-preferred instructions in Tiger

In Figure 4.15, an example can be seen where preferred instructions might be use
ful. The non-preferred version of Idc2_w_quick leaves it up to  Tiger to  generate the 
appropriate code to  read from the instruction stream and push to  the stack. On the 
other hand, the preferred version of Idc2_w_quick uses the -l-DEFER keyword to indi
cate to Tiger th a t the reads and writes are to be handled by the user (although Tiger 

will still generate the correct stack and instruction pointer updates a t the end of the 
instruction). Inside the preferred version of Idc2_w_quick a 64-bit copy macro is used 
to copy directly from the instruction stream  onto the stack, which may be efficient but 
which is unsafe inside a superinstruction.

4.3 Tiger - Back-end Functionality and Require
m ents

In the previous section, we saw an array of optimisations and code generation tech
niques from the point of view of the Tiger source code file. Although it has been shown 
th a t Tiger perm its the addition of new instructions such as superinstructions, replica-
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tions and specialisations, we have not yet discussed what mechanisms Tiger provides 
for simplifying the incorporation of these new instruction into an existing interpreter. 
In this section we focus on what the user has to do in order to  integrate Tiger with 
their interpreter and the features th a t Tiger provides to  aid in this integration.

4.3.1 G enerated Interpreter Core

A source input file to Tiger is of the form filename.\/m}. W hen Tiger is run on this 
file, it generates a ‘C ’ file, filename-\itw.\ which contains the code for the interpreter 
core. The user must include this file in the appropriate section of their interpreter 
(simply by using a ^include). All the VM instruction implementations (including 
superinstructions, replications and specialisations) are present in this interpreter core 
file. In a switch-based interpreter (Section 3.1) each instruction is preceded by a case 
statem ent and ended by a break whereas in the case of a token threaded (Section 3.2.2) 
or a direct threaded (Section 3.2.1) interpreter, each instruction begins with a label 
and ends with the appropriate dispatch.

4.3.2 User-Supplied Type Conversion M acros

In the Tiger source file, the types for the stack and instruction stream  are specified. 
Any types th a t are stored in the instruction stream  or stack are also listed in the Tiger 

source file (Section 4.2.1) with the intention of telling Tiger how many slots each of 
these types take up in the stream  or stack. For example, in an interpreter with a stack 
type of char, if a 32-bit value was to be stored on the stack, then th a t 32-bit type must 
be registered with a size of 4.

Although no explicit stack or stream  related type conversions are normally appar
ent in the Tiger source file, many are autom atically created in the generated code. 
For example, every time type A is read from a stack or stream  of type B, Tiger gen
erates a vm J\_equals_B(c/estsource) macro. Similarly when type A is to  be written 
to  a stack (no writing to  instruction streams is currently perm itted) of type B, a 
vm_B_equals_A(c/est,sot/rce) macro is used by Tiger. These macros need to  be supphed 
by the user and included in the interpreter. Each of these macros performs an assign
ment from source to dest (with the appropriate type conversions).
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There are two im portant notes with respect to these type conversions. Firstly, even 
when the source and dest are the same type, Tiger will use a macro to perform the 
assignment. For example, if the type of the stack is A and we are reading an item of 
type A from the stack, a vm_A_equals_A(des<,source) macro will be used. This can be 
useful in situations where A is a complex data  type and might, for example, require a 
deep copy for the assignment to be carried out correctly. Secondly, because multiple 
stack or instruction slots may be involved when reading or writing larger da ta  types, 
these macros can often take multiple arguments for the source or destination, one for 
each slot. For example, when reading a 32-bit integer from an 8-bit stack, the macro 
used would be vm_lnt32_equals_char(des<,sourceo,sourcei,source2,source3) where sourceo 
to  sources are the stack slots holding the four bytes of the 32-bit integer. Figure 4.16 
shows the generated code for the JVM instruction dioad. The instruction stores a 64-bit 
type JavaDouble into a stack composed of slots of a 32-bit tjq^e, StackVal32. Therefore 
two stack slots are required for the destination in the vm_StackVal32_equals_JavaDouble 

macro.

dload;

JavsiDouble jdl;
UintS i;
vm_Uint8_equals_Address(i,IPPTR[l]);
{

jdl=jvm2Double(&locals[i]);
vm_StackVal32_equals_JavaDouble(SPPTR[0] ,SPPTR[1],jdl);

>
IPPTR=IPPTR+2;
SPPTR=SPPTR+2; 
goto **IPPTR;

>

Figure 4.16: Multiple slot type conversions in Tiger

4.3.3 Instruction Indices

Each instruction generated by Tiger, whether it be a standard instruction, a specialised 
instruction, a superinstruction, a replicated instruction or any combination of these.
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is assigned a unique integer, its index, by Tiger. This index is critical to  many func
tions of the interpreter including parsing for superinstructions and also for obtaining 
the address of an instruction for token threaded dispatch (in combination with the 
instruction labels file - Section 3.2.2).

The indices are numbered contiguously from 0 and are to be found in the autom at
ically generated file filename-\{\d\ces.\. The grouping of indices can be seen in Figure 
4.17. This grouping perm its the tables for parsing superinstructions to  be as compact

0

index

Figure 4.17; Indices in Tiger 

as possible. An example of the indices file can be seen in Figure 4.18.

#define INDEX_OF(a) tiger_prim_index_##a 
#define tiger_prim_index_aastore 0 
#define tiger_prim_index_aconst_null 1 
#define tiger_prim_index_aldc_ind_quick 2 
#define tiger_prim_index_ldc_quick 3 
#define tiger_prim_index_ldc2_w_quick 4

Figure 4.18; The Tiger-generated index file
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Note the INDEX_OF macro which uses token pasting to allow us to  refer to  the 
indices of instructions in a  simplified manner e.g. INDEX_OF(aastore).

4.3.4 The Labels Array

In addition to generating a, filename-\r\d\ces.\ file, Tiger also generates another file file- 
name-labels.i which contains an array of labels for all of the instructions Tiger has 
created. There is a direct one-to-one correspondence between the index of an instruc
tion and its position in the labels array. Specifically, the index of the label of an 
instruction in the labels array is the same as the Tiger-assigned index for th a t instruc
tion, defined in the file filename-\nd\ces.\. Sample contents for the filename-\ahe\s.\ file 
and how to  include the array in the interpreter can be seen in Figure 4.19. Two aspects

labels file: INST_ADDR(aastore), 
INST_ADDR(aconst_null), 
INST_ADDR(aldc_ind_quick), 
INST_ADDR(ldc_quick), 
INST_ADDR(ldc2_w_quick),

usage: void* mylabels=
{

#include "cvm-labels.i"
>:

Figure 4.19: Using Tiger-generated labels

of this labels file are noteworthy:

1. The file only contains the contents of the array. If the user wants to create an 
array using the labels file, they must choose an appropriate name for their array 
and include the labels file in the correct place.

2. The labels file uses an INSTR_ADDR macro to refer to the address of an instruc
tion. This macro, defined by Tiger, uses token-pasting to  expand the argument 
out to  an expression representing the address of the label for th a t instruction. 
For GCC’s labels-as-values syntax, INSTR_ADDR(instr) expands to  &'<Ŝ instr.
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The labels file is extremely useful during the translation process when implementing a 
direct threaded interpreter or when performing a dispatch when using token-threaded 
dispatch.

It should be noted th a t being able to  store labels (or addresses of labels) is a 
GCC extension term ed labels-as-values. The ANSI-C standard does not support this 
extension, although it can be found in other compilers such as Intel’s ic c  compiler 
[Int04].

4.3.5 Instruction N am es

To assist in debugging and profiling, Tiger also generates a typed, named and initialised 
array in a file called filename-namesA. The name for this array is defined in Tiger as 
VM_OPCODE_NAMES, with a type of char*. An example of the contents of this file 
can be seen in Figure 4.20.

#defiiie VM_OPCODE_N AMES .COUNT 610
char* VM_OPCODE_NAMES[VM_OPCODE_NAMES_COUNT]={
"aastore",
"aconst_null",
"aldc_ind_quick",
"ldc_quick",
"ldc2_w_quick",

Figure 4.20: The Tiger-generated names file

4.3.6 R eplication File

A useful capability of Tiger is the autom atic creation of a file called filename-a\\as.\ 

which consists of a set of macros to  enable the support of replicated instructions. 
This file contains the definition for ALIASED_lNDEX_OF(instr_index) which enables 
an instruction with an index of instrundex to be replicated. This macro provides 
support for round-robin replication (Section 6.5) so th a t replications, if they exist, 
are issued in a cychcal order. In Figure 4.21, you can see the definition for the 
ALIASED_INDEX_OF macro. In this example, there are 6 copies of aastore, 5 copies
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#define  ALIASED.INDEX.OF(opcname) aliased_vm_index_##opcnanie

s t a t i c  i n t  v m _ p t r .a l i a s [ ] = { 0 ,0 ,0 } ;
c o n s t  s t a t i c  i n t  v m _ a lia s .b ip u sh []= -C 5 ,2 lO ,2 1 1 ,2 1 2 } ;
c o n s t  s t a t i c  i n t  v m _ a lia s _ a a s to re [ ]= < 0 ,2 1 3 ,2 1 4 ,2 1 5 ,2 1 6 ,2 1 7 } ;
c o n s t  s t a t i c  i n t  v m . a l i a s . a c o n s t . n u l l ,2 1 8 ,2 1 9 ,2 2 0 ,2 2 1 } ;

# d e f in e  a l ia s e d .v m _ in d e x _ a a s to r e  v m .a l i a s .a a s to r e  [v m _ p tr„ a l ia s  [ l ]  = ( v m _ p t r .a l i a s  [l]+ l)* /,6 ]
# d e f in e  a l ia s e d .v m _ in d e x _ a c o n s t .n u l l  v m _ a lia s _ a c o n s t_ n u l l  [v m _ p tr_ a lia s  [2] = ( v m . p t r , a l i a s  [2] +1) X5] 
# d e f in e  a l ia s e d .v m _ in d e x _ a ld c .in d _ q u ic k  2 
# d e f in e  a lia s e d .v m _ in d e x _ ld c _ q u ic k  3 
# d e f in e  a l ia s e d .v m _ in d e x _ ld c 2 .w .q u ic k  4
# d e f in e  a lia s e d _ v m _ in d e x .b ip u s h  v m _ a l ia s _ b ip u s h [v m _ p tr .a l ia s  [0] = (v m _ p tr_ a l ia s  [0]+l)*/,4]

Figure 4.21; A Tiger-generated replication file

of aconst_null and 4 copies of bipush. For each replicatable instruction instr, an ar
ray vm_alias_/Vjsfr[] of the indices of all rephcations of th a t instruction is declared in 
the replication file. For example, vm_alias_bipush[] is declared and initialised to  be a 
list of the indices of all copies of bipush. Additionally, there is an array of indices, 
vm_ptr_alias, containing one element for each replicatable instruction. In the given ex
ample, vm_ptr_alias[0] is used to point to  the element of vm_alias_bipush th a t will be 
returned the next tim e ALIASED_iNDEX_OF(bipush) is called. The effect of calling 
ALIASEDJNDEX_OF(bipush) will be to add to  vm_ptr-alias[0] (or reset it to  0) and to 
return the index of the next copy of bipush.

For a non-replicated instruction instr, calling ALIASED_INDEX_OF(/nstr) equates 
to  aliased_vm_index_/nstr which in tu rn  equates to  the index of instr. So effectively, 
calling ALIASED_INDEX_OF(/nstr) for a non-replicated instruction is equivalent to  IN- 

DEX_OF(;nstr).

4.3.7 Specialisation File

In order to support any generated specialised instructions. Tiger generates a file file- 

name-special.i.  This file contains a number of automatically-generated macros which 
enable specialisation. For each instruction instr an autom atically-generated macro 
vm_specialise-/nstr(.. .)  is defined in the file. This specialisation macro takes a variable 
number of arguments representing specialisable operands in the instruction stream. 
After determining if instr can be specialised (by inspecting the operands supplied), the
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macro then evaluates to  the index of the specialised instruction if one was found or to 
the index of instr if no specialisation was found.

Strictly speaking, the macro tries to alias the instruction through the replication 
macros (in filename-a\\as.\) after it a ttem pts to find a replication, and so the macro 
can evaluate to an aliased instruction.

#define vm_specialise(.opcode,...) vm_specialise_##_opcode( VA_ARGS )
#define vm_specialise_aastore(...) \

(INDEX_OF(aastore),ALIASED_INDEX_OF(aastore))
#define vm_specialise_aconst_null(...) \

(INDEX_OF(aconst_null),ALIASED_INDEX_OF(aconst_null))
#define vm_specialise_bipush(_valueO)\

((((_value0)==4))? (INDEX_0F(vm_spec_bipush_i_4),\
ALIASED_INDEX_0F(vm_spec_bipush_i_4))\ 

: ((((_value0)==7))? (INDEX_0F(vm_spec_bipush_i_7),\
ALIASED_INDEX_OF(vm_spec_bipush_i_7))\ 

: (INDEX_OF(bipush),ALIASED_INDEX_OF(bipush))))

Figure 4.22: A Tiger specialisation file

Figure 4 .22  shows a sample of a typical /i/enam e-special.i  file. In the example, the 
aastore and aconst_null instructions have no specialisation associated with them. A 
call to  vm_specialise_aastore or vm_specialise_aconst-null will simply attem pt to aUas the 
instruction. On the other hand, there are two specialisations for bipush (bipush 4  and 
also bipush 7). The macro vm_specialise_bipush examines the supplied operand using 
a cascaded conditional statem ent and returns an alias of either vm_spec_bipushJ_4, 

vm_spec_bipush_i_7 or simply bipush in the case where there is no specialisation for tha t 
operand with bipush.

The cascaded conditional approach works quite well in practice but for large num
bers of specialisations it may be unsuitable, due to the possibly high number of compar
isons required to  determine if an instruction is speciahsable. In such circumstances, a 
hash-table approach might be a more efficient approach. More advanced compilers may 
actually perform the transform ation from cascaded conditional to  hash-table autom ati
cally. Alternatively, the cascaded conditional could be rephrased as a switch-statement, 
which in tu rn  might be better optimised by the C compiler.
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Dum m y Specialisations

As noted in Section 4.2.10, when an attem pt to speciahse a superinstruction takes 
place, Tiger checks to  see if the individual specialised instructions th a t make up the 
specialised superinstruction actually exist. If they do, Tiger has nothing extra to do. 
If not, Tiger has to create them.

In order to  avoid creating numerous specialised instructions purely to  support the 
creation of specialised superinstructions, Tiger creates dummy specialisations. These 
dummy specialisations are different to  regular specialised instructions because there is 
no unique corresponding instruction emitted by Tiger for the dummy specialisation. 
However, a dummy specialisation does get assigned an instruction index which is used 
later during the superinstruction parsing process. W hen a dummy specialisation is 
encountered in the instruction stream, the instruction th a t is executed is the original 
non-specialised instruction. For example if vm_spec-bipush_i_9 was a dummy special
isation, then when it is encountered in the instruction stream, the actual instruction 
th a t will get executed will be bipush since there is no implementation for the dummy 
specialisation.

4.3 .8  S u p erin stru ction  P arsing

In order to  support parsing bytecode for super instructions (Section 6.4.3), Tiger creates 
a filename-parse.\ file. This file contains hash-tables for a unified Deterministic Finite- 
State A utom ata (DFA) for all superinstructions, with accepting states corresponding to 
a successful parse to  a superinstruction. In order to  reduce the number of transitions 
in the DFA, nodes with single transitions between them  are unified. An im portant 
aspect of the DFA th a t Tiger generates, is th a t it is designed for parsing backwards 
through a  method.

Figure 4.23 illustrates a simple DFA with unified single-transition states. The 
numbers represent the indices for component instructions of the DFA. The states with 
a thicker solid line around them  are final states th a t emit a superinstruction index, 
when entered. Note how two single transitions have been absorbed into state  5, thereby 
eliminating two other states. Once state  5 is entered, it will only be exited when the 
symbols 7 and 6 and then either 5 (leading to  state  -1 )  or 7 (leading to  state -2 )  are 
read in.
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indices: #define INDEX_OF(a) tiger_prim_index_##a

#define tiger_prim_index_bipush 5 
#define tiger_prim_index_sipush 6 
#define tiger_prim_index_fload 7

#define tiger_prim_index_super_0 210 
#define tiger_prim_index_super_l 211 
#define tiger_prim_index_super_2 212 
#define tiger_prim_index_super_3 213

superinstrs: super_0 = bipush sipush fload bipush;
super_l = fload sipush fload bipush; 
super_2 = fload sipush; 
super_3 = bipush sipush;

Emit: 210

Emit: 211

Start
-d) ^  

♦ {  Emit: 212

Emit: 213

Figure 4.23: A sample superinstruction-parsing DFA in Tiger



Although the idea of using a collapsed-state DFA is relatively straightforward, the 
data  structures in the filename-parse.\ file require some explanation. In order to  be as 
efficient as possible, the parse file consists of a number of hash-tables so that, during 
a superinstruction parse, one simply needs to  hash on the current state  and symbol 
(instruction) to get the next state. Each state  gets its own hash-table so in reality, 
when one has a sym bol/state pair, it is necessary to  first find the appropriate hash 
table using the sta te  and then hash using the symbol to get the new state.

Collapsed states are handled differently, since they contain internal transitions. 
Each collapsed state  has an internal pointer to keep track of what the next required 
internal symbol is. If the new symbol read by the DFA does not m atch the required 
symbol, then th a t DFA stops. If the symbol matches the next required symbol, this 
internal pointer is moved on to the next symbol. If there is no next internal symbol, 
the next symbol to be read will result in a transition to  a new state  or the term ination 
of th a t DFA.

#define VM_SUPER_START 210
#define VM_MAX_LEN 4
#define VM_SUPER_COUNT 4
static int mergedSizes[]={0,0,0,0,0,2,0};
static int merged0ffsets[]={0,0,0,0,0,2,2};
static int mergedSymbols[]={7,6}-;
static const Intl6 entryPoints[]={-1,0,0,0,0,-5,-4,0};
static const node sharedTable[]={{5,-l},{6,-4},{5,-2},{6,-3},-[0,5},{0,6}};
#define VM_SHAREDTABLESIZE 6
static int vm_codes[]=-C0,210,211,212,213};
#define VM_MAXSTATES 7

Figure 4.24: A sample DFA-based parsing file in Tiger

In Figure 4.24 the corresponding Tiger-generated parse file for the superinstruc
tions in Figure 4.23 can be seen. Some of the simpler items to  describe in this file 
are VM_SUPER_START (the index of the first superinstruction), VM_MAX_LEN (the 
length of the longest superinstruction) and VM_SUPER_COUNT (the to ta l number of 
superinstructions).

Next, we consider how collapsed-states are implemented using the mergedSizes,
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mergedOffsets and mergedSymbols arrays. For each state  i mergedSizes[i] holds the 

number of internal transitions for th a t state (0 for non-collapsed states with no internal 
transitions). The value stored in mergedOffsets[i] gives the index in the mergedSymbols[] 

array where the list of symbols for internal transitions occur. You can see in the 
example th a t mergedSizes[5] is 2. The entry in mergedOffsets[5] is 0. Therefore if we 
look at mergedSymbols[0] we will find the first symbol corresponding to the first internal 
transition for state  5. This is followed by the next symbol mergedSymbols[l] required 
for the next internal transition for state  5.

Construction o f the Parse File

Much of the contents of the parse file are straightforward to implement. However, the 
motivations and mechanism for the shared hash-table deserve some explanation. The 
most im portant feature required from the hash, as with any hash, is speed. Considering 
a hash-table for a single state  i, th a t hash-table must store the new state  entered when 
a symbol s is read. Given th a t the indices of states in Tiger are contiguously allocated 
and represent a reasonably tight range of numbers, there is no real need for a modulus 
operator to be applied to the symbol (i.e. the index of an instruction). The hash lookup 
is simply to  use the symbol s as an index into an array representing the hash-table. If 
th a t entry j in the array is non-zero, then there is a transition {i.sj-^j. This type of 
hash is perfect bu t quite sparse (i.e. most entries in the array will be 0).

In order to  compact the sparse hash tables, they are all consolidated or rather 
overlaid onto a single hash table. Because the overlaying procedure can move a hash 
table, a separate array (entryPoints) is required to  keep track where the hash table for 
each state begins in the shared hash table. Each entry in the shared hash table is now 
an ordered pair consisting of the owning state  and the original contents of the owning 
s ta te ’s hash table in th a t order. Figure 4.25 shows a small example, where three hash 
tables are overlaid on top of each other. Note how there are no gaps in the shared hash 
table. This is not always the case, but Tiger does a ttem pt to  minimise the sparseness 
of the shared hash table. (See Appendix 8.6 for more details).

The data  structures supplied by Tiger to  assist with the parsing of bytecode do 
not force the interpreter writer to implement the parse in either a greedy or optimal 
fashion (see Section 6.4.3).
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Hash for 
State 0 8 ■  ̂ =-;■ ' 4 7 VO

Svmbol -> 0 1 2 3 4

Hash for 
State 1 6 12 g M i t t t . 5

Svmbol 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

Hash for 
State 2 9

i
Svmbol 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 1

Shared (0,81 (1.6) (0,4) (1.12) (0,7) (1.5) (0,10) (2,9)

State*^ 0 1 2
Entry

0Paints

Figure 4.25; Overlaying of Hash Tables in Tiger
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4.3.9 Global Definitions

In addition to the files above, Tiger also generates a  filename-g\oha\s.\ file which contains 
a number of miscellaneous definitions. For each of the option-value statem ents in the 
interpreter source file (Section 4.2.1), a symbol VM_OPTION_opt/bn_\/a/ue is defined in 
the global definitions file. This can be useful where the interpreter writer wants to 
have additional code in their interpreter only when a certain option is set in Tiger. In 
essence it provides a m ethod for the interpreter writer to  determine which options have 
been set in Tiger.

In addition. Tiger also declares a number of interpreter and thread start-up and 
shut-down macros which should be invoked at the appropriate tim e by the interpreter- 
writer. These macros are useful in a number of circumstances such as various profiling 
operations which need to be initialised on startup  and have their da ta  written on 
term ination.

4.4  Interpreter D iagnostics

W hen generating code, Tiger can insert certain kinds of diagnostic code, depending 
on which options are set in the Tiger source file. In this section, we examine each of 
them  in turn , including how to set them, how Tiger implements them , and how to 
understand the da ta  th a t is generated.

4.4.1 H istogram

The most simple of the diagnostics is the histogram. This histogram option inserts 
code into the generated interpreter core th a t increments a counter associated with each 
instruction, each tim e th a t instruction is executed. W hen the interpreter term inates 
the histogram data  is written to  a file containing these counts. To tu rn  on the histogram 
generation the histogram option is set to on in the Tiger source file. This triggers some 
changes in the way Tiger generates code. Specifically, the VM startup  macro is modified 
to declare and initiahse the histogram, while the VM shutdown macro is modified to 
write the histogram data  to the file histogram.dat. In addition, a small amount of code 
is added into the implementation of each instruction implementation in the interpreter 
core, to  modify the histogram counts each time the instruction is executed.
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Figure 4.26 illustrates sample contents of this histogram file. The contents are 
sorted according to  instruction index (in increasing order). A Java tool, BarChart, is 
supplied with Tiger th a t reads in this file and generates a Scalable Vector Graphic 
[TB02] representation of the histogram. Figure 4.27 shows sample output for the tool.

DUP 30915493
DEREF 98972729
POSTING 7015269
POSTDEC 14952
POP 41926355
ASSIGN 15501107
EXIT 1
PUSHAL 102705447
PUSHAA 2406
PUSHAG 18794450
PUSHAC 60960609
ALLOG 0
JUMP 7608795
JFALSE 64735992
PUSHS 6
RETURN 12
CALL 1877

Figure 4.26: Sample from histogram.dat

4.4.2 D ispatch Tracking

Much of the research for which Tiger was developed has focussed on the effect and 
ehmination of branch mispredictions in interpreters. In order to  instrum ent interpreters 
more comprehensively, Tiger offers an option branchData th a t, when set to  on, tracks 
the calling sequence for each dispatch in the interpreter core.

In its present form, branchData tracking adds code to  each dispatch point in the 
generated interpreter. This extra code records the target each time the dispatch is 
invoked and increments a misprediction estimation counter every tim e the current 
target differs from the target the last time this dispatch was invoked. Tiger can track
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Opcode Frequency

pusHAL 102,705.447

DEREF 96.972,729
JFALSE 64,735.992
PUSHAC 60.960.609
POP ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■  41,926.355
DUP 30.915,493
add  ^ ■ ■ ■ ■ 1  26.477.364

22.605,571 
PUShiAG 18.794.450
ASSIGN ■ ■ ■  15,501,107
LE ■ ■  11.549,474
MUL 11,521,069
NOT 11.520,795
EQ H i  11.183,406
NEG H  9,502.256
GT B  7.S75.696
JUMP JgU 7,608.795
POSTING ■  7,015,269
POSTDEC 14,952 
PUSHAA 2.406
CALL 1.877
SUB 964
GE 964
NE 324
DIV 25
RETURN 12 
MOD 8
PUSHS 6
EXIT 1
AND 0
ALLOC 0
OR 0

Figure 4.27: SVG representation of histogram.dat
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multiple dispatch points inside a single instruction, as might occur in an ifit instruction 
(Figure 4.9).

In addition to  estimating the mispredictions on a per-branch basis, Tiger also records 
a histogram of all targets for each branch. Thus for each branch we get:

1. An estimation of the number of mispredictions a t th a t point.

2. A histogram of all targets jum ped to from th a t point.

The misprediction rate, although at first glance naive, is a good estimator (at least 
on a global level), even for architectures with more sophisticated branch prediction 
algorithms. Preliminary experiments with the Pentium  4 using the misprediction rate 
from the hardware performance counters in comparison to the global estimated mis
prediction count from Tiger (i.e. the sum of all misprediction counts for all dispatch 
points) suggest th a t the Tiger estimate is within 10% of the real value.

The real value of the branchData option is th a t it does give a more fine-grained 
measure of m ispredictability than the hardware performance counters. This informa
tion could then be fed back into more advanced static replication schemes th a t select 
replications based on mispredictability rather than  static occurrences.

Figure 4.28 shows the output of the branchData option, which can be found written 
to  the branchdata.dat file after the interpreter has term inated. For each dispatch point, 
various information is recorded in the output file:

1. Source. The address in the memory where the dispatch lies.

2. O w ner. The name of the instruction to which the dispatch belongs.

3. Ref. The address in the memory where the dispatch lies.

4. M isp re d . The estimate for branch mispredictions a t this dispatch.

5. C o u n t. The to tal number of times this dispatch point has been used.

6. R a te . This is the misprediction estimate divided by the count.

7. D isp a tc h  T a rg e t In fo rm a tio n . For each new dispatch target from the current 
dispatch point, the following is recorded:
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source:0x804b9ec owner:JUMP ref:745 mispred:59688 count:7604668 rate:0.007849 
target:0x804b9b2 name;JUMP count;29840 
target:0x804bbd6 name:RETURN count:1 
target;0x804b745 name:PUSHAA count:103 
tEirget:0x804b6a5 name:PUSHAL count: 7574724 

source:0x804ba94 owner:JFALSE ref:779 mispred:25012008 count:27335561 rate:0.914999 
target:0x804b7d4 name:PUSHAG count:3555803 
target:0x804b9b2 name:JUMP count:2716578 
target:0x804bbd6 name:RETURN count:9 
target:0x804b745 name:PUSHAA count:276 
target:0x804b3a6 name:DUP count:5694211 
target:0x804ba32 name:JFALSE count:5825348 
target:0x804b863 name:PUSHAC count;11 
target;0x804b6a5 n 2une;PUSHAL count;9543325 

source:0x804bae8 owner:JFALSE ref:790 mispred:22900937 count:37389283 rate:0.612500 
target:0x804b7d4 name:PUSHAG coxmt:3719088 
target:0x804b745 name;PUSHAA count:867 
target:0x804b581 name;POP count:19394695 
target:0x804b863 name:PUSHAC count;66 
target:0x804b6a5 n£une:PUSHAL count;14274567 

source:0x804bb90 owner;PUSHS ref;820 misprediO count:6 rate;0.000000 
target:0x804bcb0 name:CALL count:6

Figure 4.28: Sample from branchdata.dat

7a. Target The address to  which the dispatch is going.

7b. N am e The name of the instruction at th a t point.

7c. C ount The number of times to which the dispatch has jum ped to  th a t point.

Tiger is supplied with a Java tool, DispatchGraph, which creates a Scalable Vector 
Graphic (SVG) dispatch-graph from the generated file branchdata.dat by using the 
GraphViz [EGK'*'02] package. There are various options for graph generation, the 
most im portant of which is the specification of a minimum threshold of dispatches 
which m ust be reached before a dispatch edge is drawn between two nodes. This is 
quite useful when one wishes to eliminate less frequent dispatches in order to  simplify 
the visual representation. Nodes with no edges after the application of the threshold 
are eliminated. An example of the output of this tool can be seen in Figure 4.29.

Note the way in which the two dispatch points for JFALSE are aggregated into 
a single node representing the entire JFALSE instruction. Each node in the graph 
represents the implementation of an instruction in the interpreter core. Each box in a 
node represents a dispatch point in th a t node. The first number indicates the number 
of times th a t dispatch has been invoked. Alongside this number is the percentage of
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Figure 4.29: SVG representation of branchdata.dat



mispredictions for th a t dispatch point. Nodes with multiple dispatch points also have 
a total sum of the number of times all dispatches in th a t node have been invoked, 
along with the average misprediction rate across all those dispatch points. Directed 
edges from dispatch points to instructions represent a dispatch from the source point 
to the target point (an instruction). These edges are labelled with the number of times 
th a t particular dispatch jum ped to the target instruction. Adding up the weights of all 
edges out of a dispatch point does not always add up to the to ta l number of dispatches 
at th a t point. This is due to the minimum threshold of times th a t a dispatch must be 
made from a dispatch point before the edge gets displayed (a user-specified argument 
to the DispatchGraph tool).

The support code in the global definitions file generated by Tiger to deal with 
branchData is shown in Figure 4.30.

^include "support/branchData.h”

#define VM.BRANCHLABEL VM_BRANCHLABEL2(_.LINE__)
♦define VM_BRANCHLABEL2(a) VM_BRANCHLABEL3(a)
#deflne VM_BRANCHLABEL3(a) VM_BRANCHLABEL.##a:
#define VM.ADDRESSOFBRANCH VM.ADDRESS0FBRANCH2(„LINE_.)
#deflne VM_ADDRESS0FBRANCH2(a) VM_ADDRESS0FBRANCH3(a)
#define VM.ADDRESSOFBRANCHS(a) &&VM_BRANCHLABEL_##a 
#deflne VM.BRANCH(a) VM.BRANCHLABEL \

vmjen_braiich_process(VM_CURRENT_OPCODE,__LINE__,(a).VM.ADDRESSOFBRANCH); 

//---------------------------------------------------------------

#define VM.ON.EXIT vm_branch_duinp(VM_OPCODE_NAMES,VM_OFCODE_COUNT,VM_LABELS);
#define VM_ON_ENTRY vm_branch_init();

#deflne VM_THREAD.ON.EXIT 
#define VM.THREAD.ON.ENTRY

Figure 4.30: Global definitions to support the branchData option

The main features are the inclusion of the branchData.h file, the initialisation of 
the appropriate data-structures in VM.ON.ENTRY (vmjen_branch_init) and the writ
ing of all the collected branch data  in VM_ON_EXIT (vmjen_branch_dump). Also the 
VM-BRANCH macro (and supporting macros) is defined here. The inclusion of this 
macro in the generated interpreter core and how it is expanded by the ‘C ’ preprocessor 
can be seen in Figure 4.31.

Note in Figure 4.31 how the macro expands to a call to vm.branch_process, which is
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Before Expansion:

#define VM.CURRENT.OPCODE "JFALSE” 
JFALSE:
■C

Int32 a; 
short b;
vm_short_equals_char(b,IP[2],IP[1]); 
vm_Int32_equals_Int32(a,SP[0] );

{
if (a)
{ ; } 
else
•c

IP=((mem+b));
SP+=(1);
VM.BRAHCH(VM.LABELS[IP[0] ] ) ; 
goto *VM.LABELS[IP[0]] ;

}}
SP+=(1);
IP+=(3);

VM.BRANCH(VM_LABELS[IP[0]]); 
goto *VM_LABELS[IP[0]];

>
(tundef VH.CURRENT.OPCODE

After Expansion:

JFALSE:

Int32 a; 
short b;
vm_short_equals_char(b,IP[2],IP[1]); 
vm_Int32_equals_Int32(a,SP[0]);
{

If (a)
{ ; } 
else 
{

IP-((mem+b));
SP+=(1):
VM.BRANCHLABEL.788:

vm_branch_process("JFALSE" ,788, (VM.LABELS[IP[0]] ) ,&!£VM_BBANCHLABEL_788); 
goto *VM_LABELS[IP[0]] ;

}
}
SP+=(1);
IP+=(3);

VM.BRANCHLABEL.796:
vm_branch.process("JFALSE",796,(VM.LABELS[IP[0]]),4&VM_BRANCHLABEL_796); 

goto *VM_LABELS[IP[0]] ;
}

Figure 4.31; Sample from generated interpreter core with branchData option
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the function th a t records all information associated with the branch. The most critical 
aspect of this macro is the autom atic creation of a label VM_BRANCHLABEL-//neno 

where lineno is the line on which the branch occurs. This facilitates the unique identi
fication of each branch th a t is being profiled.

4 ,4 .3  D ebugger

Tiger provides a debugger option th a t, when set to  on, inserts code into the interpreter 
core. For each instruction, this additional code dumps the instruction name to stderr, 
along with any operands read from the instruction stream. Any items th a t are read 
from or written to the stack are also written to  stderr. The output of the debugger 
can be seen in Figure 4.32. A section of the additional code generated by Tiger can be

if eq 
SP -.pop; il; =0 
IP:read:skip:=8 

monitorexit 
SP:pop:directObj:=0x824e2dc 

goto
invokenonvirtual_quick 
IP:read:tmb:=0x8269184 
IP:read:tcb:=0x8156d80 

ifnoimull 
SP:pop:ol:=(nil) 

fload 
IP:read:il:=5 
SP:push:fl:=(nil) 

return

Figure 4.32; Sample debugger output

found in Figure 4.33.
For each type read from the instruction stream  or stack and each type written to 

the stack, the interpreter-writer must supply a vm_dump_type(/‘/7st) macro th a t writes 
an instance inst of th a t type to stderr. Figure 4.33 illustrates some sample definitions. 
These macros must be included in the interpreter when the debugger option is turned 
on. In order to  perm it pointers to  be dumped using macros, the “$’ character is used
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User-supplied Macros for DebugRing

//Macro for dumping a IntS*
#define vm_diinip_Int8$ (x) fprintf (stderr, "’/.p" ,x) ; 
//Macro for dumping a Intl6*
#define vm_dump_Intl6$ (x) fprintf (stderr,'"/,p" ,x) ; 
#define vm_dump_Intl6(x) fprintf (stderr,'"/,d" ,x); 
#define vm_dump_Uint8(x) fprintf (stderr, "’/,u" ,x) ; 
#define vm_dump_ArrayOfChar (x) fprintf (stderr, "’/.p" ,x);

Sample Interpreter Core with DebuRger Code

if It:
fprintf(stderr,"iflt\n");
■[

//-------------------------------
#define VMLOAD_skip_ fprintf(stderr," IP:read:skip:="); \ 
vm_Int32_equals_Address(skip,IPPTR[1]) \ 
vm_dump_Int32(skip) \ 
fprintf(stderr,"\n"); \
//---------------------------------
Int32 il;
IntS2 skip;
fprintf(stderr," SP:pop:il:="); 
vm_IntS2_equals_StackVal32(il,SPPTR[-1]) 
vm_dump_Int32(il) 
fprintf(stderr,"\n");

if(il < 0)
{

VMLOAD_skip_;
SET_IP(threadedPc+skip);

}
}
IPPTR=IPPTR+2;
SPPTR=SPPTR-1; 
goto **IPPTR;

}
#undef VM_CURRENT_OPCODE

Figure 4.33: Interpreter core with debugging code inserted
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in substitution for the character. For example, the vm_dump_lnt8$ macro is used to  
dump instances of IntS*.

As can be seen from the ifit example shown in Figure 4.33, the debugger option 
is compatible with deferred reading and writing. In this example, skip may or may 
not be read in from the instruction stream, depending on the value of i l . In order to 
ensure the debugger only dumps skip if, and when, it is read in. Tiger places the code 
responsible for dumping the value of skip directly into the VM_LOAD_skip_ macro.

4.4.4 Profiler

In order to support the profiling of executed instructions and instruction sequences. 
Tiger provides a profiler option which can be set to on, when required. This profiling 
is supported by extra code inserted by Tiger into the interpreter core, along with a 
support hbrary packaged with Tiger. The output of the profiler is a file profiler.dat 
th a t is written upon interpreter termination. Figure 4.34 illustrates a short section

From: 0x805802c To: 0x8058040 Count:14952
PUSHAL 5
POSTING
POP
JUMP 8214
From: 0x8058040 To: 0x8058040 Count:14920 
JUMP 8214
From: 0x805804c To: 0x80580b4 Count:1
PUSHAL 5
DEREF
PUSHAL 3
DEREF
GT
JFALSE 8878 
PUSHAC 10 
PUSHS 8 
CALL 2

Figure 4.34: Profiler O utput Using Tiger Profiling Option

from a typical profiler.dat file. This file records contiguous sequences of executed 
instructions and selected operands. The starting address and ending address for each
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Global Definitions

#define VM_EXPORT(_buf,_type,_inst) vm_export_##_type(_buf,_inst) 
#include "support/disassembler.h"
#include "support/profiler.h"

#define VM_ON_EXIT VM_PROFILER_EXIT 
#define VM_ON_ENTRY VM_DISASSEMBLER_ENTRY\

VM_PROFILER_ENTRY

#define VM_THREAD_ON_EXIT
#define VM_THREAD_ON_ENTRY VM_DISASSEMBLER_PER_THREAD_INIT \

VM_PROFILER_PER_THREAD_INIT \

Sample from Interpreter Core with Profiler Code

#define VM_CURRENT_OPCODE "JFALSE"
#define VM_DISASSEMBLER_GENNAME strcpy(VM_DISASSEMBLER_NAME,"JFALSE"); \ 
vm_short_equals_chcir(b,IP[2] ,IP[1])| \
VM_EXPORT(VM_DISASSEMBLER_NAME+strlen(VM_DISASSEMBLER_NAME).short,b); \ 

JFALSE:
{

Int32 a; 
short b;

vm_short_equals_char (b, IP [2] , IP [1] ); 
vm_Int32_equals_Int32(a,SP[0]);
VM_PROFILER_HEADER(IP)
VM_DISASSEMBLER_HEADER(IP,VM_DISASSEMBLER_GENNAME)
{

if (a)
{ ; > 
else

IP=((mem+b));
SP+=(1);
goto *VM_LABELS[IP[0]] ;

>
>

SP+=(1);
IP+=(3);
VM_PROFILER_FOOTER 
goto *VM_LABELS [IP[0]];

}
#undef VM_CURRENT_OPCODE 
#undef VM_DISASSEMBLER_GENNAME
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code sequence is recorded, as is the number of times th a t sequence was executed.
The output of the profiler can be used to select candidate instructions for replica

tion, specialisation (due to the recording of selected operands) and superinstructions'*. 
Operands are recorded by the profiler only when the type of the operand is registered 
with Tiger as being specialisable by using the SPEC modifier (see Section 4.2.1). Thus 
the profiler only records operands th a t could form part of a speciahsed instruction.

An example of the support code generated by Tiger for the profiler can be seen in 
Figure 4.35. Two files are included to  support profiling, namely profiler.h and disassem
bler.h. The disassembler code is responsible for the recording of specialisable operands, 
while the profiler handles everything else. Interpreter and thread initialisation code for 
profiling is inserted into the VM.ENTRY and VM_THREAD_ON_ENTRY macros and 
the code responsible for dumping the data  collected by the profiler into profiler.dat 
is inserted into the VM_ON_EXIT macro. The most im portant feature of the code in
serted by Tiger into the interpreter core is the use of the VM_PROFILER_HEADER and 
VM_PROFILER_FOOTER macros to keep track of when an old contiguous sequence of 
instructions has been completed and a new one is starting. In order to  achieve this, 
Tiger keeps a flag th a t when set, indicates th a t a control flow change (i.e. a branch) has 
occurred. At the s tart of each instruction, a call to VM_PROFILER_HEADER sets this 
flag, assuming th a t a control flow change will occur. At the end of each instruction, 
a call to VM-PROFILER_FOOTER clears this flag, since a control flow change has not 
occurred if this point has been reached. Each time a call to  VM.PROFILER.HEADER 

occurs, and before it sets the flow of control flag, it checks this flag and if the flag has 
not been cleared, it assumes a control flow change has occurred. If this happens, then 
the old sequence is ended and a new sequence is started  (using the argument, IP, as an 
key for the hash-table of sequences th a t the profller stores).

4.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have presented the Tiger tool. This tool was critical to the m ajority 
of the optimisations implemented in the Java interpreter to  facilitate the experimental 
work presented in this dissertation. Both the various options in Tiger for code genera-

‘‘No timing information is recorded by the profiler at present, its primary purpose being to deter
mine which sequences of code are run most frequently.
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tion and the underlying support mechanisms have been described in detail. Although 
the development of Tiger has been with one specific purpose in mind, namely investi
gation of various Java interpreter optimisations, we believe that many, if not all of the 
features, will be of use to a number of researchers and students working on interpreter 
optimisation®. In the next chapter we describe the creation of a new Java interpreter 
core using many of these optimisations, and present a critical analysis of those same 
optimisations.

®Since the completion of this project, the author has completely re-developed the Tiger program to  
provide all of the features described in this chapter into a freeware tool, vmJen. vmJen uses an XML 
front-end at present and is packaged with the oc interpreter, along with a set of tools for creating 
superinstructions, specialisations and replications.
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Chapter 5 

C onstruction of an O ptim ised Java 
Interpreter

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter^ we describe our work carried out building a JVM interpreter th a t is 
both portable and efficient. These two properties do not always go hand in hand, 
as many JVMs such as Sun Microsystem’s HotSpot interpreter engine [Gri98] contain 
assembly code to  optimise it for the particular architecture on which it runs. At the 
other end of the spectrum, we have the Kaffe V irtual Machine[Wil98], which is highly 
portable, bu t not so efficient. We believe however, th a t portability and efficiency are 
not necessarily m utually exclusive. By carrying out much of our optimisations at the ‘C ’ 
source code level we can guarantee a high-level of performance while also maintaining 
a high level of efficiency.

To dem onstrate this, we needed to select a JVM for optimisation. We required this 
JVM had specific properties, namely:

1. Easy access to  interpreter ‘C’ source code.

2. Good documentation and commenting.

^Our early work in constructing an optimised Java interpreter has been published in SAC 2003 
[BCGN03]. This early work documents the experimental results of a JVM interpreter the author of 
this thesis implemented using the vmgen tool. The work documented in this chapter describes the 
implementation of a JVM interpreter the author implemented using Tiger, and as such represents a 
superset of the previously published work.
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3. Availability for multiple platforms

4. Industrial grade Virtual Machine.

The Virtual Machine we chose for modification was Sun Microsystem’s Connected 
Virtual Machine (CVM) [SunOl]. Although other candidates were considered, such as 
the Kaffe Virtual Machine and Sun’s KVM [SunOO], the CVM stood out as an obvious 
choice. The entire Kaffe Virtual Machine’s runtime engine was too slow while Sun’s 
KVM could not run the full range of benchmarks we deemed necessary to evaluate the 
performance benefits of our interpreter enhancements^.

The CVM was designed for embedded devices such as pagers, PDAs and set-top 
boxes. As it is implemented as an interpreter, it is ideal to run in a compact environ
ment. The memory subsystem has also been designed with embedded devices in mind, 
with a requirement of 2Mb RAM and about 2.5Mb ROM to be made available to the 
virtual machine environment [Sun05b]. Some of the main features of the CVM are:

• Optimised Interpreter.

• Fast Java Synchronisation

• Native Thread Support

• Compact and complete memory system

• ROMable Classes

• Small Class Footprint

• 1.3 VM Support

• Java 2 Security support

• Highly portable with a well documented Porting Layer

• Limited Stack Usage

^During the course of the work in this thesis, the Sable VM [GHOl] has become a more attractive 
choice, as its development has progressed.
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5.2 C ustom isation Options

The CVM comes with a number of choices for the profile, a standard set of features and 
libraries for the virtual machine. The choices were Mobile Information Device Profile 
(MIDp), Foundation profile, Personal Profile and RMI profile.

The Foundation profile was chosen, primarily because it was the most compact 
VM th a t enabled all our selected benchmarks from Spec98 and Java Grande to be run 
successfully. The main attributes of this Foundation profile are:

1. A J2SE-based class hbrary.

2. No GUI support

3. A CLDC 1.0 compatibility library

The CVM also comes with a choice of garbage collector, namely generational, mark- 
sweep and semispace. The default option, generational, worked well and gave reason
able results in our early tests, while the marksweep garbage collector was inoperative in 
the reference implementation. This fact th a t this collector was broken did not concern 
us much, since marksweep would be expected to  be the slowest of all three garbage col
lection methods. The final method, semispace, gave us marginally better performance 
than  generational across all our selected benchmarks and remained our choice for all 
subsequent experimentation.

5.3 Building a Basic Interpreter Core in Tiger

In order to  gain access to the code generation options of Tiger, it was necessary to  con
struct a new interpreter core. In order to perform this construction in an incremental 
manner we used CVM in switch mode and Tiger in switch mode at the same time. The 
Tiger-generated core was then included next to the CVM core.

We then implemented small groups of instructions in the Tiger interpreter core and 
removed the corresponding implementations from the original CVM interpreter core. 
Each tim e a handful of instructions had been implemented in Tiger and removed from 
the original CVM core. Tiger was run, generating the new core. Then CVM was rebuilt,
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and the interpreter tested on a number of benchmarks to  ensure the instructions had 
been implemented correctly in the Tiger-source.

It was not always evident how to implement instructions in Tiger due to the fact 
th a t the actual implementation of instructions in the CVM interpreter core itself was 
not always clear. This was due to the heavy use of macros in the CVM core. In cases 
where it was not clear how the macro-expanded instruction might look, we used the 
GCC ‘C ’ preprocessor to expand the macro definitions for examination.

During the implementation of instructions in Tiger, it was necessary to add the 
type conversion macros required by Tiger (Section 4.3.2), each tim e a new type was 
being read from the stack or instruction stream  or a new type was being written to the 
stack. The original interpreter core also had some fall-through code (for example the 
implementation of jsr fell-through to the implementation of goto). Instructions such 
as these were implemented as separate instructions (with no code sharing) in Tiger.

A feature of the old interpreter core th a t we retained was th a t some instruction 
implementations shared the same code (and hence the same label or case statem ent). 
For example aload, iload and fload all had the same implementation. This feature was 
implemented in the Tiger interpreter core for a number of reasons including the fact 
th a t it improved interpreter core compactness and also increased the possibility for 
creation of superinstructions in the bytecode (Section 6.4).

The end result of this stage was a switch-based interpreter generated by Tiger th a t 
had the same functionality as the original CVM. At this point we also performed a test 
by getting Tiger to emit code for a token-threaded interpreter. This token-threaded 
interpreter passed all correctness tests and performance was more or less equivalent 
to th a t of the CVM in token threaded mode. The fact th a t the performance of our 
new interpreter core was equivalent to the original CVM was not surprising, since no 
optimisations had yet been turned on in Tiger.

5.4 Choice of D ispatch M ethod

The Java V irtual Machine uses a stack-based bytecode to  represent the program. Inter
preting a bytecode instruction consists of accessing arguments, performing the function 
of the instruction, and dispatching (fetching, decoding and starting) the next instruc
tion.
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aldcJnd-quick in C V M

CASE opc_aldc_ind_qiaick; { /+ Indirect String (loaded classes) * /  
ObjectlCell* strlCell = cpGetStringlCell(cp, pc[l]); 
ID_icellAssignDirect(ee, icSTACK_ICELL(0) , strlCell); 
UPDATE_PC_AND_T0S_AND_C0NTINUE(2, 1);

>

a ldcJnd -q u ick  in  Tiger_________________________________________

aldc_ind_quick SP( - JavaVal32 si)
IP( ObjectlCell* oic - next); 

ID_icellAssignDirect_reloc(ee, si,r,oic);

Figure 5.1: Translating aldc.ind_quick from CVM to T iger

Instruction dispatch typically consumes most of the execution tim e in virtual ma
chine interpreters. The reason is th a t most VM instructions require only a small 
amount of computation, such as adding two numbers or loading a number onto the 
stack, and can be implemented in a few machine code instructions. In contrast, in
struction dispatch can require up to  10-12 machine code instructions, and involves a 
time consuming indirect branch. For this reason, dispatch consumes a large proportion 
of the running tim e of most efficient interpreters [EGOl].

Section 3.1 introduced a number of dispatch techniques which T iger  supports, 
namely switch, token threaded, and direct threaded. Of these direct threaded is con
sidered the most efficient, reducing the code to implement instruction dispatch to just 
three machine instructions on most architectures. It is the most commonly used scheme 
where interpreter speed is im portant and is the threading variation we selected for our 
optimised Java interpreter, Fastcore.

In order to  build the proof of concept implementation in a more efficient manner, 
it was decided to  retain the original bytecode and put the translated direct-threaded 
code into the m ethod descriptor for each m ethod alongside the  original bytecode. The 
direct-threaded code was to  be composed of words rather than  bytes. Although it 
would have been possible to  have the direct-threaded code stored as bytes, it would 
have resulted in a huge number of non-aligned reads for the instruction addresses in
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the instruction stream. The downside of this word rather than  byte approach is that, 
since the code is more sparse, the instruction cache miss rate increases. However, this 
is mitigated by the potential for performing various optimisations on the operands of 
the instructions.

The tim e chosen to perform the translation for a m ethod was just before a method 
was run for the first time. In this way we can be sure th a t the overhead of translating a 
method is only incurred for methods th a t will actually be run. To support this Just-In- 
Time translation, a stub was placed in the threaded code for each Java method. This 
stub contains a single VM instruction (THREADCODE) which translates the method 
from bytecode to threaded code.

For the direct-threaded interpreter, each time a m ethod is run, a dispatch takes 
place to the first instruction address in the direct-threaded code. For a method being 
run for the very first time, this means a call to the translation stub. This involves 
a call to the ‘C ’ function responsible for performing the translation. As part of its 
work, the translation function replaces the initialised direct-threaded code with the 
direct-threaded version of the bytecode of the method. W hen the translation function 
returns, the m ethod is re-launched by dispatching to the first instruction address in 
the direct-threaded code. This should now be the translated version of the m ethod’s 
bytecode.

5.4.1 Supporting D ata Structures

Figure 5.2 shows the addition of the threaded code pointer field to  the method de
scriptor, the initialisation of th a t field and the THREADCODE instruction definition 
in Tiger. In Figure 5.2 also shows four other fields th a t are initialised by the code 
threading routine. They are:

1. Length of threaded code (threadedLength). This field stores the length of the 
threaded code (in machine words). The length of the threaded code may be 
shorter or longer (in terms of words) than the bytecode (in term s of bytes), so 
the length of the threaded code will often be different than  the length of the 
bytecode.

2. The offsets array (offsets). The position of the program counter is critical to 
certain operations within the CVM, for example garbage collection and exception
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Fields added to the method descriptor

struct MethodDescriptor 
{

Address* threadedCode; /* direct-threaded code ptr */
Uintie threadedLength; /* length of direct-threaded code */
ExceptionHandler* threadedExceptionTable;
Intl6* offsets;
Uintie* instList;

};

Initiahsation of code threading stub

Address THREADCODE.stub []={ &&THREADCODE };

MethodDescriptor newMethod;
newMethod.threadedCode=THREADCODE_stub;

The THREADCODE instruction in Tiger

THREADCODE;
MethodDescriptor* temp=//Get method descriptor...
/♦ The threading routine */
threadCode(temp,methodBlock,constantPool);
/* Dispatch to threaded code */ 
SET_IP((temp->threadedCode));

Figure 5.2: Support for direct-threaded code in Tiger
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handling. However, because there is not always a one-to-one mapping from the 
byte-offset of an item in the bytecode and the word-offset of an item in the 
corresponding threaded code, it is not always easy to  determine the position of 
the true bytecode program counter from the position of the  threaded program 
counter. This situation arises when we s tart to  allow instructions in the threaded 
code to  be a different size than  instructions in the bytecode.

A number of solutions to this problem were considered;

•  The first was to m aintain a bytecode program counter in addition to the 
threaded program counter, bu t this was too costly.

•  The second option was to perform a deep-modification to the CVM, tracking 
any places where the original bytecode program counter was required and 
modifying and dependent da ta  structures (for example stackmaps).

•  A third, safer option was to  generate the original bytecode program counter 
any time it was required (which is reasonably infrequently). In order to do 
this, an axray of offsets is created by the code threading function. This array 
of offsets allows the determination of the bytecode program counter from the 
threaded program counter. For example, if the threaded pointer offset is i, 
the bytecode pointer offset is given by i-t-ofFsets[i]. Figure 5.3 shows an 
example of the offsets array. The bytecode is shown over the threaded code 
equivalent. Note how the new.quick instruction takes up fewer slots in the 
threaded code than  in the bytecode^. This causes subsequent instructions in 
the threaded code to be shifted in relation to the corresponding instructions 
in the bytecode. The offsets array records these changes.

3. Instruction indices list (instList). Since threaded code does not always have a 
direct one-to-one mapping to  the bytecode, one needs to  parse the threaded code 
directly, when looking for superinstructions. A difficulty in this regard is th a t 
the instruction addresses are stored in the threaded code and not the instruction 
indices. Unfortunately the data  structures Tiger supplies for assisting with the 
parse, rely on the instruction indices. There were a number of solutions to  this

®This is because a two byte operand in the bytecode is combined into a single 32-bit address and 
stored as a single word in the threaded code.
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problem, but the most efficient was to maintain a list of instruction indices in an 
array matching the threaded bytecode array. This new array is of the same size 
as the threaded code array but is composed of unsigned 16-bit integers according 
to the following rules.

(a) instList[i]=0 if threadedCode[i] contains an operand.

(b) instList[i]=INDEX_OF(/nsfr)+l if threadedCode[i] contains an opcode.

The advantage of this approach is that, when parsing for superinstructions, the 
location and indices of instructions in the threaded code can be easily determined. 
Once formed, the instruction index array is unaffected by either replication or 
superinstruction creation in the method. It is modified, however, when an instruc
tion is quickened or specialised. This behaviour is not arbitrary  and is critical to 
superinstruction parsing.

0 1 2 3 4 5

b y te c o d e INDEX.OF
(dioad)

operand INDEX.OF
(new_quick)

operand operand INDEX_OF
(pop)

0 1 2 3 4 5

o ff s e ts 0 0 0 0 1 1

0 1 2 3 4 5

t h r e a d e d
c o d e

&&dload operand &&new_quick operand &&pop

0 1 2 3 4 5

i n s tL is t INDEX.OF
(dload)+l

0 [NDEX.OF
(new_quick)+1

0 INOEX_OF
(popJ+1

Figure 5.3: Relationship of Bytecode, Threaded Code, Offsets and Instruction Index 
arrays.

4. Threaded exception table (threadedExceptionTable). Due to the offsets of instruc
tions changing during translation from bytecode to  threaded code, exception 
handling needed some additional support. Typically an entry in the exception
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handling table contains a lower bound and upper bound for the bytecode pro
gram counter offset, and an offset to  jum p to if the program counter is in tha t 
range when an exception occurs. Since the bytecode program counter was no 
longer in use, some modifications to this behaviour were necessary. Two options 
were considered. The first was to translate the threaded program counter offset 
to the bytecode offset (using the offsets array) each tim e an exception occurred. 
Although this would be quite adequate in term s of performance, it was decided to 
create a threaded version of the exception table, with all the offsets recalculated 
so th a t the new table would work with the threaded code offset instead. The 
extra space required by maintaining this threaded version of the exception table 
was minimal since most exception tables consist only of a few entries.

5.4.2 C ode Translation

Once the appropriate da ta  structures had been put in place for supporting direct 
threading, the next step was to perform the actual translation work. This work was 
carried out by the code threading function which took the m ethod descriptor as an 
argument. All necessary data, such as the bytecode and the bytecode size for the 
method were available through this m ethod descriptor.

The job of the code threading function was to construct the threaded code from the 
bytecode. Before any instruction size modifications (Section 5.5) were carried out, there 
was a one-to-one mapping between bytes in the bytecode and words in the threaded 
code. This meant th a t the translation from bytecode to  threaded code involved moving 
through the bytecode, byte by byte. If byte i represented an operand, it was copied 
into the I*'* position of the threaded code. If byte I represented an opcode, the address 
of th a t instruction is obtained from the labels array VM_LABELS (defined using the 
labels file generated by Tiger - Section 4.3.4). This address is then written to the 
position of the threaded code.

The net effect of this procedure is th a t the threaded code and the bytecode have 
similar contents, except in the threaded code, all instruction indices have been replaced 
by instruction addresses. At this point in time, there was a direct one-to-one mapping 
between items in the bytecode and items in the threaded code. It was not until later 
when we started  optimising operands in the direct threaded code and consequently
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changing their sizes (Section 5.5) th a t this one-to-one relationship was violated and 
the offsets array became necessary. Figure 5.4 shows the results of a simple translation 
from bytecode to  threaded code.

0 1 2 3 4 5

b y tec o d e INDEX_OF
(dload)

operand INDEX.OF
(new.quick)

operand operand INDEX_OF
(pop)

0 1 2 3 4 5

th re a d e d
co d e

&&dk)ad operand &&new_quick operand operand S&pop

Figure 5.4: Results of Code Threading

To perform this translation efficiently, a token threaded translation routine was 
incorporated into the code threading routine. The alternative, a switch based trans
lator, would have been substantially slower without necessarily being much easier to 
implement. The code threading routine consists primarily of a set of labels, one for 
handling each possible instruction index th a t can be found in the bytecode. An array 
of labels (threadLabels) is initialised in the function so th a t i‘^ element of this array is 
the label responsible for handhng instruction index i. Pseudo code for the translation 
procedure is shown in Figure 5.5.

5.4 .3  B ranch Offset P atch ing

Although not an issue until the one-to-one relationship between bytecode and threaded 
code is violated (Section 5.5), we describe the mechanism for fixing jum p offsets in the 
threaded code here. W hen this one-to-one mapping is gone, there is no longer any 
guarantee th a t the target for a branch or jum p in the threaded code is the same as 
in the bytecode. The solution taken here was to  mark all instructions in the threaded 
code th a t contained jum p offsets (e.g. ifit, goto) and perform a second pass once the 
whole threading process had completed. Since the offsets array is constructed during 
the threading process, this is available to help in the recalculation of offsets in the 

second pass.
On the second pass through the threaded code, each time an offset (whether relative 

or absolute) is found, the translation routine determines where the target of the offset is
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void* threadLabels [] ={
&&thread_nop, 
&&thread_aconst_null, 
ic&thread_iconst_ml,

};
int i=0;

while (KbyteCodeSize)
{

goto *threadLabels[byteCode[i]];

thread_nop:
threadedCode[i]=&&nop;
/* No operands ♦/ 
i++;
continue;

thread_aconst_null:
threadedCode[i]=&&aconst_null;
/* No operands */ 
i++;
continue;

thread_iconst_ml:
threadedCode[i]=&&iconst_ml;
/* One operand */ 
threadedCode[i+1]=byteCode[i+1]; 
i=i+2; 
continue;

}

Figure 5.5: Pseudo-code for Code Threading Procedure
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in the bytecode. The old bytecode offset for the branch is used to  find the target of the 
branch in the bytecode. Then, by examining the offsets array, it can be determined how 
much the branch source and branch target have moved in relation to each other during 
the threading process. This figure is added to the branch offset in the threaded code, 
thus correcting the branch. Figure 5.6 illustrates pseudo-code for this offset-correction 
procedure.

While the actual branch offset patching procedure is a  bit more complicated (due to 
different types of offset and the lookupswitch and tableswitch instructions), the actual 
algorithm used is quite similar to th a t presented in the example.

char branch [] =
{

/♦ Initialised during threading */
/♦ branch[i]=l if threadedCode[i] contains an offset ♦/
/* else branch [i]=0 ♦/

};

Uintl6 offsets [] =
{

/ * Initialised during threading */
>;

int i=0;
while(i<byteCodeLength)
{

if (branch [i] ==1)
{

int offset=threadedCode[i]; 11 The branch to be fixed

int byteSource=i+offsets[i]; 
int byteTarget=byteSource+offset;

I I  Calculate how much threaded offset need to be adjusted by 
int delta=offsets[byteSource]-offsets[byteTarget];

threadedCode[i]+=delta;
}

}

Figure 5.6; Branch Offset Patching
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5.4.4 Quickable Opcodes

The threading process does much of the work required for getting bytecode translated 
into direct-threaded code. Quickable instructions present a particular challenge to this 
process though. These quickable instructions are instructions th a t can be replaced by 
faster, more optimised instructions, but only after (usually immediately after) they are 
executed for the first time. Thus, the replacement of a quickable instruction occurs 
essentially in a Just-In-Tim e manner. This replacement process is called quickening 
and the instruction replacing the quickable instruction is called a quick instruction. 
Typically a quick instruction will perform essentially the same work as the quickable 
instruction it replaces, minus some checks th a t are only necessary the first time the 
instruction is executed.

Quickable instructions, even if they are translated to  their quickable threaded equiv
alents a t translation time, will need to  undergo a further translation if and when they 
are quickened (i.e. executed for the first time). Quickable instructions in the instruction 
stream  presented so many difficulties, particularly with superinstructions (see Section 
6.4.4 for a discussion), th a t we experimented with prem aturely quickening instructions 
during translation to  direct-threaded code. Unsurprisingly this broke the virtual ma
chine. The main cause of this was th a t sometimes, in order to  determine what some 
non-quick instructions were ultimately going to be quickened to, it was necessary to 
run static initialisers for a cleiss. Thus sections of code were being executed long before 
they should normally be.

Having decided against prem ature quickening, it was necessary to modify the quick
ening routines to ensure they wrote the correct threaded code for instructions tha t had 
been quickened. The first step to support direct-threaded quickening is performed 
during translation. It was necessary to  store information such as the index of the 
quickable instruction. In order to do this, a structure NonQuicklnfo was created specif
ically for this purpose. As each quickable instruction had at least one operand, this 
operand was absorbed into the NonQuicklnfo structure and then the address of the 
NonQuicklnfo structure was written over the operand. Finally, instead of writing the 
instruction address for a dedicated quickable instruction, a generalised quickable in
struction, QUICKEN-OPCODE was written to  the instruction stream. Figure 5.7 shows 
an example of this, where the quickable instruction new is replaced by the instruction
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QUICKEN-OPCODE in the threaded code.

i i+1 i+ 2  i+3

INDEX OF operand 1 operand2 INDEX_OF
(new) (pop)

j j+1 j+2 j+3

threaded
code

&&QUICKEN
OPCODE

&nqi &&pop

N onQ uicklnfo  nqi

index=INDEX_OF(new);
clobbersCplndex=CVM_FALSE
replacedSlot=operand1

Figure 5.7: Threading for Non-Quick Instructions in Fastcore

Later, during execution of the method, if the QUICKEN_OPCODE instruction is 
encountered, this means that it is time for the instruction it replaced to be quickened. 
The QUICKEN-OPCODE instruction retrieves the NonQuicklnfo structure through the 
pointer (its first operand). Once it has access to the structure, it retrieves the original 
operand from inside the structure and restores it, overwriting the pointer to the Non
Quicklnfo structure in the instruction stream. It then retrieves all the other information 
required for quickening and then calls the quickening routine. Upon completion, the 
quickening routine writes the address for the appropriate instruction over the address 
for the QUICKEN.OPCODE instruction in the instruction stream. It also writes any 
modified operands to the instruction stream. Finally, when the quickening code is 
writing the address for quickened opcode instr at offset i, it also updates the instList 
array (Section 5.4.1) by setting instList[i]=INDEX_OF[;’/istr]-M. This is essential to the 
static superinstruction parsing process.

There were alternative approaches to quickening than to use a single quickable 
instruction (QUICKEN-OPCODE) in combination with the NonQuicklnfo structure. For 
example, it would have been possible to have tailored quickable instruction code for 
each of the possible quickable instructions. However, the approach taken was deemed 
to be more flexible and slimmed down the interpreter core a little, due to only one
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quickable instruction being implemented there. This NonQuicklnfo structure proved to 
be useful again later, when dynamic replication was being implemented (Section 7.4.1).

5.4.5 Threaded Exception Handler

The last significant task in the bytecode threading function was to  construct the 
threaded exception table. For each method, this threaded exception table has identical 
structure and size of the standard bytecode exception handler w ith the exception of 
the code offsets. Each row in an exception handler consists of a lower bound (startpc), 

an upper bound (endpc), an exception type (catchtype) and offset of the code for han
dling the exception (handlerpc). If an exception of catchtype occurs when the program 
counter is between the upper bound and the lower bound, then the program counter 
is set to the exception handler, handlerpc. In order to convert the exception handhng 
table of a m ethod to a threaded version, all th a t is required is to  move through the 
table, row by row, changing offsets for startpc, endpc and handlerpc. These offsets only 
need to be changed due to  the possibility of instruction offsets changing during the 
translation from bytecode to  threaded code. Once more, the offsets array, produced 
by the threading process, is used. Figure 5.8 illustrates the code required to create the 
threaded exception table.

5.4.6 Stackm aps and Garbage C ollection

After translation to threaded code, the dispensing of the bytecode pointer and the 
violation of the one-to-one mapping between bytecode and threaded code, the garbage 
collection process was effectively broken. The two solutions to  this problem were ei
ther to  recalculate the stackmap for the threaded code or to map the threaded program 
counter back to  a bytecode counter whenever the stackm ap entry for the  current pro
gram counter was required. In the end, the latter approach was chosen, as the overhead 
of threaded program to bytecode program conversion was minimal and relatively in
frequent. This conversion took place, as with previously described program counter 
conversions, by using the offsets array stored in the m ethod descriptor.
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ExceptionHandler* teh; 
ExceptionHandler eh; 
JavaMethodDescriptor* jmd;

jmd= /* The method descriptor for the method being translated */;

eh* jmdExceptionTable(jmd);
ehEnd= eh + jmdExceptionTableLengthCjmd);

//Get bytecode exception table 
//Get bytecode exception table length

I * Create enough space for new threaded exception table */
teh=(ExceptionHandler*) malloc(sizeof(ExceptionHamdler)# jmdExceptionTableLength(jmd));

/♦ Store the new threaded exception table in the method descriptor */ 
jmd->thread©d£xceptionTable=teh;

/• Patch up all the rows in the exception table ♦/ 
for (; eh < ehEnd; eh++)

teh->startpc=eh->startpc-offsets[eh->startpc]; 
teh->endpc=eh->endpc-offsets[eh->endpc]; 
teh->handlerpc=eh->handlerpc-offsets[eh->handlerpc]; 
teh->catchtype=eh->catchtype;

Figure 5.8; Threaded Exception Table Creation in the Fastcore interpreter

teh++;
}
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5.5 Initial O ptim isations

Once the interpreter had been imported into Tiger successfully, a number of optimisa
tions were applied to  the code. Individually, many of these optimisations had only a 
minimal effect, bu t cumulatively the increases in performance were substantial. Per
formance results for the optimised VM are presented at the end of this section.

5.5.1 M ultiple D ispatches for Conditional Branches

In the original interpreter, conditional instructions have a single dispatch shared re
gardless of whether the branch is taken. If the single dispatch is split into two, one for 
when the branch occurs and one for when the fall-through path  is taken, the overall 
branch misprediction rate is improved considerably. Figure 5.9 shows how the Tiger 

definition for the ifit instruction looks before and after this optimisation. In both ex
amples, there is an impUcit dispatch added to the end of the instruction by Tiger. 

Additionally in the multiple dispatch example, the SET_IP macro ends in a dispatch.

5.5.2 Operand M odification

A number of modifications to the instruction stream were possible after conversion to 
threaded code. This possibility is a ttribu ted  to the fact th a t each byte th a t represents 
an operand in the bytecode is copied into a 32-bit word in the threaded code. In order 
to  make the most of this extra space, the first optimisation we applied was to con
vert multiple byte values in the bytecode into single word values in the threaded code. 
For example, the bytecode contains a large number of 16-bit numbers spread over two 
bytes. During conversion to  threaded code, the 16-bit number is reconstituted and 
stored in a single word in the threaded code. Figure 5.10 shows the translation of the 
invokesuper_quick instruction during the threading process. In the example, a 16-bit 
number is retrieved from two byte-sized slots in the bytecode using the GET_INDEX  

macro (defined elsewhere). This number is then stored in a single slot (word) of the 
threaded instruction stream. W hen the translation is finished, the bytecode pointer is 
incremented by three bytes (the opcode index and two bytes for the number) while the 
threaded pointer is only incremented by two words (opcode address and one word for 
the number). Note tha t, because of the new operand layout, some minor modifications
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Single Dispatch:
iflt SP( Int32 il - )

IP( Int32 skip - next);

if(il < 0)
{

IPPTR=IPPTR+skip;
}
//Implicit dispatch at end of instr

Extra Dispatch:
iflt SP( Int32 il - )

IP( Int32 skip - next);

if(il < 0)
{

//The SET_IP macro contains a dispatch 
SET_IP(IPPTR+skip);

>
//Implicit dispatch at end of instr

Figure 5.9: Adding an extra dispatch to the iflt instruction
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to the affected instructions are required in the interpreter core. This type of optimisa
tion was the first to break the one-to-one mapping between items in the bytecode and 
items in the threaded code.

thread_invokesuper_quick:
{

//Store the opcode address in the threaded code 
threadedCode [threadedPtr] =&<cinvokesuper_quick;

//The GET_INDEX macro gets a 2-byte number from the bytecode 
threadedCode[threadedPtr+l]=GET_INDEX(bytecodePtr+l);

//Note the difference in the pointer increments 
threadedPtr+=2; 
bytecodePtr+=3;

//Continue translation 
THREAD_NEXT;

}

Figure 5.10: Operand combining 

5.5.3 C onstant Pool Inlining

Quite a number of instructions in Java access items in the constant pool. The mo
tivation behind the constant pool is primarily one of code compaction. Rather than 
storing a large item as an operand in the bytecode, the large item could be placed in 
the constant pool and an index to the item can be placed in the instruction stream. 
While this does have the advantage of code compaction, it increases the overhead each 
time an instruction needs to fetch an item from the constant pool, as it must first get 
the index from the instruction stream and then look up the appropriate entry in the 
constant pool.

After the translation to threaded code, there was some spare capacity in the in
struction stream. For this reason, it was decided to inline any 32-bit sized items from 
the constant pool into the threaded code. This meant that there was no code expan
sion since we were only using the spare capacity (and that of the eliminated operand
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holding the index to the item in the constant pool). For any items larger than 32 
bits we performed a compromise procedure by storing the address of the item in the 
constant pool into the instruction stream, rather than using an index. This resulted 
in slightly faster constant retrieval times than the index to constant pool approach. 
More importantly, this removed the need for a local pointer variable for the constant 
pool in the main interpreter function. Since local variables are often stored in regis
ters, this in turn reduced the pressure on registers in our interpreter loop, allowing us 
to use those registers in a more optimal manner (Section 5.5.9). Figure 5.11 shows 
the translation for the new_quick instruction. Normally this instruction would expect 
an index for the constant pool that holds the address of a class block. However, the 
translation procedure for the new_quick instruction retrieves the address of the class 
block and stores it directly into the threaded instruction stream as an argument for 
the new_quick instruction. As with operand combining above, this type of optimisation 
entails some minor modifications to the interpreter core. In this case the modification 
is a simphfication since the code required to do a constant-pool retrieval is no longer 
necessary.

5.5.4 Conditional Loading of Operands

In the original version of our interpreter, many instructions loaded their operands, 
whether or not they were required. Most notable were the conditional instructions 
which loaded branch offsets from the instruction stream regardless of the result of the 
condition that was being tested. All the instructions where this situation existed were 
rewritten so that operands were only loaded if and when they were required. The 
deferred loading capabihty of Tiger (Section 4.2.7) made this possible. Figure 5.12 
shows the ifgt instruction before and after the application of this optimisation. Note 
how, after the optimisation, the variable skip is only loaded if the condition is true 
(by using the Tiger defined macro VMLOAD_skip_). Unlike the previously discussed 
optimisations, this particular type of optimisation works equally well for switch, token 
threaded and direct threaded dispatch interpreters.
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thread_new_quick:

Uintl6 index;

//Store the opcode address in the threaded code 
threadedCode[threadedPtr]=&Snew_quick;

//The GET.INDEX macro gets a 2-byte number from the bytecode 
index=GET_INDEX(bytecodePtr+l);

//The cpGetCb macro takes the constant pool address and am index... 
//...into the constamt pool. It returns the entry at that address. 
threadedCode[threadedPtr+1]=cpGetCb(constantPool,index);

//The pointer increments 
threadedPtr+=2; 
bytecodePtr+=3;

//Continue translation 
THREAD_NEXT;

}

Figure 5.11: Constant Pool Inlining
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Before Optimisation:

ifgt SP( Int32 il - )
IP( Int32 skip - next);

if(il > 0)
{

SET_IP(IPPTR+skip);
>

After Optimisation:

ifgt SP( Int32 il - )
IP( +DEFER Int32 skip - +DEFER next);

if(il > 0)
{

VMLOAD_skip_;
SET_IP(IPPTR+skip);

>
VMLOADnext;

Figure 5.12: Conditional Loading of Operands
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5.5.5 Redundant Stack Push Elim ination

As outlined in Section 4.2.5, it is possible to eliminate redundant stack updates using 
Tiger. For our interpreter, two instructions contain redundant pushes, namely dup, 

which duplicates the topmost item on the stack and dup2 which duplicates the two 
topmost items on the stack. By using the +DEFER modifier to  prevent Tiger adding 
code to  perform the redundant pushes, the implementation of these instructions can 
be made more efficient. Figure 5.13 shows the Tiger source and generated code for 
the dup2 instruction with the redundant stack pushes eliminated. Note how only two 
non-redundant pushes occur in the generated code.

5.5.6 Synchronised M ethod Instructions

In Java, a block of code can obtain three kinds of lock:

1. An instance lock, associated with a particular object.

2. A static lock, associated with a particular class.

3. No lock.

If a m ethod is synchronised, it is associated with an instance (object) lock or a 
static (class) lock. In either case, upon invocation, the execution of such a method 
will block until the lock can be acquired. When the m ethod completes the lock must 
be released. Thus there is some synchronisation overhead when invoking methods and 
also when returning from them.

Before the invocation of each Java method, the original interpreter checked to see 
if the m ethod was synchronised or not. Although this check was not too costly, it 
was rendered unnecessary through the introduction of a new instruction, sync which 
performed all the work required to synchronise a newly launching method. Handling 
the return  from a synchronised m ethod was dealt with in a similar manner. Return
ing from a m ethod was only possible through two instructions, dreturn and return. 

Two additional instructions, dreturn_sync and return_sync were created. These new in
structions contained all the work required to handle the return  from a synchronised 
method. The main benefit of these new instructions is th a t they gave a slight per
formance improvement and simplified the m ethod invocation and return  code in the
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Tiger Source:

dup2 SP( JavaVal32 si JavaVal32 s2
- JavaVal32 sl,JavaVal32 s2,JavaVal32 sl,JavaVal32 s2) 

IP( - next);
/* Duplicate the top item on the stack */

Tiger Generated Code:

dup2:
{

JavaVal32 si;
JavaVal32 s2;
vm_JavaVal32_equals_StackVal32(s2,SPPTR[-1]) 
vm_JavaVal32_equals_StackVal32(s1,SPPTR[-2])

/+ Duplicate the top 2 items on the stack */ 
vm_StackVal32_equals_JavaVal32(SPPTR[0],sl); 
vm_StackVal32_equals_JavaVal32(SPPTR[l],s2);

>
IPPTR=IPPTR+1;
SPPTR=SPPTR+2; 
goto **IPPTR;

>

Figure 5.13: Optimised dup2
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interpreter function. Figure 5.14 shows the translation of the dreturn instruction. Note 
how the current m ethod in translation is tested to  see if it is synchronised. If it is, the 
dreturn_sync instruction is used. If not, the normal dreturn instruction is used instead. 
As with the previous optimisation, this particular type of optimisation works equally 
well for switch, token threaded and direct threaded dispatch interpreters (although the 
translation process looks slightly different).

thread_dreturn:
{

if(mblsSynchronised(currentMethod))
{

threadedCode[threadedPtr]=&&dreturn_sync;
}
else
{

threadedCode [threadedPtr] =Mdreturn;
}

//The pointer increments 
threadedPtr+=l; 
bytecodePtr+=l;

//Continue translation 
THREAD_NEXT;

}

Figure 5.14: Translation of dreturn 

5.5.7 Faster Java M ethod D ispatch and R eturn

There are a number of different types of m ethod in the interpreter. They are Java 
methods, JNI methods, CNI methods, abstract methods and m iranda methods'*. Of 
all of these methods, the Java methods, the standard interpreted m ethod is by far the 
most common. Table 5.1 shows counts for the various m ethod types encountered for 
selected benchmarks from the SPECjava98 suite. Lazy m ethods are JNI methods from

Miranda method is an automatically created method. In the case of CVM Fastcore, these 
methods are used to deal with missing interface methods and cases where a non-public method shares 
a name with an interface method.
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dynamically loaded classes th a t must be resolved the first tim e they are invoked. Once 
resolved, these m ethods are invoked as per usual and thus are included in the JNI 
count in addition to  the Lazy count. Note from the table how Java methods dominate 
all other types of method (representing 98.88% of all types of method). The next most 
common type of m ethod is JNI (representing 1.12% of all types of method).

Type Jack Mpeg Compress Javac Jess Db Mtrt %
Java 49,568,419 108,508,878 225,997,430 96,391,709 110,983,653 117,322,713 286,117,020 98.88
JNI 2,797,053 1,253,789 8,434 4,233,584 2,675,315 82,230 200,034 1.12
CNI 2,659 2,091 1,285 6,536 4,497 982 1,517 0.00
Lazy 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 0.00

Table 5.1; M ethod types encountered in the SPECjava98 suite.

Normally when invoking a new m ethod from the interpreter, the invocation opcode 
jumps to a label caltmethod which is shared by all of the invocation opcodes. The code 
a t this callmethod label examines the type of method being invoked and performs all 
the initialisation work required before dispatching to th a t method.

It was decided to streamline the interpreter by moving the invocation code for 
Java methods into the actual invocation instructions themselves. If the invocation 
instructions find th a t the method to be invoked is not a Java method, they still jump 
to the callmethod label, as before. The major benefit here is th a t a single dispatch 
point a t the end of the callmethod label’s code is no longer being used for all the Java 
methods. Instead, the dispatch point a t the end of the invoking instruction is being 
used. This has the effect of reducing the overall branch misprediction rate somewhat.

A similar approach to  reducing mispredictions was taken with the instructions re
turning from a method. Typically the return instruction would perform minimal work 
before jum ping to  a common label for all return instructions. The code at this label 
handled most of the work of the return and then dispatched to the appropriate instruc
tion. Once again, we had a dispatch th a t was shared among several return instructions 
such as dreturn, areturn and return. In order to increase branch prediction accuracy, we 
removed the shared code for handling returns from m ethods and gave each instruction 
its own copy of the return handling and dispatch code.
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5.5.8 Software Barrel Shifting

A barrel shifter has been incorporated into most 32-bit processors in use today. This 
barrel shifter enables left/right shift and rotate operations to  be completed in one 
clock cycle and is essential for the speed of operations such as multiplication and table 
lookups. Despite having incorporated fast barrel shifters into their previous Pentium 
processors, along with their 486 and 386 processors, Intel removed the barrel shifter 
from their Pentium  4. Thus a typical shift operation, th a t on a previous processor 
would have taken only one cycle, now takes 4 to  6 cycles on a Pentium  4.

During translation of the bytecode, the opportunity exists to  alleviate some of the 
speed losses due to the lack of a barrel shifter. Consider for example the fload in
struction which has an operand representing the index of the local variable th a t it 
is supposed to place onto the stack. At some stage the fload instruction will access 
\oca\s[operand]. This is equivalent to accessing the item stored at memory location 
locals+(operanc/*sizeof(LocalVarType)) where LocalVarType is the type of the local vari
ables array. Unfortunately, this operation is slower on a Pentium  4 due to the lack of 
a barrel shifter. Instead of incurring this overhead each tim e fload is executed, it is 
better to incur it just once, a t translation time. Thus, during translation, the operand 
to  fload is replaced with operanc/*sizeof(LocalVarType), negating the need for a costly 
m ultiphcation later. When the fload instruction is retrieving the local variable using 
this new pre-shifted operand, one m ust be careful to  avoid simply adding the new pre
shifted operand to  the base of the locals array, since the ‘C ’ compiler will interpret this 
as pointer arithm etic and will perform a multiplication on the already shifted operand. 
Figure 5.15 shows the technique for pre-shifting at the translation stage and also shows 
the correct way to  use the pre-shifted operand in the implementation of the fload in
struction in the interpreter core. This technique is only used with direct-threaded 
dispatch since the pre-shifted operands take up more space in the instruction stream. 
In direct-threaded dispatch this extra capacity is already available. In the other m eth
ods of dispatch, the bytecode would need to be expanded, most likely wiping out any 
possible benefits of pre-shifting.
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Pre-Shifting at Translation Time

thread,
{

.fload;

//Store the address for the instruction 
threadedCode[threadedPc] =&&fload;

//Pre-shift the operand
threadedCode CthreadedPc+l)=bytecodePc[1]*sizeof(SlotVal32);

//Increment pointers
threadedPc+=2;
bytecodePc+=2;

}

//Translate next instruction 
THREAD_NEXT;

Implementation of fload in the Interpreter Core

fload SP( - SlotVal32 fl )
IP( UintS il - next);

//Must convert locals to a byte-sized pointer... 
//...before addition of pre-shifted operand 
fl=*((SlotVal32*) (((char*) locals)+il));

Figure 5.15: Pre-Shifting Operands
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5.5.9 O ptim ising R egister A llocation

In order to speed up the interpreter, it is desirable to  hold some of the more heavily 
used variables such as the stack pointer and instruction pointers in registers. Simply 
declaring them as local variables can get the variables held in registers, but not as often 
as one would wish. Firstly, the register allocator in the compiler decides which items 
get stored in registers and which do not. Secondly, even if a register is allocated to  a 
particular part of the code there is no guarantee th a t a register will be allocated to the 
same variable later in the same function.

In order to ensure th a t as many registers are available for the local variables tha t 
really count, it was decided to  limit the number of local variables to the bare minimum. 
Strategies such as Constant-Pool Inlining (Section 5.5.3) and removing little-used local 
variables did improve performance but not greatly. Where it was not possible to remove 
a local variable entirely, its scope was reduced to  a minimal level.

The register allocator in GCC has a difficult time optimising the interpreter core’s 
code due to its non-contiguous nature. It was possible to  assist the GCC register alloca
tion routine with the task, however. After local-variable removal from the interpreter 
core, it became possible to allocate registers explicitly to  the im portant local variables 
tha t were left behind^.

In order to force GCC to keep a specific variable in a register, it is not sufficient to  use 
the register keyword. One must also specify the actual register to  be used by using the 
asm{) directive. Figure 5.16 shows an example of how this is done in the interpreter 
on the x86 platform®, with the threaded program counter being allocated to  the bx 
register. This explicit register allocation is essentially guesswork since, by explicitly 
allocating registers, one is reducing the number of registers the compiler’s register 
allocator has to work with. After experimentation, it was found th a t allocating a 
register to the threaded program counter was optimal. Allocating a dedicated register 
to the stack pointer degraded performance a little and allocating other registers to 
the stack pointer resulted in register spill errors during compilation. Later, as the

®When explicit register allocation is attempted while register pressure is too high, the compile will 
fail with a register spill error when the compiler finds it cannot keep the requested variables in the 
specified registers. This was invariably the case when explicit register allocation was attempted before 
we started to eliminate local variables from the interpreter loop.

^Platforms based on x86 compatible CPUs from companies such as Cyrix, Intel and AMD.
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register Address* threadedPc asm("'/.ebx");

Figure 5.16: Declaration of Register Variable

interpreter was more heavily modified, it was found tha t explicitly allocating registers to 
the threaded program counter was sometimes decreasing performance. This illustrates 
nicely the unpredictability of register allocation. The approach th a t we have taken is 
to  construct two versions of the interpreter a t each stage, one with explicit register 
allocation, and one without. Profiling each of the running virtual machines yields 
useful data, not only in terms of time but also in terms of loads, stores and instruction 
cache misses. Typically the better (i.e. faster) interpreter has fewer loads, stores and 
instruction cache misses due to better register allocation.

It m ust be stressed th a t explicit register allocation not only yields unpredictable 
results bu t is also architecture dependant. On the other hand, sometimes the gains 
are considerable, and the additional porting work required when moving to another 
platform is negligible.

5.6 Discarded Optim isations

Not all of the optimisations tha t were tested proved to  be effective. One such optimi
sation, Speculative Java Method Invocation was implemented but proved to  be a failure. 
Essentially it involved invoking every m ethod as if it were a Java method. Non-Java 
m ethods would contain a single Java instruction NONJAVA.METHOD which would 
undo all the speculative invocation work and re-do the invocation, correctly this time. 
Unfortunately, the work required to  undo the speculative invocation was too great and 
incurred too frequently. As a result, this optimisation actually slowed the interpreter 

somewhat.
Another optimisation which was attem pted was Absolute Addressing. In this optimi

sation, the offsets for branches in conditional instructions were replaced by the actual 
memory address of the branch targets. When the branch was to  occur, a dispatch to 
th a t address would take place. Unfortunately, the measured performance benefits were
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minimal, even on the Pentium  4 without the barrel shifter. After tests, it was decided 
to dispense with this particular optimisation because it would have reduced the scope 
for instruction specialisation without necessarily giving much of a benefit.

Finally, another optimisation which we examined was optimised Forward Branch In

structions. Normally on a branch, the interpreter performs a check to  see if the branch 
is a backwards branch. If so, it checks if garbage collection needs to  run. If it does, ex
tra  code needs to be run to  spill variables such as the stack pointer from local variables 
back to memory. To save the cost of the backwards branch check, two sets of branch 
instructions were added to  replace the previous branch instructions. One set was used 
for forward branches where no check was required and another set was used for back
ward branches. Thus for the ifIt instruction, there was now two versions, iflt_forward 

and iflt_backward. The determination of which version of instruction was performed 
at translation time. Figure 5.17 shows an example of how the translation for ifit was 
carried out. Unfortunately the results for this optimisation were inconsistent at best 
and at worst slowed the interpreter. Due to the debatable nature of this optimisation 
it was later removed. During our research on static replication we realised th a t adding 
forward branch instructions was akin to  adding small numbers of replicated instruc
tions. For reasons discussed in Chapter 6, this can frequently degrade the performance 
of the interpreter.

5.7 Experim ental R esults on th e O ptim ised Inter
preter

The im portation of CVM into Tiger and the optimisation of the interpreter core was 
with a specific purpose in mind: to  prove tha t interpreters can be made much faster 
by applying modern compiler optimisation techniques to  them , w ithout the need to 
resort to  assembly language. Interpreters optimised in this way tend to be much more 
portable as the optimisations are all applied at the ‘C ’ source level.

To test our thesis we compared our new optimised interpreter against a number 
of other small JVMs using the SPECjvm 98 (Table 5.2) and Java Grande (Table 5.3)
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thread_iflt:
{

//Get the offset for the brainch from the bytecode 
Intl6 offset=getIntl6(bytecodePtr+l);

//Which version of the brsmch should we use? 
if(offset<=0)
{

threadedCode[threadedPtr]=&&iflt_backwaxds;
}
else
{

threadedCode[threadedPtr]=&&iflt_forwards;
}
//Store the offset in the threaded code 
threadedCode[threadedPtr+1]=offset;

//Update pointers 
bytecodePtr+=3; 
threadedPtr+=2;

//Continue translation 
THREAD_NEXT;

}

Figure 5.17: Forward Branch Introduction at Translation Time
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benchmarks to examine performance^. These benchmarks consist of several large pro
grams with real data, which are intended to be representative of a wide range of Java 
applications.

Program Description
_201_compress
-202_jess
_209-db
-213-.javac
-222_mpegaudio
-227jntrt
.228-jack

modified Lempel-Ziv compession 
Java Expert Shell System  
small database program 
compiles 225,000 lines of code 
an MPEG Layer-3 audio stream decoder 
multithreaded ray-tracing program 
a parser generator with lexical analysis

Table 5.2: Spec98 Benchmark programs used to evaluate VM performance

Program Description
euler
moldyn
monte
raytrace
alpha

computational fluid dynamics 
molecular dynamics simulation 
Monte Carlo simulation 
3D ray tracer 
alpha-beta pruned search

Table 5.3: JavaGrande Benchmark programs used to evaluate VM performance

Using these benchmarks, we also examined the performance of the original un
optimised interpreter in token threaded mode, its fastest possible configuration out 
of the box. Although it would have been possible to run the original interpreter in 
switch mode, our experiments showed it to be 17% to 52% slower. As a result, we 
do not present results for the switch-based interpreter here. In the case of the origi
nal unoptimised interpreter and our direct-threaded optimised interpreter, we used the 
semi-space garbage collector rather than the generational one due to the 1% to 3% 
speed improvement it offered.

^In later testing, we found it more practical to resort to fewer benchmarks for code maintenance 
reasons. We found that the Spec98 benchmarks were sufficient and, more importantly, were more 
acceptable as a broad measure of performance than the JavaGrande suite. Previous work [BDGW02] 
has found that the JavaGrande benchmarks spend a considerably greater amount of time in program 
methods, which, as we enhanced our VM interpreter would have likely resulted in overly optimistic 
speedups (due to the fact that program method execution speed is closely tied to dispatch speed).
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For comparison, we also measured the speed of the widely used Kaflte JVM. Kaffe 
is a freely available, robust, highly portable JVM which is available under the GNU 
General Public License. A commercial version of Kaffe is sold for use in embedded 
systems. It is im portant to  note th a t the results we present are for the public version 
not the commercial one, although the two versions share much code. W ith Kaffe, 
we tested both the interpreter and the JIT  compiler. The results show what can be 
expected from a simple, unoptimised interpreter, and a small, portable JIT  compiler. 
Finally, we measured the performance of Sun Microsystem’s desktop implementation of 
Java 2 Standard Edition (J2SE) interpreter from the Hotspot Client VM. Hotspot uses 
a sophisticated interpreter [Gri98], coded in hand-tuned assembly language. In addition 
to  careful assembly language programming, it also uses a number of optimisations, such 
as combining common sequences of b}rtecode instructions into superinstructions, and 
processor specific (x86 CPU) optimisations for floating point operations. It also stores 
the topmost elements of the stack in registers and uses a complicated stack-caching 
system for managing the various states of the stack. To avoid code explosion due to 
stack caching states, the machine code of the interpreter is generated in memory at 
run time. The result is that, although the Hotspot interpreter is fast, it is comphcated 
and quite unportable.

Figure 5.18 shows the running times of the benchmarks running on each of the 
implementations of the JVM, relative to our interpreter (Fastcore, whose speed is 
represented as 1). The most striking result is for the Kaffe interpreter which is, on 
average, 5.76 times slower than our interpreter. The Kaffe interpreter is not a t all 
optimised. In particular, it resolves m ethod names and constant pool references every 
time they are used, rather than  just once - the first tim e they are used. The Kaffe 
interpreter demonstrates very well th a t it is easy to  write a very inefficient interpreter.

The original CVM interpreter is an average of 31% slower than  our optimised in
terpreter. It does particularly well on db, where it is only 16% slower. We investigated 
the reason for this variance by profiling the code. We found th a t in the original CVM, 
only 87% of the tim e for the db benchmark is spent in the interpreter. The rest of the 
time is spent in the run time system, on garbage collection, synchronisation and native 
methods. In contrast 98.74% of the tim e for mpeg and 99.89% of the time for compress 
is spent in the interpreter. So, although the speedup in the interpreter core is similar 
across all programs, the overall speedup for dh is lower, since there is no change in the
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D K a f f e  int  H C V M  □  C V M  f a s t c o r e  □ H o t s p o t i n t  B K a f f e J I T

Figure 5.18: Benchmark running times on various JVMs relative to our interpreter 
(Fastcore)

execution time of the run time system. For this reason, programs such as compress 
(38% faster), mpeg (44% faster) and raytrace (71% faster) give a better indication of 
the relative speeds of the interpreter cores.

The Hotspot interpreter is on average 20.4% faster than  our Fastcore interpreter. 
There are two main reasons for this. Firstly, Hotspot has a much faster run time 
system than CVM. This can be seen especially strongly in the db benchmark, which 
runs 34% faster on Hotspot. The Hotspot runtime system is large and sophisticated, 
and would not be suitable for an embedded system. Furthermore, much effort has 
been put into tuning the Hotspot run time system as it is used more widely than 
CVM. The second reason th a t Hotspot outperforms our Fastcore interpreter is th a t the 
Hotspot interpreter is faster than  our interpreter. Its dynamically-generated, highly- 
tuned assembly language interpreter is able to execute bytecodes more quickly than  our 
portable interpreter written in ‘C’. The difference in speeds of the interpreter core can 
be seen by examining the benchmarks th a t spend most of their tim e in the interpreter 
core; compress is 9.1% faster and mpeg is 5.2% faster on the Hotspot interpreter. Our
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interpreter is actually a little (1.9%) faster on euler.
Finally, the Kaffe just-in-time (JIT) compiler is, on average, more than  twice as 

fast as our Fastcore VM. In fact, the results for mpeg and compress dem onstrate tha t 
it is four to  eight times faster at executing bytecodes than  our interpreter. On other 
benchmarks, its poor run time system slows it down to the extent th a t it is actually 
substantially slower on the jack  benchmark. This dem onstrates clearly th a t a JIT  
compiler does not always guarantee better performance than  an interpreter. The run 
time system must also be considered. It should also be noted is th a t the Kaffe JIT  
compiler does not produce especially fast code. In particular, the mixed-mode Hotspot 
com piler/interpreter for desktop machines is usually more than  twice as fast. However, 
the Kaffe JIT  compiler is simple, and similar to  the commercial version which is used 
in embedded systems.

5.8 Conclusion

In this chapter we have detailed the construction of the Fastcore VM, a portable 
optimised interpreter. We have highlighted our reasons for our choice of the CVM 
as a base JVM, targeted for optimisation. We have explained how the implementation 
was modified with the assistance of Tiger, our interpreter generator. A number of 
optimisations th a t we experimented with were described in some detail. Many of these 
optimisations were highly successful and were retained. O thers optimisations tha t 
yielded little or no positive improvements were discarded. Finally the results of our 
new interpreter were presented over a suite of representative benchmarks. The results 
of Fastcore against other interpreters and JIT  compilers has justified our belief that 
it is possible to construct an optimised portable Java interpreter th a t can compete 
with non-portable hand-tuned assembly langauge interpreters such as Hotspot, and on 
certain benchmarks outperform certain JIT  compilers such as the Kaffe JIT  on selected 
benchmarks.

While the optimisations presented in this chapter have yielded some impressive 
results, they do not represent the full extent of optimisations th a t can be applied. 
In subsequent chapters, we present more elaborate and powerful optimisations tha t 
improve the performance of Fastcore by a considerable amount.
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Chapter 6 

Static Instruction Enhancem ent

6.1 Introduction

While the JVM instruction set is well-defined in terms of the instructions available 
and their behaviour, there are no restrictions on the actual instructions th a t may be 
implemented by a  Java interpreter loop. Once bytecode has been read in, it can be 
modified, have instructions replaced or removed, or even moved around. The im portant 
thing is only th a t the semantics of the original bytecode are preserved.

The JVM instruction set itself comprises of 203 instructions. Even if one is limited 
to running one byte opcodes, this leaves another possible 53 instructions th a t could be 
added to the bytecode at runtime by a virtual machine designer. Typically the type of 
instructions th a t might added are quick instructions (Section 6.4.4) which are optimised 
versions of certain quickable bytecode instructions such as getstatic and putstatic.

In direct-threaded code we do not have the same lim itation of 53 extra instruc
tions. Instead we can have as many extra instructions as will fit in memory. The 
32-bit address of each instruction is now stored in the instruction stream  rather than  
a single byte instruction index. This gives us considerable scope for static instruction 
set enhancements.

In the rest of this chapter^ we present various instruction set enhancements th a t 
are made to  the  interpreter core at compile-time. All of these enhancements are the

^Some of this work in this chapter has been pubhshed in SCOPES 2003 [CGEN03]. A technical 
report detaihng some our more recent work in the area is also available [CGE05a]. These papers 
describe optimised JVMs constructed and tested by the author of this thesis.
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result of careful profiling of Java bytecode. For each class of enhancement presented, 
we discuss the manner of profihng in some detail as it is critical to the success of these 
enhancements.

6.2 Profiling M ethods

All the instruction enhancements described in this chapter are based on information 
gained during a profiling phase, running the Fastcore interpreter on various programs. 
During this phase the interpreter gives information about the bytecodes executed dur
ing execution. This information can be used to select the best instructions to add to 
the JVM in order to improve performance.

Since the method of profiling ultimately determines the selection of instructions to 
be added to the JVM, we describe the four possible methods here. For the purposes 
of the explanation, assume the JVM to be enhanced will be run on benchmark X.  X  
will typically be an element of a set, S  of benchmarks, for example SPECjvm98. Let 
S  — X  represent all other benchmarks in the set of benchmarks.

1. D ynam ic individual. The profihng data is obtained by running an unoptimised 
JVM in profihng mode on benchmark X.  The data returned is the instruction 
and instruction sequences, along with the number of times they were executed.

2. S ta tic  individual. The profiling data is obtained by running an unoptimised 
JVM in profiling mode on benchmark X.  The data returned is the instruction and 
instruction sequences, along with the number of positions they were encountered 
in the bj^ecode.

3. D ynam ic exclusive. The profiling data is obtained by running an unoptimised 
JVM in profihng mode on all benchmarks in S  — X.  The data returned is the 
instruction and instruction sequences, along with the number of times they were 
executed.

4. S ta tic  exclusive. The profiling data is obtained by running an unoptimised 
JVM in profiling mode on all benchmark S  — X.  The data returned is the 
instruction and instruction sequences, along with the number of positions they 
were encountered in the bytecode.
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Target Benchmark Individual Profiling Exclusive Profiling
jack
mpeg
compress
javac
jess
db
mtrt

jack
mpeg
compress
javac
jess
db
mtrt

mpeg, compress, javac, jess, db, mtrt 
jack, compress, javac, jess, db, mtrt 
jack, mpeg, javac, jess, db, mtrt 
jack, mpeg, compress, jess, db, mtrt 
jack, mpeg, compress, javac, db, mtrt 
jack, mpeg, compress, javac, jess, mtrt 
jack, mpeg, compress, javac, jess, db

Table 6.1: Individual versus Exclusive profiling for the SPECjvm98 suite.

Each of the profiling methods have their benefits. For example, when attempting to 
determine the maximum benefit of an instruction enhancement technique, one should 
use either the dynamic individual or static individual technique. By using profiling 
data from either of these techniques, one is tailoring the JVM specifically for that 
benchmark. For a better indication of how an instruction enhancement might work in 
general, either of the exclusive techniques would suffice. This is because when we are 
enhancing a JVM to be run on benchmark X,  we will be not be using profiling infor
mation garnered from an execution of X,  thus avoiding tailoring the JVM specifically 
for tha t benchmark.

Table 6.1 illustrates the difference between the individual and exclusive profiling 
techniques, as applied to the SPECjvm98 suite of benchmarks. Note that when we 
are testing a new optimisation on the SPECjvm98 suite, it will require seven different 
JVMs, each targeted towards a particular benchmark in the suite and constructed on 
the basis of the appropriate profiling data.

6.3 Instruction Specialisation

Many JVM instructions take immediate operands from the instruction stream when 
executing. Fetching these operands from memory is part of the overhead of interpreta
tion. Specialised instructions are new versions of existing instructions with commonly 
occurring operands hardwired into them, to reduce operand fetching. Typically, the 
machine code for a specialised instruction can be much more efficient, not only because 
it usually eliminates a load, but also because the compiler can optimise the code for
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that particular constant.

6.3.1 Im plem entation

GETFIELD_C)UICK SP( Object* directObj —  JavaVal32 result )
IP( UintS offset —  next );
{

if ( directObjact != NULL )
result = * (directObject + offset);

else
NULL_POINTER_EXCEPTION();

>

Figure 6.1: Definition of GETFIELD_QUICK VM instruction

Figure 6.1 shows the Tiger definition for GETFIELD-QUICK, which is used to fetch 
the value of a field within an object. This instruction takes an immediate argu
ment from the instruction stream which specifies the offset of the field within the 
object. GETFIELD_QUICK is one of the most frequently executed instructions in our 
JVM (around 8% of all instructions). The offsets are most commonly one of just a few 
values, so it may make sense to generate specialised versions for each of these constants.

Figure 6.2 shows the Tiger definition and the generated C code for GETFIELD_QUICK, 
speciahsed with the immediate operand 0 (a particularly common case). Whereas the 
generated code would normally load the offset from the instruction stream, in the 
specialised version it is simply set to the chosen constant. Although this code looks 
long and complicated, the C compiler will optimise it well. In particular, constant 
propagation will eliminate the addition of the o f f s e t  entirely in this case.

Interestingly, the JVM instruction set includes quite a number of already specialised 
instructions. For example, there are four versions of each of the load and store instruc
tions for local variables, for each of the first four local variables. However, we have cho
sen to convert these specialised instructions into their generic form (de-specialisation), 
and implement our own generic system for creating specialised instructions. There are 
three main reasons for this decision.

1. First, by converting to generic versions, we increase the opportunities for using
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Tiger Code: +SPEC GETFIELD.QUICK 0

Generated Code; #define offset 0
TIGER_SPECIAL_GETFIELD_QUICK_offset_0:
{

Object* directObj;
JavaVal32 result;
vm_0bject$_equals_StackVal32(directObj,SPPTR[-1]);

if ( directObject != NULL )
result = *(directObject + offset);

else
NULL_POINTER_EXCEPTION();

>

vm_StackVal32_equals_JavaVal32(SPPTR[-l].result); 
IPPTR=IPPTR+2;

goto **IPPTR;
}
#undef offset

Figure 6.2; Simplified Tiger output for GETFIELD_QUICK VM instruction specialised 
with the immediate operand 0.
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superinstructions. For example the sequence ILOAD.O lADD could use the su
perinstruction ILOAD-IADD, whereas it is not practical to have large numbers of 
specialised superinstructions, such as IL0AD_0-IADD.

2. Secondly, the standard specialised instructions in the JVM appear to  have been 
chosen on an ad hoc basis, with little attention to  how often it appears in real 
code. For example, the instruction FST0RE_0 does not appear even once in all 
the SPECjvm98 benchmarks [Wal99]. We would like to  choose the instructions 
to speciahse based on real measurements rather than presumed usefulness.

3. Finally, the immediate operand is not known for many VM instructions until the 
first time they are executed, so they cannot be specialised in JVM bytecode. For 
example, the offset for a GETFIELD instruction may not be known until the first 
time it is executed, because it may access another class which might not yet be 
loaded. Given th a t field access instructions account for about 16% of executed 
instructions in the SPECjvmQS benchmarks, this greatly reduces the potential 
for exploiting specialisation.

Tiger supports specialised instruction in three ways. First, it allows us to autom at
ically generate a version of the interpreter which profiles the value of all immediate 
operands for each instruction as it executes. Based on this profihng information, we 
can choose the best combinations of instructions and immediate operands to  specialise. 
Secondly, Tiger generates C source code to implement specialised instructions, from the 
instruction definitions and the output of the profiler. Finally, Tiger also generates C 
routines to automatically replace VM instructions and their operands with specialised 
versions. Thus, almost the entire process of creating specialised instructions is auto
mated.

It is worth mentioning here th a t this process of introducing specialised instructions 
into the instruction stream  does not affect the list of instructions (Section 5.4.1). This 
list of instructions is used for superinstruction parsing, contains all instruction indices 
after de-specialisation and before specialisation. This enables superinstruction pars
ing to be applied in £is many places as possible in the bytecode without specialised 
instructions interfering in the parsing process.
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6.3.2 Specialised Instruction Selection

An im portant question is how specialised instructions will be chosen. If we want to 
customise the interpreter for a particular program, we just choose the most commonly 
executed combinations in a test run of th a t program. If, on the other hand, the program 
is not available, then we would like to  choose a representative set from profiles of several 
other programs.

We evaluated the instruction specialisation optimisation using our interpreter sys
tem  and the SPECjvm98 benchmarks. We selected specialised instructions using three 
strategies:

1. Counting the dynamically most frequently executed combinations for this partic
ular program {dynamic individual)

2. Counting the dynamically most frequently executed combinations in all of the 
SPECjvm98 programs except this program {dynamic exclusive)

3. Counting the most frequent combinations appearing statically in the code of all 
other programs {static exclusive).

Of the three approaches, the latter two are the most realistic. If one was to extend 
the JVM instruction set by adding speciahsations, the most logical approach would be 
to profile a massive set of Java programs to ensure th a t the new specialisations occur 
frequently in as many Java programs as possible. Clearly, this is not feasible for our 
experiments. The next best solution was to  take our working set of benchmarks and 
profile each of them  for potential specialisations.

In contrast, the first approach is doing precisely that; optimising the JVM for the 
benchmark in question. While this is not a good measure of how specialisations might 
work in practice, it gives us an upper bound on the performance improvements tha t 
specialised instructions would give for th a t particular benchmark.

Figure 6.3 shows the ten most recommended specialisations for the db benchmark 
based on approach (3). The specialisations are listed in order of decreasing importance, 
with the most im portant (i.e. frequently occurring) listed a t the top. Note how the 
standard Java specialised instructions load_0 and load_l^ are re-introduced first. The

^This load instruction is a generic version of the Java instructions aload, i lo a d  and f  load.
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first non-standard specialised instruction is a version of vinvokevirtual_quick whose sec
ond param eter is being speciahsed to  2u (the ‘u ’ represents an unsigned hteral). The 
first param eter for this instruction remains unspeciaUsed (denoted by a

+SPEC load Ou;
+SPEC load lu;
+SPEC vinvokevirtual_quick ? 2u;
+SPEC load 2u;
+SPEC vinvokevirtual_quick ? lu;
+SPEC ldc_quick Ou;
+SPEC load 3u;
+SPEC vinvokevirtual_quick ? 3u;
+SPEC ldc_quick lu;
+SPEC vinvokevirtual_quick 16u ?;

Figure 6.3: Recommended Specialisations for db Based on Static Exclusive Profiling

6.3.3 Evaluation

Surprisingly, adding small numbers of specialised instructions to  our interpreter ac
tually makes it slower. We used the Pentium 4’s hardware performance counters to 
investigate this. As expected, we found th a t specialised VM instructions reduce the 
number of native machine instructions needed to  execute the interpreter. Normally, 
we would expect a  corresponding reduction in execution time. However, we also found 
th a t specialised instructions also impact on indirect branch prediction rates, which has 
a much large effect on running time.

Figures 6.4 and 6.5 show the speedups gained by adding specialisations to  the 
interpreter based on static exclusive and dynamic individual profiling respectively. The 
number of instructions added at compile-time are plotted on the x-axis. The actual 
choices of 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256 and 512 extra instructions have been chosen to  give an 
indication of how performance changes as more instructions are added to  the VM. The 
y-axis shows the speedup compared to  the interpreter without specialised instructions. 
Both diagrams show signs of added specialisations causing a decrease in interpreter 
performance. As expected, the static exclusive profiling m ethod gave rise to the lesser 
improvement. Even with 512 specialisations, the JVM is slower than the unspecialised
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Figure 6.4: Speedup from  adding different numbers o f specialised instructions chosen 
based on sta tic frequency in other programs {static exclusive profiling).
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Figure 6.5; Speedup from  adding different numbers o f speciahsed instructions chosen 
specifically for a program {dynamic individual profiling).
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JVM on the je s s  benchmark. The dynamic individual profihng approach does not 
give substantially better results. This latter profiling method, gives an approximation 
of the maximum benefit to be obtained from this optimisation.
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Figure 6.6: Percentage change in indirect branch mispredictions from using specialised 
instructions chosen specifically for a program {dynamic individual profiling).

The small overall improvement in performance was counter-intuitive and further 
investigation was required. This investigation took the form of measuring the change 
in branch mispredictions as specialisations were added to the VM. Figure 6.6 shows 
the ratio of the number of indirect branch mispredictions for various configurations 
compared to the interpreter without specialised instructions. Small numbers of spe
cialised instructions result in more mispredicted indirect branches. Given the high cost 
of branch mispredictions (around 20 cycles on the P4) and th a t dispatching each VM 
instruction involves executing an indirect branch, a reduction in misprediction accu
racy has a much larger effect on execution time than  a small reduction in executed 
instructions.
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This misprediction data highhghted the source of the problem. Unlike original JVM 
bytecode, our base interpreter uses no specialised instructions, and it does not have sep
arate versions of VM instructions for different types, except where they require different 
code. We made a deliberate decision to minimise the number of VM instructions to 
facilitate superinstructions. The result is that JVM instructions such as ALOAD, ILOAD 
and FLOAD are all implemented with the same code. Given that local loads account 
for around 35% of all executed instructions [Wal99], this code is an extremely frequent 
target for the indirect branches that implement VM instruction dispatch. When we 
introduce specialised versions of this local load, we no longer have a single common 
target, and indirect branch prediction accuracies fall.

However, another effect is also in play. There is a separate indirect branch at the 
end of the code to implement each VM instruction. When we specialise an instruction, 
we introduce a new implementation, with its own indirect branch. It is important 
to recall tha t current processors use a branch target buffer (BTB) to predict indirect 
branches, which simply predicts that the target address will be the same as on the 
previous execution of the same branch. By having a separate indirect branch (and 
thus a separate BTB entry) for each specialised local load instruction, we capture some 
context about the program. For example, there may be several LOAD instructions in a 
method, but only L0AD_6 is followed by lADD. As the number of specialised instructions 
rises, the benefit of more separate indirect branches outweighs the cost of a larger 
number of targets, and the net effect is positive. We also measured an increase in 
instruction cache (trace cache) misses, but the effect was much lower than that on 
indirect branch prediction.

In summary, instruction specialisation is used by many VM interpreters to reduce 
the overhead of inline immediate operands. However, the main performance impact 
of specialised instructions is their effect on indirect branch prediction accuracy, rather 
than reduced operand fetches. Thus, the overall effect is somewhat unpredictable.

6.4 Superinstructions

A superinstruction is a new virtual machine instruction tha t consists of a sequence of 
several existing VM instructions. There are a number of benefits associated with this. 
One is that superinstructions reduce the number of VM instruction dispatches required
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to perform a certain sequence of instructions. This is im portant because instruction 
dispatch has been shown to  be a particular bottleneck in interpreters [EG03b].

Another benefit superinstructions provide is the opportunity to  optimise the inter
preter source code. For example, it is common th a t the result written to  the stack by 
one instruction will be read from the stack by the following one. W hen generating C 
source code to  implement superinstructions, Tiger eliminates the stack read and writes, 
and instead keeps the value in a local variable between the two component instructions. 
A third benefit associated with superinstructions is th a t combining the source code for 
instructions together exposes a larger “window” of code to the C compiler, which allows 
greater opportunities for optimisation.

6.4.1 Initial Experim ents

There are two main ways th a t superinstructions are used. The first is to  generate an 
interpreter th a t is optimised for a particular program. In these initial experiments we 
will select superinstructions specific to  tha t program. This will, in turn, yield a rough 
estimate of where the upper bound for performance improvements might lie before we 
turn  to  more realistic and universal superinstruction selection strategies in the next 
section.

Selecting the optimal set of superinstructions for a given program is NP-hard 
[Pro95]. We experimented with a number of heuristics, such as finding the most fre
quently executed (sub)sequences of VM instructions, in a scheme similar to  Proebsting’s 
[Pro95]. Eventually we found th a t by far the best scheme is to simply select the n most 
frequently executed basic blocks in the program to be superinstructions.

The set of superinstructions to be used were based on this particular scheme, op
erating on profiling data  for each benchmark separately. Thus we used the dynamic 

individual m ethod of profiling (Section 6.2). Using this profiling data, we built JVMs 
incorporating superinstructions built from the 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256 and 512 most 
commonly executed basic blocks. This approach was tested using the SPECjvm98 
benchmarks. Results are presented in Figure 6.7. These results are presented in terms 
of speedup over the same implementation of the JVM and benchmark with 0 superin
structions.

Although this individual tailoring of JVMs for each benchmark seems a little un-
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Figure 6.7: Adding individually tailored superinstructions to  the interpreter {dynamic 
individual profiling).
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realistic it has the major benefit th a t it gives something of a yardstick against which 
to measure performance of other, more realistic, schemes. Additionally, it gives some 
measure of the degree to  which a JVM can be optimised to a particular task, a proposal 
made by Venugopal et al. [VMK02].

Looking at Figure 6.7, the speedups achieved using varying numbers of superinstruc- 
tions are apparent. The figures are quite impressive for some benchmarks, in particular 
compress and mpeg, with speedups of 2.8 and 3.3 respectively a t 512 superinstructions. 
Other benchmarks do not benefit so well from this approach bu t nonetheless the min
imum speedup is 1.27 (jack) at 512 superinstructions which is quite reasonable. It is 
worthwhile noting tha t, even with only 32 superinstructions, the minimum speedup 
across all benchmarks is 1.1.

6.4.2 W hich Sequences?

The main determ inant of the usefulness of superinstructions is whether the sequences 
we choose to  make into superinstructions account for a large proportion of the running 
time of the programs th a t run on the interpreter. The set of superinstructions must 
be chosen when the interpreter is constructed, most likely a t a time when one doesn’t 
know which programs will be run on the interpreter. Thus, one must somehow guess 
which superinstructions are likely to  be useful for a set of programs th a t one has never 
seen.

The most common way to  make guesses a t the behaviour of unseen programs is to 
measure the behaviour of a set of standard benchmarks programs, and hope th a t these 
benchmarks resemble the real programs. A question remains, however, as to how the 
benchmarks should be measured to identify useful superinstructions.

We tested several criteria for selecting superinstructions. We tested measuring the 
static number of times th a t each sequence appears in the code as well as its dynamic 
execution frequency. In order to  avoid one large program dom inating the others, we 
normalised the frequencies to percentages of to tal static/dynam ic instructions in the 
program. Originally, we felt th a t longer sequences were more desirable, because they 
eliminate more dispatches, so we tried multiplying the frequencies by the length of the 
superinstruction minus one {Imul). It also occurred to  us th a t shorter superinstructions 
might be easier to reuse, so we also tried dividing by the number of dispatches removed
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Scheme 8 16 32 64 128 256 512
static 26.3 27.7 30.7 33.0 38.7 41.6 44.2
static norm. 26.3 27.3 30.7 33.6 38.8 40.8 44.0
static Idiv 23.7 28.1 30.3 34.5 39.6 44.5 48.3
static Idiv norm. 23.7 27.8 29.8 34.4 38.7 44.2 47.4
static Imul 16.7 17.9 19.0 19.1 19.7 21.0 21.3
static Imul norm. 19.3 20.4 21.3 23.5 24.6 25.1 25.8
dynamic 24.1 26.0 30.2 31.8 33.2 34.9 36.5
dynamic norm. 23.8 28.8 32.4 35.4 37.7 42.3 43.4
dynamic Idiv 23.8 26.4 29.7 33.6 37.4 41.2 44.1
dyn. Idiv norm. 23.8 26.7 30.9 35.7 40.8 44.4 47.2
dyn. Imul 1.3 1.3 1.3 2.5 2.6 2.9 3.0
dyn. Imul norm. 15.5 15.9 17.3 18.5 18.6 19.8 20.4

Table 6.2; Comparison of superinstruction selection strategies.

by the superinstruction (Idiv). Table 6.2 shows the average reduction in VM instruction 
dispatches across all benchmarks using different combinations of the selection strategies 
and varying numbers of superinstructions. A number of trends are clear. Dynamic 
frequency performs worse than static, because it is biased very strongly in favor of the 
inner loops of the programs.

The argument in favour of static selection is also made in Gregg and Waldron 
[GW02] where a wide range of strategies were tested for choosing superinstructions 
for Forth programs. They found, perhaps surprisingly, th a t the best strategy was to 
simply choose those sequences tha t appear most frequently in the static code. This was 
the next strategy we chose. More specifically, we chose the static exclusive profiling 
method (Section 6.2) to generate a hst of most commonly occurring basic blocks. These 
basic blocks were used to  create superinstructions to be added to  the optimised JVMs.

Results are presented in Figure 6.8 for this strategy. The results are graphed sim
ilarly to  before, with results presented for each benchmark with a varying number of 
superinstructions. The speedups obtained with this approach were much more con
servative. At 512 superinstructions, the maximum speedup was 1.75 (mpeg) and the 
minimum 1.07 (jack). At 32 superinstructions the maximum speedup was 1.36 (mpeg) 
and the minimum 1.05 {jack).

Analysis of the superinstructions selected using the strategy above yielded some
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Figure 6.8: Adding statically selected superinstructions to  the the interpreter {static 
exclusive profiling).
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interesting results. It appeared th a t some long sequences from a limited number of 
benchmarks were dominating the statistics. In an attem pt to  reduce this efTect, we de
cided to bias the statistics in favor of shorter, and therefore more commonly occurring 
(across benchmarks), sequences. In order to do this, we used precisely the same su
perinstruction selection strategy as before, but this tim e each superinstruction’s weight 
(previously its static frequency) was divided by its length-1. This biases the selection 
strategy heavily in favor of shorter sequences.

2.2

. 2 -------

128 256 512

Instructions

Figure 6.9: Adding statically selected short superinstructions to the the interpreter 
{static exclusive profiling).

Results were generated exactly as before, but this tim e using the modified weight
ings to decide which superinstructions to  include. The results are presented in Figure 
6.9. The speedups were considerably better with this minor modification. At 512 su
perinstructions, the maximum speedup was 2.06 {mpeg) and the minimum 1.19 {jack). 
At 32 superinstructions the maximum speedup was 1.39 {mpeg) and the minimum 
1.04 {jack). These results show two interesting points. Firstly, the superinstruction
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selection scheme is critical. Even small changes in the selection algorithm can have dra
matic effects. Secondly, there are two opposing goals in th a t we would like choose long 
superinstructions (to eliminate as many dispatches as possible) bu t shorter superin
structions can be applied at more points in the code. More sophisticated selection 
algorithms will need to be examined to throw more hght on this aspect of superin
structions.
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Figure 6.10: Indirect branch reduction due to statically selected short superinstructions 
{static exclusive profiling).

Superinstructions, by virtue of eliminating dispatches, reduce the number of indi
rect branches and consequently the number of indirect branch mispredictions. This is 
illustrated in Figure 6.10 and Figure 6.11 respectively. These represent indirect branch 
measurements and mispredicted indirect branch measurements for the same bench
marks and selection strategy presented in Figure 6.9. Normally one would expect th a t 
the misprediction of indirect branches as a proportion of indirect branches stays more 
or less constant as superinstructions are added to the JVM. If this were the case, both
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Figure 6.11: Mispredicted indirect branch reduction due to statically selected short 
superinstructions {static exclusive profiling).
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the indirect branch counts and mispredicted indirect branch counts would be decreas
ing at the same rate as superinstructions are added. However Figures 6.10 and 6.11 
illustrate that the number of indirect branch mispredictions decreases more sharply 
than the number of indirect branches. From an average misprediction rate across all 
benchmarks with 0 superinstructions of 45%, the rate drops substantially, down to a 
little over 23% at 512 superinstructions.

The explanation for this is twofold. The addition of each superinstruction adds an 
extra entry to the Branch Target Buffer (subject to BTB size). Also, by the time a 
dispatch occurs at the end of a superinstruction, we are guaranteed to have executed a 
certain sequence of component instructions. This has the effect of adding context to the 
dispatch at the end of the superinstruction in question, and makes branch prediction 
at that point more accurate.

One complication in a Java interpreter is that the JVM comes with a large library of 
classes that are used internally by the JVM and by running programs. Approximately 
33% of the executed bytecode instructions in the SPECjvm98 benchmark suite [SPE98] 
are in library rather than program methods [Wal99]. This library code is available at 
the time the interpreter is built, so there is potential for choosing superinstructions 
specifically for commonly used library code.

As with other optimisations, we use the interpreter generator Tiger to generate 
superinstructions using profiling information. T iger allows for some extra functionality 
over vmgen including support for superinstructions across basic blocks.

One important feature Tiger allows for is the generation of superinstructions from 
profiling information. For example, we might find that the VM instructions ILOAD 
and lADD occur very frequently in sequence in Java programs. Given their frequency, 
it may be worthwhile to create a superinstruction ILOAD-IADD which behaves exactly 
like the original sequence of VM instructions but may be more efficient.

Figure 6.12 shows the instruction definition for the JVM instruction ILQAD (load 
integer local variable). Note that we need to update the instruction pointer by two posi
tions, since the VM instruction consists of the ILOAD opcode followed by an immediate 
operand containing the number of the local variable to load onto the stack.

By adding ILOAD-IADD to the list of superinstructions for our interpreter, Tiger 
will produce the source code in Figure 6.13, which is generated autom atically from the 
instruction definitions of ILOAD and lADD.
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ILOAD SP( —  Int32 result )
IP( UintS index );

{
result = locals[index];

>

Figure 6.12: Definition of ILOAD VM instruction

There are a number of notable features about this code. F irst, all used stack items 
are loaded from memory into local variables at the s tart of the code. The diflFerent VM 
instructions within the superinstruction communicate by reading from and assigning 
to  these local variables.

Presuming th a t the C compiler is able to allocate these local variables to  registers, 
this will greatly reduce the amount of memory traffic from accessing the VM stack. 
lADD alone requires two loads and one store to  access the stack, and ILOAD requires 
one store. In contrast, the superinstruction ILOAD-IADD requires only one load and 
one store access to the stack to perform the same work. Thus stack memory traffic is 
reduced by 50%.

Another notable feature of the code in Figure 6.13 is th a t there is no stack pointer 
update. ILOAD increases the size of the stack by one, and lADD reduces its size by one. 
Vmgen detects th a t the two stack pointer updates are redundant, and ehminates them. 
In addition, there is only one instruction pointer update.

6.4.3 Parsing

The use of superinstructions is in many respects the same problem as dictionary-based 
text compression [BCW90]. Dictionary-based compression attem pts to  find common 
sequences of symbols in the text, and replaces them  with references to a single copy 
of the sequence. Thus, when designing a superinstruction system, we can draw on a 
large body of theory and experience on tex t compression.

Parsing is the process of modifying the original sequence of instructions by replacing 
some subsequences with superinstructions. The simplest strategy is known as greedy 

parsing, where at each VM instruction we search for the longest superinstruction th a t 
will match the code from th a t point.

For example, consider the basic block in Figure 6.14. Assume th a t we have two
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ILOAD_IADD; /* start label */
{
Int32 spO; /* synthetic names */
Int32 spl;
Int32 ipl; /+ sjmthetic name for item in VM instruction stream +/ 
ipl = *(ip+l); /* fetch immediate value */ 
spO = *(sp);
{ /* ILOAD */

Int32 ilndex; /* declare stack item */
Int32 iResult;
/* fetch stack item to local variable */ 
ilndex = ipl;
{ /* user provided C code */

iResult = locals[ilndex];
}
spl = iResult; /* store stack result */

}
{ /* lADD */

Int32 iValuel; /* declare stack items */
Int32 iValue2;
Int32 iResult;
iValuel = spl; /* fetch stack items to */
iValue2 = spO; /* ...local variables */
{ /* user provided C code */

iResult = iValuel + iValue2;
>
spO = iResult; /* store stack result */

}
*(sp) = spO;
ip += 3; /* update VM ip */
}
NEXT; /* indirect goto */

Figure 6.13: Simplified T iger  output for ILOAD-IADD superinstruction
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ILOAD 4 
ILOAD 5 
lADD

load  lo c a l  4 
load  lo c a l  5 
in te g e r  add

ISTORE 6 
ILOAD 6 
IFEQ 7

s to r e  TOS to  lo c a l  6
load  lo c a l  6
branch by 7 i f  TGS == 0

Figure 6.14: Example basic block

superinstructions available: ILOAD-ILOAD and ILOAD-IADD-ISTORE. Following a greedy 
strategy, we would find the longest sequence that matches a superinstruction from the 
start of the basic block. Thus, we would replace the first two instructions with the 
superinstruction ILOAD-ILOAD, and reduce the number of dispatches needed to execute 
this code by one. The main advantage of greedy parsing is that it is very fast — an 
important factor in an optimisation that we apply to a Java method at run time, the 
first time that it is invoked. Greedy parsing is also simple to implement and requires 
little memory.

The weakness of greedy parsing becomes apparent when we consider whether a bet
ter parse of the code in figure 6.14 is possible. Clearly, it would be better to replace the 
second, third and fourth instructions with the superinstruction ILOAD-IADD-ISTORE. 

This would reduce the number of dispatches by two.
To be guaranteed to find the best possible parse, an optimal parsing algorithm 

must be used. Fortunately, optimal parsing can be solved using dynamic programming 
[BCW90], so efficient algorithms are available. Our interpreter currently allows for 
either greedy or optimal parsing to be selected at compile time. Tiger generates parsing 
tables that remove this requirement, so we are free to add superinstructions to a JVM 
without ensuring all subsequences are present. This will allow us to exploit more 
advanced super instruction selection strategies.

All results in this chapter are presented using the optimal parsing algorithm except 
for those presented in Figure 6.15 where we present a comparison of greedy parsing 
versus optimal parsing for the same selection strategy as used in Figure 6.9. This com
parison shows that there is not a huge difference between optimal parsing and greedy 
parsing in terms of performance. Indeed sometimes greedy gives a better speedup. The 
extra computational overhead required for an optimal parse is the most likely reason
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for this, where it occurs. It can be quite possible that, with superinstruction selection 
strategies other than that used for the comparison in Figure 6.15, that the difference 
between an optimal parsing process and a greedy one would be more noticeable.

6.4.4 Quickable Instructions

Several Java bytecode instructions must perform various class initialisations the first 
time that they are executed. On subsequent executions no initialisations are necessary. 
A common way to implement this functionality is with “quickable” instructions. The 
first time a given instruction of this type is executed, it performs the necessary initial
isations, and then replaces itself in the instruction stream with a corresponding quick 
instruction, which does not do these initialisations. On subsequent executions of this 
code, the quick instruction is executed.

Quick instructions are vital to the performance of most Java interpreters, since the 
check for class initialisation is expensive, and because they are among the most com
monly executed instructions. For example, in the SPECjvm98 benchmarks GETFIELD 
and PUTFIELD account for about one sixth of all executed instructions, and run very 
slowly unless converted to quick versions [Wal99]. Eller [E1199] found that adding quick 
instructions to the Kaffe interpreter could speed it up by almost a factor of three.

A problem with quickable instructions is that they make it difficult to replace 
sequences of instructions with superinstructions. No instruction that will be replaced 
with another instruction at run time can be placed in a superinstruction, since that 
would involve replacing the entire superinstruction. Furthermore, some instructions, 
such as LDC (load constant from constant pool) and INVOKEVIRTUAL become different 
quick instructions depending on the value of their inline arguments, or the type of class 
or method they belong to.

An additional complication when dealing with quickable instructions is race con
ditions. The Java interpreter supports multiple threads of execution within a single 
program. Therefore, during quickening it is quite possible for two threads to almost si
multaneously access a non-quick instruction triggering a potential race condition. Such 
race conditions are avoided in the current implementation of the JVM by using mu
tually exclusive locks, but adding support to allow quickened instructions to become 
part of a superinstruction after translation could lead to race conditions.
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Our current implementation allows for “quick” instructions to  be components in 
superinstructions by utilising a simple approach. Each tim e an opcode is quickened in 
a method, the m ethod is re-parsed in an attem pt to incorporate th a t newly created 
quick instruction into a superinstruction. There is a computational cost associated with 
the approach but we have not found it to  be significant. Nonetheless, if one wanted 
to  reduce the parsing overhead, a possibility is to re-parse only the basic block in 
which the instruction has been quickened. The difficulty with this approach, however, 
is tha t we have the capability of having superinstructions th a t span basic blocks (see 
Section 6.4.5 below). Thus we cannot hm it a re-parsing to  the basic block in which an 
instruction was quickened if we want to  attem pt to use these longer superinstructions.

The value of perm itting quickened instructions to be part of superinstructions can 
be seen empirically, by comparing the data  in Figures 6.8 and 6.7 with Figures 6.16 
and 6.17 respectively. Figures 6.16 and 6.17 emanate from a previous implementation 
of our interpreter [CGEN03] where quick instructions were not perm itted to be part of 
superinstructions. Apart from the non-quickable aspect, the m ethod of superinstruc
tion selection is almost identical. Figure 6.16 represents the static exclusive profiling 
based selection method, while Figure 6.17 shows the dynamic individual profiling based 
selection method.

Comparing like with like, it can be seen from Figure 6.8 th a t allowing quickened 
instructions inside superinstructions allows a substantial improvement over the non- 
quickable equivalent presented in Figure 6.16. For example the speedup for mpegaudio 
jumps from just under 1.45 without quick superinstructions to over 1.7 with quick 
superinstructions. Comparing the dynamic-individual tailored methods of superin- 
struction selection, it can be seen from Figures 6.7 and 6.17 th a t perm itting quickened 
instructions using this m ethod of superinstruction has an even greater effect. In this 
case the speedup for mpegaudio jumps from just under 1.75 to  approximately 3.3 by 
perm itting quickened instructions in superinstructions.

6.4.5 Across Basic Blocks

Superinstructions are normally only applied to instructions within basic blocks. How
ever, with relatively small modifications, it is possible to  extend superinstructions 
across basic block boundaries in two specific situations. First, we consider control
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flow joins. A join is a point in the program with incoming control flow from two 
or more different places. Usually one of those places is simply the preceding basic 
block, and control falls through to  the join without any branching. In these cases, the 
falling-though code is simply a straight-line sequence of instructions. However, it is 
not normally safe to allow a superinstruction to  be formed across the join, because it 
would not then be clear where the other incoming control-flow paths should branch to.

j o i n :

ILOAD
4
ILOAD
5
lADD 
ISTORE
6

j o i n :

ILOAD
4
ILOAD-IADD
5
lADD
ISTORE
6

Figure 6.18: Original bytecode (left) and same bytecode with ILOAD-IADD superin
struction (right).

The solution we use is to  create superinstructions, bu t not to  remove the gaps 
th a t are created by eliminating the original instructions. In fact, we leave the original 
instructions in these gaps. Figure 6.18 shows an example where we have replaced the 
sequence ILOAD, lADD with the superinstruction ILOAD-IADD. We actually replace the 
ILOAD instruction with ILOAD-IADD, but leave the lADD instruction where it is. When 
we fall-through from the first basic block to the second, we execute ILOAD-IADD, which 
performs its normal work and then skips over the I ADD instruction^. On the other 
hand when we branch to the second basic block from elsewhere, we branch to  the lADD 
instruction which executes and continues as normal. This scheme allows us to form 
superinstructions across fall-though joins.

We beheve th a t this scheme is particularly valuable for w h ile  loops. The standard 
javac code generation strategy appears to be to place the loop test at the end of the 
loop, and on the first iteration to jum p directly to this test. Unfortunately, the result 
is th a t there is a control flow join just before the loop test th a t would normally hinder 
optimisation. We believe we have successfully overcome this problem.

®The ILOAD-IADD instruction increments the virtual program counter by 3, thus making it point 
to the ISTORE instruction.
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ifnull SP( Object* ol - )
IP( +DEFER Int32 skip - +DEFER next);

if((ol == 0))
{

VMLOAD_skip_;
SET_IP(pc+skip);

>
VMLOADnext;

Figure 6.19; Definition of a branch VM instruction

A second opportunity for cross-basic block superinstructions is with the fall-through 
direction of VM conditional branches. Superinstructions are permitted to extend across 
branches due to facilities provided by Tiger. Figure 6.19 shows the instruction definition 
for a branch instruction. Inside the i f  statement the Tiger keyword SET_IP is used 
to specify that a copy of the dispatch code that normally appears at the end of the 
instruction should be placed here.

The SET_IP macro in Tiger is redefined at the beginning of every component in
struction in a superinstruction to allow a branch out of the superinstruction at that 
point, if required. Thus a single superinstruction can be generated that spans multiple 
untaken branches. Of course if the branches are taken, the SET_IP macro will flush 
items from local variables to the stack and update the stack pointer before a branch 
out of he superinstruction.

Tiger also redefines a FLUSH_ALL macro that carries out a similar task to SET_IP 
(but without the dispatch) before each instruction. This was necessary for certain 
‘superinstruction-unsafe’ instructions such as ANEWARRAY_QUICK which may trigger a 
garbage collection. When a garbage collection occurs, the stack pointer and items on 
the stack should be flushed from their cached positions in local variables, back to their 
appropriate position in memory. Previously, we could not allow such ‘superinstruction- 
unsafe’ instructions to be components in a superinstruction because the stack pointer 
had not been up to date and stack items were still in local variables (ready to be 
written later in the superinstruction). Now, if the FLUSH_ALL macro is used before such 
instructions, all items will be flushed to the operand stack before the instruction (and 
hence before the garbage collection takes place). Elimination of stack pointer updates
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and accesses using local variables can resume for subsequent component instructions 
in the superinstruction after the ‘superinstruction-unsafe’ instruction has completed 
Using this mechanism, a large number of instructions that previously were unsafe to 
include in super instructions can now be used.

3.4

2.6

1.8 -

128 256 512

Instructions
compress mtrt - -X  - jess •••+ ••  dbjack mpeg javac

Figure 6.20: Adding individually tailored superinstructions across basic blocks to the 
interpreter {dynamic individual profiling).

Using a similar method to select superinstructions as that in Figure 6.7 we created a 
set of JVM binaries containing superinstructions tailored to each individual benchmark. 
The difference is that instead of using the most commonly occurring basic blocks we now 
use the most commonly occurring regions. The start point for these regions can be any 
join point and the end point can be any branch or invocation. The results are presented 
in Figure 6.20. The speedups obtained by using the longer regions instead of shorter 
basic blocks appear to be reasonable. Most benchmarks experienced a speedup with 
the exception of mtrt. Altogether, 31 of 49 JVM runs registered an improvement over 
basic block selection (7 benchmarks with 7 runs per benchmark). A superinstruction 
selection strategy tailored to exploit this new capability of superinstructions across
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basic blocks can yield even better results.

6.5 Instruction R eplication

Instruction replication aims to reduce indirect branch mispredictions in a threaded code 
interpreter by creating multiple versions of the code to implement commonly occurring 
VM instructions. Each separate version is ended by an indirect branch to dispatch the 
next VM instruction. By varying the version of the implementation code th a t is used 
in different parts of the Java program, some context information is captured which 
may improve branch prediction accuracy.

For example, consider a loop containing the following sequence of instructions: 
ILOAD lADD ILOAD ISUB. If there is only one version of the ILOAD code, then the indi
rect branch at the end of the code to implement ILOAD will constantly switch between 
the two and indirect branch prediction accuracy will be very poor. If, on the other 
hand, we have two versions of ILOAD, then this could could be rewritten as ILOAD_A 
lADD ILOAD_B ISUB. There are separate indirect branches a t the end of each replica
tion, both of which are now almost perfectly predictable. Figure 6.21 illustrates this

Before Replication:

ILOAD ISU B

After Replication:

ILOAD A lADD ILOAD B IS U B IFLT

Figure 6.21: Adding static replications to  improve branch prediction, 

loop before and after ILOAD has been rephcated. Note the grey transitions before repli-
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cation is employed. These are dispatch points that will nearly^ always cause a branch 
misprediction. Note how the dispatches are much more predictable after replication. 
ILOAD_A is always followed by lADD and ILOAD_B is always followed by ISUB.

6.5.1 Im plem entation

Tiger supports instruction replication by:

1. generating a profiling version of the interpreter to collect profiles of instruction 
frequencies,

2. automatically generating copies of the C source code to implement VM instruc
tions and,

3. generating C source code to rewrite the VM code with replicated instructions.

When several versions of a VM instruction exist, the versions are used in round- 
robin order when rewriting the VM code. This usually ensures that the same version 
of a VM instruction is not used more than once in a basic block.

An important question is which VM instructions should be chosen for replication, 
and how many copies of each should be created. Based on profiles, we computed the 
frequency of each VM instruction. We added one replication of the most frequent VM 
instruction, and reduced its frequency by splitting the frequency between each of the 
copies. We then applied the same process again, until we had chosen the required 
number of total replications. Note that this process can result in the same instruction 
being replicated multiple times, because even its split frequency may be higher than 
that of other instructions.

6.5.2 Evaluation

We evaluated a number of combinations of various parameters. The frequencies of 
instructions were measured by both their static and their dynamic occurrences. The 
interpreter can be optimised for a given program, or profiling data from several pro
grams can be used to find generally useful sets of replicas. We found that there was

'‘except the first time the loop is executed {cold misses),  and also occasionally when BTB entries 
change due to code executing in other threads.
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almost no additional benefit from customising the replicated instructions for a par
ticular program. Static measures of frequency perform a little worse than dynamic 
measures (see Figures 6.22 and 6.23 for comparison).

■ X '

128 256 512

Instructions
• jess •••+ •• dbjack mtrt •compress mpeg javac

Figure 6.22: Speedup from replicated instructions chosen using dynamic frequency in 
other programs.

Figure 6.22 shows the effect on running time of using varying numbers of instruc
tions selected based on their dynamic frequency in all SPECjvm98 programs except 
the one being measured. As with instruction specialisation, adding small numbers of 
replicated instructions actually makes the interpreter slower. As in Section 6.3, we 
investigated this using the Pentium 4’s hardware instruction counters, and found that 
adding small numbers of rephcations increases the branch misprediction rate (see Fig
ure 6.25), because of the very frequent local load instruction being replicated. There 
was also a significant increase in the number of instruction cache (trace cache) misses. 
As the number of replications increases, the reduction in indirect branch mispredictions 
outweighs the other costs, and there is a significant net speedup (almost a factor of 
two for compress).
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Figure 6.23: Speedup from replicated instructions chosen using static frequency in 
other programs.

+ALIAS fload 1;
+ALIAS fload 1;
+ALIAS fload 1;
+ALIAS ldc_quick 1;
+ALIAS fload 1;
+ALIAS fstore 1;
+ALIAS fload 1;
+ALIAS agetfield_quick 1;
+ALIAS fload 1;
+ALIAS getfield_quick 1;

Figure 6.24: Recommended Replications for db Based on Dynamic Exclusive Profiling
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Figure 6.25: Reduction in indirect branch mispredictions from replicated instructions 
chosen using dynamic frequency in other programs.
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6.6 Superinstructions vs Replication

Previous work with GForth [EG03a], an interpreter-based implementation of the Forth 
language, has suggested th a t a VM enhanced with a mixture of replication and superin
structions is more optimal than  a VM enhanced with replications or a VM enhanced 
with superinstructions alone.

%Replicas
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300.00
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+  220.00 -

X 200.00

180 00
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140.00  -

120.00 -

100.00
0 10 20 30 50 60 80 90  10040 70

% Superinstructions

Figure 6.26: Timing results for mpegaudio with static rephcations and superinstructions 
on a P4; the hne labels specify the to tal number of additional VM instructions

We examined the possibility of an optimal mix of static replications and static 
superinstructions in our interpreter. In order to do this, we ran a series of six tests 
using the SPECjvm98 benchmarks. For each of the six series, we fixed the number of 
instructions added to the VM to be 0, 50, 100, 200, 300 and 400 respectively. W ithin 
each series, we varied the mix of added instructions from 100% replications (and 0% 
superinstructions) to 0% replications (and 100% superinstructions).

The results were quite different, however, to those seen in GForth. As seen in 
Figure 6.26, there appears to be virtually no benefit in adding replications at the 
expense of superinstructions. As we noted in the section on static replication, small 
numbers of static replicated instructions can make performance worse. We see this 
most clearly when only 50 rephcations are added to our interpreter (with no static
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Figure 6.27: Indirect Branch Misprediction results for mpegaudio with static repli
cations and superinstructions on a P4; the line labels specify the total number of 
additional VM instructions

superinstructions). At this point, we can see from Figure 6.27 that the number of 
branch mispredictions actually increases. The same effect is observed when only 100 
rephcated static instructions are added, but this time the effect is not so notable. We 
examined the branch prediction and branch misprediction hardware counters and at 
400 replications (with no superinstructions) the misprediction rate is approximately 
27%. In contrast, when using 400 superinstructions, the misprediction rate jumps 
to 30%. However, the superinstruction approach has only 60% of the actual branch 
predictions that the replication approach has, and as a result only has 66% of the 
number of branch mispredictions.

6.7 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have described a system of enhanced VM instructions for a portable, 
efficient Java interpreter. Our interpreter generator automatically creates source code 
for specialised instructions, superinstructions and replicated instructions from simple 
instruction definitions. Our system deals with several difficult issues, such as allow-
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ing specialised versions of “quick” instructions, superinstructions containing “quick” 
instructions, and superinstructions that extend across basic blocks.

We have evaluated these VM instruction enhancement techniques using many dif
ferent strategies for applying them. We found that although instruction specialisation 
achieves its goal of reducing operand fetch, its impact on indirect branch prediction has 
a much greater impact on performance. We have shown how our Tiger generator can 
be used to create an optimised version of our interpreter which is customised with su
perinstructions for a particular program, giving speedups of 1.35 to 3.35. We have also 
experimented with a large number of strategies for selecting useful superinstructions 
form a group of representative programs. Perhaps counter-intuitively, we found that it 
is better to look at the static occurrence of sequences of instructions rather than their 
dynamic execution frequencies, and that we should favour shorter sequences. Speedups 
of 1.2 to 2.1 are possible using such generic superinstructions. Finally, we found that 
instruction replication does not always lead to speedups, and that the effect on branch 
mispredictions is only positive for large numbers of replicas.

In the next chapter we examine dynamic instruction enhancements, an approach 
bridging the gap between interpreters and Just-In-Time compilers.
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Chapter 7 

D ynam ic Instruction Enhancem ent

7.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter, we presented methods for statically enhancing the instruction 
set of the VM interpreter and translating the bytecode to take advantage of these 
enhancements. Because of the static nature of these enhancements, much analysis 
had to take place before new instructions were added. For example, when deciding 
which superinstructions to add to a virtual machine, it was necessary to look at the 
behaviour of a number of Java programs before selecting a set of superinstructions that 
were universally useful.

In practice, we rarely know in advance what bytecode is to be run on the interpreter. 
We can guess based on other programs, but the set of static instruction enhancements 
will rarely be optimal. In this chapter^ we turn our attention to dynamic instruction 
enhancements, the creation and the use of new instructions based on bytecode that is 
being interpreted. No matter what bytecode is run on the interpreter, new instructions 
can be created on the fly. This has the advantage of guaranteeing that any new 
instructions created will actually be used, since their creation is based on the actual 
bytecode to be executed.

^The work presented in this chapter has been submitted to ACM Transactions on Programming 
Languages and Systems (TOPLAS). The paper is composed of Forth and Java VM sections. The 
author of this thesis implemented and benchmarked the Java VM described in this paper.
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VM_LABEL(fload_0) :
{

SlotVal32 fl;
{

fl=locals[0];
vm_StackVal32_equals_SlotVal32(SPPTR[0],fl);

}
IPPTR=IPPTR+1;
SPPTR=SPPTR+1;
VM_LABEL_END(fload_0): 
goto **IPPTR;

>
VM_LABEL_FINAL_END(fload_0):

Figure 7.1: Code copying labels in Tiger-generated code

7.2 Code Copying

All the approaches presented in this chapter make use of code copying techniques. 
Typically this involves copying code out of the existing interpreter core while the in
terpreter is running. The copied code then forms all or part of a new, dynamically 
generated instruction. Sometimes the entire instruction implementation is copied from 
the interpreter core into a new area, and sometimes just part of the instruction. When 
part of an instruction implementation is copied, it will be the entire instruction imple
mentation minus the dispatch code.

To assist this code-copying process. Tiger generates three macros scattered around 
the generated code for each instruction in the interpreter core. The first of the macros 
(VM_LABEL(opcoc/e)) identifies where the implementation code for opcode begins in 
memory. The next macro (VM_LABEL_END(opcoc/e)) identifies the end of the main 
implementation of opcode and the beginning of the dispatch located at the end of 
that instruction’s implementation. The last macro (VM_LABEL_FINAL_END(opcoc/e)) 
identifies the end of the dispatch and thus, the end of the entire instruction’s imple
mentation. Figure 7.1 shows these labels positioned around the Tiger-generated code 
for fioad_0^.

We should note that code copying is dependant on GCC’s labels-as-values extension.

^The location of the VM_LABEL_END inside the inner scope does not cause any cope-copying difficul
ties in our experience with GCC.
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Without the extension, locating the implementation of an instruction for copying pur
poses at runtime in the interpreter core cannot be easily done. It is entirely possible 
tha t other less portable methods could be used, but we are only interested in highly 
portable optimisations. While on the subject of portability, we should also note that 
code copying will sometimes require a minimal amount of platform specific code, for 
example flushing the Instruction Cache on some processors, and on processors with 
no-execute (NX) bits such as AMD’s Opteron and Athlon 64 processors, ensuring that 
the copied code has its execute flag set.

7.3 N on-R elocatable Code

Not all instructions in the interpreter core can be copied to a new area of memory and 
executed there. This can happen for reasons such as function calls on the x86 CPU (a 
PC-relative call) within the instruction implementation. The possible reasons depend 
on the architecture and compiler in use. Previous work [PR98] used a no-copying list 
to indicate which instructions could be relocated and which ones could not. However, 
in order to ensure portability, it is not possible to use a no-copying list since the 
relocatability of an instruction can change after porting the VM to another architecture. 
Therefore we take the approach first applied to GForth [EG03a] where two versions 
of the VM interpreter function are created, one of them having padding between the 
individual VM instructions. Then we compare the compiled code fragments of the two 
functions. A match indicates that we can relocate the instruction whereas a mismatch 
indicates that it is possible that the instruction is not relocatable.

The point of a mismatch indicating only the possibility of non-relocatability was 
explored further. Specifically we found that registers could be allocated differently 
between the two copies of the same VM instruction. This in itself did not indicate 
non-relocatability, just that the machine code for the two copies was different. Thus 
we took a second more aggressive step, after the initial automatic comparison of the 
two interpreter cores. We experimented with certain VM instructions that had been 
marked as non-relocatable but for which, on inspection, we could see no reason for non- 
relocatability. Allowing these instructions to be relocated and testing the resultant VM 
was relatively easy to do as there were only a handful of instructions misidentified as 
non-relocatable.
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In summary, we recommend the code comparison approach to get an approximate 
and conservative no-copying list for a specific architecture and compiler combination. 
Then, if time permits, a short period of experimentation by allowing some of the more 
widely used and non-relocatable VM instructions to be relocated might be time well 
spent if even just some of those instructions turn out to be relocatable in reality. This 
is a relatively straightforward (and optional) step and does not increase the porting 
workload by any significant amount.

A significant number of the VM instructions contain jumps to labels outside the 
VM core. Unfortunately on the x86 platform, these jumps are relative jumps and 
thus, VM instructions containing these jumps cannot be relocated. To ensure these 
instructions could be relocated, we converted these direct jumps into indirect jumps. 
These indirect jumps, although slower than direct jumps, were relocatable and thus 
any speed losses converting jumps were more than offset by the execution speed gains 
resulting from the improved branch prediction rate when containing instructions were 
rendered relocatable. It may be a cause of concern that, when we are actually trying 
to reduce branch misprediction rates, we are introducing indirect branches at certain 
points in the VM core. However, these branches are entirely predictable, with only 
one branch target at each point. Secondly, all of the branches tha t were converted to 
indirect branches were infrequently executed branches that only occurred, for example, 
when an exception is thrown.

Some instructions also contained function calls which prevented the containing VM 
instruction from being relocated. We experimented with implementing the function 
calls through function pointers which enabled the VM instruction to be relocated. The 
effect of this optimisation was minimal though, mainly because the affected instructions 
were not commonly executed at runtime.

7.4 Dynam ic R eplication

In Section 6.5 we presented the technique of (static) replication. The idea of this 
technique was to add new copies of existing instructions to the VM interpreter and 
then introduce these copied instructions in a round-robin manner to the bytecode. 
The motivation for this approach was to reduce the branch target misprediction rate 
which it did successfully by a factor of 40% to 80% at 512 replications. The difficulty
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with static replication is that the number of replicas must be decided in advance and 
the limited budget of replicas almost guarantees that a particular replicated instruction 
will be used more than one point in the bytecode and will thus quite likely suffer from 
branch mispredictions.

The dynamic equivalent of this technique involves an extra step when converting 
bytecode to threaded code. Previously, the technique was to place the address of the 
implementing instruction in the VM core into the instruction stream instead of the 
index for that instruction. Now, before the method translation begins, a contiguous 
area of memory large enough for replicated code is created. Then, each time an address 
for an instruction is to be written into the threaded code, the translation routine checks 
to see if the implementation for that instruction can be rephcated (by consulting the 
no-copy list). If it cannot be replicated, the translation routine proceeds as normal 
and places the address for the implementation of that instruction in the VM core 
into the instruction stream. If, however, the VM instruction can be replicated, then 
the translation routine copies the instruction implementation from the VM core into 
the next available space in the area of memory reserved for replicated code. The 
translation routine then places the address for this copied version of the implementing 
VM instruction into the threaded code. Thus when the threaded code executes, it will 
always use the replicated versions of VM instructions when the original instructions 
are marked as relocatable in the no-copy list.

Figure 7.2 shows the relationship between the VM interpreter core, the threaded 
code and the rephcated code. In the example, both VM instructions A and C  are 
relocatable while B is not. Thus, for the threaded code, replicas are created for A, C 
and A again in that order in the replicated code region by copying from the VM core. 
Note how two replications for A, Ai and A2 are created in the replicated code. Also 
note how the threaded code instruction pointers point to implementations of the VM 
instructions in the replicated code region and not the VM core. This happens for all 
the instructions except B which is non-relocatable. The implementation for B  that is 
used is the one in the VM core.

A final point worth noting is that there is no requirement for placing the replicated 
instructions in an ordered, contiguous region of memory when implementing dynamic 
replication. As each of the replicated instructions, Ai,A2 and C\ have a dispatch at the 
end of the replicated code, they will always jump to the address of the next instruction
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listed in the threaded code. Therefore it is feasible to place each of the rephcated 
instructions in different parts of memory. However placing the replicated instructions 
in an ordered manner (i.e. in the manner they appear in the bytecode) and in a 
contiguous manner has some advantages:

1. Allocating memory is a relatively computationally expensive task. It is better 
to allocate one contiguous chunk of memory for a method rather than multiple 
small chunks for each of the replicated instructions.

2. Placing all the replicated instructions close to each other and in the same order 
increases code-locality. Instruction cache performance should increase as a result.

3. Such placement also allows a natural extension from dynamic replication to dy
namic superinstructions. As we will see in Section 7.5, some of the dispatches 
in the replicated code can be removed if the instructions have been replicated in 
the correct order.

The point about improving instruction cache performance is important. Rephca- 
tion, as we will see from results later, adversely affects instruction cache performance 
and anything that can ameliorate this should be done, such as placing replications in 
a contiguous area of memory.

7.4.1 Quickable Instructions

For each of the dynamic methods of instruction enhancement, quickable instructions 
presented us with a challenge. Since the entire method would typically be replicated the 
first time that method is run, it is almost certain that many instructions in the method 
would still be quickable instructions. We have little choice during the replication stage 
but to consider quickable instructions as non-relocatable instructions.

However, the question arises as to what we ought to do when a quickable instruction 
is finally quickened. We have to consider some options.

1. Do not ever allow quickened instructions to be replicated. This is the easiest op
tion in terms of implementation. The downside of this approach is that quickened 
instructions tend to get executed quite frequently. For example, by preventing
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them from being rephcated, we are not rephcating as many instructions as we 
would like.

2. When an instruction is quickened, replicate it into a new area of memory and 
put the address of th a t replica into the threaded code instead of the address of 
the implementation in the VM core. This approach would work in practice, but 
performance would not be optimal. The reason is that, if a new chunk of memory 
is allocated to  hold the new replica then this new replica will almost certainly 
not be close enough to  the repUcas of adjacent bytecode to  avoid instruction 
cache misses. In addition, each new quickening and subsequent replication would 
require a relatively expensive malloc  call. Of course, the overhead of calls to  mal loc  

could be removed by allocating a large chunk of memory early on for replication 
of quickened instructions a t a later stage. This might also help instruction cache 
performance a little.

In the end it was decided not to take this approach, because of the instruction 
cache issue and also th a t it represented a poor developmental choice when dy
namic superinstructions (Section 7.5) had yet to  be implemented.

3. During the initial replication step, when a quickable instruction is encountered, 
do not rephcate it, but ensure th a t a gap (a quick-replication gap) is left in the 
code for the quickened instruction to  be replicated into later. Then, if the non
quick instruction is quickened later, a replication of the quickened instruction can 
be placed directly into this gap.

It was the latter approach th a t we chose in the end, because it allowed us to replicate 
quickened instructions fast and in a m anner th a t would not adversely affect instruction 
cache performance. It did have a number of complications though. The first was th a t 
during the initial replication of a method, if a quickable instruction was encountered, 
we needed to  record the address of the quick-replication gap left in the replicated code. 
This address would then be used later on when the instruction was quickened and was 
being replicated as the destination address for th a t replica.

In Section 5.4.4 we saw how a quickable structure existed for each quickable instruc
tion. This structure could easily be retrieved, as its address was stored in the threaded 
code. To facilitate the storage of the address for the gap where the replica should be
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written, we introduced a new field into the structure to  record the address of the corre
sponding quick-replication gap for th a t quickable instruction. During initial replication 
of a method, when a quickable instruction is encountered, a quick-replication gap of 
the appropriate size is created and the address of this gap is written into the quickable 
structure for tha t instruction. Later, when th a t instruction is being quickened, the ad
dress of the quick-replication gap can be retrieved and the replica can be written into 
th a t address. The address stored in the threaded code will be, of course, the address 
of the replicated, quickened instruction, which is the address of the quick-replication 
gap.

The sole complication with this approach is th a t it is not always possible to  deter
mine precisely the size of the quick-replication gap th a t should be left to  accommodate 
a replicated quickened instruction. Certain quickable instructions can be quickened to 
one of several different quick instructions, all of different sizes. Furthermore, in the 
JVM it is not possible to  determine at m ethod translation tim e what these quickable 
instructions will quicken to. In such circumstances, the gap left to  accommodate a 
quickened version of the quickable instruction will be a gap large enough to  accommo
date the largest possible quick instruction th a t it might translate to.

It is easy to see th a t when a quickable instruction translates to  a smaller quick 
instruction than space was left for, some bytes might be wasted in the area of mem
ory reserved for replicated code. Typically we found th a t these wasted bytes {quick- 
replication waste) numbered only a few bj^es in the rare circumstances where this 
situation arose. Apart from a small amount of wasted memory, this is not much of a 
problem. There might be an increase in instruction cache misses but these ought to be 
negligible. Thus, for dynamic replication, this approach caused no secondary problems. 
In separate experimental work, we examined re-organising the dynamically replicated 
code in memory to eliminate these gaps but the overheads were too costly. Figure 7.3 
shows the result of translating a m ethod containing the quickable instruction Idc on a 
Pentium 4. A quick-replication gap of 16 bytes is left in the replicated code as Idc  can 
be quickened to  either of Id c .q u ic k  (16 bytes) or aldc_ind_quick  (14 bytes)^. The 
figure also shows the result of the Idc instruction being quickened to  aldc_ind_quick, 
the smaller of the three possible quick instructions. Note how quick-replication waste

^These byte sizes are inclusive of the two bytes long dispatch code. For example, the code of the 
ldc_quick instruction is 14 bytes and the dispatch 2 bytes for a total of 16 bytes.
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space of two bytes is left in the replicated code immediately after the newly replicated 
quick instruction. The contents of this space will never be executed because each 
replicated instruction (including the newly replicated quickened instruction) contains 
a dispatch at the end. Thus a jump will take place before the contents of the unused 
space get executed.

7.4.2 R esults

The results for dynamic replication are presented in Table 7.1 where we compare our op
timised Fastcore interpreter from Chapter 5 against our new interpreter with Dynamic 
Rephcation enabled. The table presents data for the speedup (in terms of process cy
cles), percentage increase in instruction cache misses and percentage increase in branch 
mispredictions. We also present a fourth row, service time, which gives the estimated 
amount of running time spent servicing instruction cache misses. This is presented as 
a percentage of running time of the JVM with Dynamic Superinstructions.

Prom the table it can be seen that impressive speedups are to be gained from the 
dynamic replication approach, up to a maximum speedup of 2.49 on compress with 
an average speedup of 1.55 across all benchmarks. Perhaps the most telling figure is 
that of mispredictions. On the compress benchmark, only 0.38% of the mispredictions 
remain, i.e. we have successfully removed 99.62% of mispredictions on that benchmark. 
Overall, on average, only 5.79% of the mispredictions remain.

This reduction in mispredictions does come at a cost however. Examining the in
struction cache figures, one can see that there is a maximum increase of 3,635% on the 
m trt benchmark and an average increase of 483% across all benchmarks. Estimating 
the cost of an instruction cache miss at 27 cycles [ZR04], we calculate that 11% of run
ning time on the m trt benchmark is spent servicing instruction cache misses. Overall 
5% of running time is spent on servicing instruction cache misses.

The poor performance on the m trt benchmark is most likely related to its multiple- 
threaded nature. With dynamic replication, there is already a lot of pressure on the 
instruction cache and the BTB, and switching from the working set on one thread 
to that of another thread can affect instruction cache performance adversely and also 
cause conflict misses in the BTB.
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jack mpeg compress javac jess db mtrt average
speedup 1.09 1.81 2.49 1.12 1.40 1.35 0.99 1.55
mispredictions (%) 13.44 6.11 0.38 12.54 6.75 3.93 25.65 5.79
icache misses (%) 974 2000 281 615 82 276 3635 483
service time (%) 7.96 6.35 0.80 6.95 5.82 0.64 11.00 5.00

Table 7.1: dynamic repl performance versus Fastcore performance.

7.5 D ynam ic Superinstructions

From the results presented in Table 7.1, it can be seen that the number of branch mis
predictions in the dynamic replication approach is substantially reduced. The majority 
of the branch mispredictions that remain are from three sources. The first source of 
mispredictions is non-relocatable instructions. Since we are still using the single non
replicated implementation in the VM core for these instructions, each of them will 
typically dispatch to a wide range of address during the execution of a typical pro
gram. Unfortunately, for non-relocatable VM core instructions whose dispatch target 
had been reasonably predictable before, the act of rephcation may make the dispatch 
even more unpredictable. For example, if the sequence of instructions A B  had oc
curred quite frequently, then the dispatch at A  would have been relatively predictable. 
Supposing A  was non-relocatable and B  was relocatable, consider the situation af
ter replication where occurrences of A B  are replaced by A B i,A B 2 ,AB 3 ...,ABi where 
Bi,...,Bi are the various replications of B. The multiple targets of the dispatch at the 
end of instruction A  now render that dispatch more unpredictable.

The second source for branch mispredictions is the initial misprediction inside repli
cated instructions, the first time they are run. Thirdly, in an ideal world, subsequent 
indirect branches inside replicated code will be 100% accurate once the replicated code 
has been executed once^, but the initial indirect branch will always be wrong. In real
ity, branch prediction hardware is limited in size and so, even if a predictable branch is 
resolved, it may be cleared out of the prediction hardware, for example being removed 
from the BTB giving rise to so called conflict-misses. The more indirect branches 
we can remove, the more space we are reserving in prediction hardware for indirect

■*The first tim e an indirect branch occurs, one is guaranteed a first tim e misprediction or what has 
been termed cold m isses [HHR99].
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branches that are really need that prediction support.
In order to remove these branch mispredictions we remove the redundant dispatches 

at the end of in-sequence instructions stored in the replicated code. In Section 7.4 we 
decided to store replicated instructions (along with their dispatches) in the same order 
in memory as they appear in the bytecode. The justification given at the time was 
to improve cache performance. However, because of the way dynamically replicated 
instructions are laid down in memory, we can remove some of the superfluous dispatches 
that take place between instructions.

By removing redundant dispatches at the end of many of the replicated instructions, 
we can reduce the branch misprediction rate still further by removing some of these 
one-time branch mispredictions. A second benefit of such a move is that by removing 
redundant dispatches, we axe making the executed replicated code more compact, and 
therefore contributing to improved instruction cache performance.

Redundant dispatches can be identified as dispatches in replicated code that jump to 
the next instruction in the replicated code. Dispatches to non-relocatable instructions 
in the VM core are not redundant and therefore must be retained. To implement the 
removal of redundant dispatches, we used the macro-generated labels (Section 7.2) to 
identify where the implementation of a VM instruction began in memory and where 
the core of the implementation ended (but before the actual dispatch begins). Using 
these labels when performing the replication step, we can copy the main part of the 
instruction implementation omitting the redundant dispatch where necessary. When 
required, at the end of a dynamic superinstruction, the dispatch can still be copied 
from the interpreter core.

In Figure 7.4 we can see dynamic superinstruction equivalent of the dynamic repli
cation example presented in Figure 7.2. In the example, the replication A\ must be 
postfixed with dispatch code, as before since the next instruction B is non-relocatable. 
In the replicated code, the dispatch after Ci can be removed since the next instruction 
A2 follows it in the replicated code. (There is no dispatch at the end of A 2 because, 
for the purposes of the example, we assume the next instruction is relocatable).

One restriction we place on the length of the rephcated dynamic superinstruction 
is that the dynamic superinstruction can only occur within a single basic block. This 
avoids any complications with control flow changes within a replicated dynamic su
perinstruction. Later (in Section 7.5.3) we relax this restriction and permit dynamic
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instructions to  span basic blocks.
The net result of this optimisation is that, by simply not copying the dispatches, 

we are constructing dynamic superinstructions th a t cover sequences of bytecode up to 
one basic block in length.

7.5.1 Quickable Instructions

W ith dynamic superinstructions, as with dynamic replication, it is advantageous to 
allow quickened instructions be replicated. Unfortunately the m ethod employed pre
viously needs some modifications. W hen a sequence of instructions is being repli
cated and a quickable instruction is encountered, a quick-replication gap is left for the 
largest possible quick instruction th a t it might translate into. As the preceding repli
cated instructions no longer have dispatches, a dispatch is placed tem porarily into this 
gap. This is effectively adding a dispatch onto the end of the preceding sequence so 
that, when the quickable VM instruction is encountered, a dispatch will take place to 
the quickening routine in the VM core. The addition of the dispatch into the quick- 
rephcation gap is the first change from dynamic rephcation to  be made. Note th a t the 
gap left speculatively for any quickened instruction must be big enough to accommo
date a dispatch. This is almost guaranteed since the dispatch code will typically be 
much smaller than  a quick instruction implementation.

The second change relates to the small gaps (quick-replication waste) left behind in 
certain circumstances. As we saw with dynamic rephcation, sometimes when a quick 
instruction is replicated into the quick-replication gap, a few bytes of memory might 
be left unoccupied. This was not an issue with dynamic replication, since the dispatch 
at the end of the quickened instruction prevented the processor from trying to  execute 
these bytes. It does, however, cause difficulties with dynamic superinstructions as this 
dispatch is no longer present.

A potential solution is to reorder the memory containing the quick-replication waste 
gap to avoid this wastage, bu t moving regions of memory around can be costly. Another 
option is to  place a dispatch at the end of the replicated quickened instruction every 
time bytes were wasted, so th a t flow of control would change before the unused bytes
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jack mpeg compress javac jess db mtrt average
speedup 1.18 2.49 2.45 1.13 1.43 1.43 1.02 1.68
mispredictions (%) 8.62 0.98 0.18 7.91 6.13 3.81 22.09 3.39
icache misses (%) 568 419 16 415 68 174 2394 259
service time (%) 5.00 1.82 0.05 4.75 4.97 0.42 7.50 2.90

Table 7.2: dynamic both performance versus Fastcore performance, 

were encountered.^
Instead, the approach we take is to ensure the quick-replication waste space is 

occupied with NOPs so that if a few bytes are wasted, the replicated code can still be 
executed in a straight line. Although the NOPs can cost processor cycles, this approach 
has the advantage of not interrupting a relatively fast straight line of dynamically 
repUcated code.

7.5.2 Results

In Table 7.2 we compare our optimised interpreter Fastcore against our new inter
preter with dynamic superinstructions with replication {dynamic both) enabled. As 
expected, the number of mispredictions is reduced when comparing against dynamic 
replication without superinstructions (Table 7.1). The most likely explanation for this 
is a reduction in capacity misses in the BTB. Dynamic replication without super in
structions involves numerous, predictable and essentially superfluous dispatches. These 
dispatches can flood the BTB, displacing other BTB entries, and ultimately causing 
capacity misses.

A sharp reduction in instruction cache misses can also be seen. The most likely 
effect for this is the (redundant) dispatches in dynamic replication were forcing trace- 
cache lines to be terminated, and thus the trace-cache being filling with numerous 
shortened Hnes. By removing some of the redundant dispatches, the trace-cache lines 
can be longer and instruction cache performance improves. By removing redundant 
dispatches from the replicated code, this code is made slightly more compact which 
should contribute to improved instruction cache performance. On average only 2.90%

®This approach was ruled out when it was recognised that it could incur serious performance 
penalties on some architectures. For example, the addition of an indirect branch, no matter how 
predictable, will result in the ending of a potential trace cache line on the Pentium 4.
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of running time is spent servicing instruction cache misses on this version of the JVM 
versus 5.00% in the previous dynamic-repl version. Overall, as a result of a reduced 
misprediction count and a reduced instruction cache miss count, the average perfor
mance increases to a speedup of 1.68 versus a speedup of 1.55 in dynamic-repl.

7.5.3 Across Basic Blocks

Limiting dynamic superinstructions to  within basic blocks limits the length of the 
average dynamic superinstruction considerably and leaves quite a number of redundant 
dispatches in the code. In order to eliminate these dispatches, the first step is to 
allow jumps into the middle of dynamically replicated superinstructions. This in itself 
permits longer dynamic superinstructions, but they still must still end on conditional 
branch instructions. For these branch instructions, we ensure th a t the fall-through 
path dispatch is a t the end of these instructions and th a t changes to control flow get 
their own dispatches th a t occur before the end of the instruction implementation. An 
example of this modification at the code level was presented in Figure 5.9.

This step is similar to  th a t of implementing the multiple dispatch points in condi
tional statem ents optimisation (presented in Section 5.5.1) and as a result it was found 
tha t all the branching instructions already been transformed in this manner. Once 
guaranteed tha t the fall-through dispatch was the one at the end of the instruction, we 
could remove it from the replicated code, therefore allowing the dynamic instruction 
to stretch across the basic block.

In Table 7.3 we compare our optimised interpreter Fastcore against our new inter
preter with dynamic superinstructions with replication across basic blocks {across bb) 
enabled. In comparison to  the previous version {dynamic both) where superinstructions 
were limited to one basic block. On average there are marginally fewer mispredictions, 
presumably as a result of fewer conflict misses in the BTB. The instruction cache per
formance improves by a small amount. Overall the average speedup increases to 1.74 
compared to a speedup of 1.68 in dynamic both.

7.5.4 W ith Static Superinstructions

Although static superinstructions are not as universally applicable as dynamic superin
structions, they do have one distinct advantage. Because their entire code is available
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jack mpeg compress javac jess db mtrt average
speedup 1.22 2.59 2.46 1.22 1.42 1.44 1.11 1.74
mispredictions (%) 8.16 0.92 0.18 7.36 6.26 3.81 21.53 3.30
icache misses (%) 507 283 14 379 71 34 2362 236
service time (%) 4.63 1.28 0.04 4.67 5.13 0.08 8.02 2.73

Table 7.3: across bb performance versus Fastcore performance.

at compile time, the compiler can optimise them, making the code more compact and 
efficient. Dynamic superinstructions, on the other hand may not be as heavily opti
mised across component instructions, bu t they can cover most of the bytecode.

In order to examine the benefits of combining both approaches, a version with- 
static-super of the JVM was created from the version of the JVM implementing dy
namic superinstructions. In this version, before replicating an instruction sequence 
from bytecode, the bytecode was parsed for static superinstructions. Then, static in
structions would be components of the dynamic superinstruction wherever possible 
when replicating code during dynamic superinstruction creation.

To avoid excessive overheads, only bytecode sequences with no quickable instruc
tions are parsed for superinstructions for inclusion in dynamic superinstructions. For 
bytecode sequences containing quickable instructions, a standard dynamic superin
struction without static superinstructions is created. This is quite a restrictive regime, 
and was relaxed so th a t when the number of quickable instructions in a dynamic su
perinstruction reached zero, the covered bytecode® was then parsed for static superin
structions. A new dynamic superinstruction is then created to  replace the old one, 
containing any static superinstructions th a t were found. In addition, since the over
head of reconstructing the dynamic superinstruction is already being incurred, any 
NOPs occurring after quick instructions (i.e. quick-replication waste regions) in the 
old dynamic superinstruction are removed from the new dynamic superinstruction.

In Table 7.4 we compare our optimised interpreter Fastcore against our new inter
preter with dynamic superinstructions with static superinstructions inside basic blocks 
and replication across basic blocks {with-static-super). Some interesting results come 
out of this new variation of the JVM. Firstly, the results are not as good as one might

®We use the term ‘covered bytecode’ to refer to the bytecode sequence from which the dynamic 
superinstruction was created.
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jack mpeg compress javac jess db mtrt average
speedup 1.10 2.60 2.69 1.18 1.38 1.37 1.10 1.72
mispredictions (%) 23.12 1.11 0.19 11.48 9.72 7.98 21.88 4.79
icache misses (%) 899 317 17 464 80 120 2313 280
service time (%) 7.38 1.45 0.05 5.54 5.57 0.28 7.81 3.21

Table 7.4: with-static-super performance versus Fastcore performance.

expect. Looking back to  Table 7.3, it can be seen th a t the prim ary cause for decreased 
performance seems to be an increase in mispredictions. Oddly enough the new JVM 
performs better than its predecessor {across bb) on the compress benchmark, with 
virtually no noticeable increase in branch misprediction. From this we infer th a t the 
increased levels of branch misprediction are not caused solely by the addition of static 
superinstructions.

One possible explanation for this effect lies with the possibility th a t side-entries 
are occurring into the middle of basic blocks (i.e. the basic block boundaries are 
not being correctly identified under certain circumstances). W here this happens, the 
VM-core implementation (the non-rephcated implem entation), will be used for all VM 
instructions until the end of the basic block. The non-replicated VM-core instructions, 
because of heavier re-use will then contribute to an increased branch misprediction 
count. We are currently instrumenting our JVM to examine this behaviour in closer 
detail.

7.5.5 Across Basic Blocks w ith  Static Superinstructions

A final variant of the dynamic superinstruction with replication approach mixes both 
the basic block spanning feature and static superinstruction incorporation into dy
namic superinstructions. The main challenge with this approach emanates from the 
possibility th a t a static superinstruction which is part of a greater replicated dynamic 
superinstruction might lie across a branch target point. If the JVM tried to  jum p into 
the middle of th a t replicated static superinstruction (a side-entry), the results would 
be unpredictable.

A number of solutions were examined, and the preferred approach settled upon 
was tha t, when a side-entry occurred, we execute non-replicated instructions until the
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jack mpeg compress javac jess db mtrt average
speedup 1.12 2.70 2.76 1.19 1.41 1.39 1.15 1.76
mispredictions (%) 23.37 1.11 0.19 11.40 9.72 7.99 22.40 4.79
icache misses (%) 796 305 61 472 82 88 2376 279
service time (%) 6.65 1.44 0.19 5.67 5.84 0.21 8.34 3.27

Table 7.5; with static across BB  performance versus Fastcore performance.
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Figure 7.5: Adding static superinstructions across basic-blocks to  dynamically repli
cated code

end of the superinstruction, and then jum p back to replicated code once again. The 
tradeoff with this approach is th a t on one hand we can include many more static 
superinstructions in our dynamically replicated code, bu t on the other hand, any time 
a side entry occurs into a dynamically replicated static superinstruction, we revert to 
executing non-replicated code for the duration of th a t dynamically replicated static 
superinstruction.

An increased number of branches, and hence branch mispredictions, can result 
from this optimisation if side-entries occur frequently enough. In practice we found 
tha t this was not a big problem. We did experiment with a second approach for side 
entries, namely for each static superinstruction A i,A 2 ,...,An  we created a new dynamic 
superinstruction from the sequence of instructions A 2 y , A n  th a t we could use for side 
entries. However, the speed gains were negligible from this alternative m ethod of 
dealing with side entries and the optimisation was dropped in order to  simplify the 
JVM implementation.
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In Table 7.5 we compare our optimised interpreter Fastcore against our new inter
preter with dynamic superinstructions with static superinstructions inside basic blocks 
and rephcation across basic blocks {with-static-super across hh). As with the previous 
version (with-static-super), there is an elevated number of mispredictions, but despite 
this, the overall speedup indicates th a t this is the fastest of the JVMs examined so far 
in this chapter. It should be noted th a t this performance improvement is not spread 
very evenly across the benchmarks, bu t is concentrated most heavily on the mpeg and 
compress benchmarks.

7.6 Dynam ic Superinstructions w ithout R eplication

Although dynamic superinstructions give impressive speedups, it is clear from the 
results tha t instruction cache performance is considerably worse than  our reference 
implementation, Fastcore. This can be attribu ted  to the sheer volume of replicated code 
being executed, with relatively low levels of re-use. This is similar to the inlining scheme 
proposed in [PR98]. The dynamic superinstruction construction m ethod presented 
above can be viewed as an approach th a t constructs dynamic superinstructions and 
repUcates them. This view is justified because, even if the same bytecode sequence 
occurs in two methods, separate copies of the replicated code will be generated for 
each.

In order to improve instruction cache performance, it was decided to try  and in
crease the levels of code re-use. Each time a dynamic superinstruction was to  be 
constructed, a hash table of existing dynamic superinstructions was consulted. If the 
dynamic superinstruction had not already been constructed, the code replication pro
cedure would proceed as usual, with the additional step of adding the new dynamic 
superinstruction to  the hash table a t the end of the procedure. If the superinstruction 
had already been completed the pre-existing superinstruction would be re-used instead 
of creating it again. Thus a single dynamic superinstruction could be used by several 
methods or even at several places in the same method.
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7.6.1 Quickable Instructions

Because several regions of bytecode can be covered by the same dynamic superin
struction, this new approach presents specific problems when it comes to quickable 
instructions. For example, a dynamic instruction might be created from a bytecode 
sequence in method A containing a quickable instruction. Later this same sequence, 
including the non-quick instruction is encountered in method B, so the same dynamic 
superinstruction is used. This is an acceptable situation, until the quickable instruction 
gets quickened in method A.

However, there is a problem, as we would like to modify the replicated code by 
writing the newly quickened instruction into the quick-replication gap. Unfortunately 
this dynamic superinstruction is shared by another method. If there is already a 
dynamic superinstruction in the JVM that matches the newly quickened bytecode 
sequence, that can be used instead. In such a case, the affected bytecode in method 
A must also be rewired to use the dynamic superinstruction containing the quickened 
instruction. If there is no such matching dynamic superinstruction, we have a difficulty.

The solution to this difficulty begins with the fact that our implementation employs 
reference counting to determine how many regions of bytecode are using a particular 
dynamic superinstruction. When a quickable instruction in the bytecode is to be quick
ened, the corresponding dynamic superinstruction, if any, is located. The reference 
count for this sequence is checked and if there are no other references, the quickened 
instruction can be written into the quick-replication gap without any difficulties since 
no other region of bytecode is using this dynamic superinstruction.

If there are other references, the entire dynamic superinstruction is copied to a 
new area of memory and the quickened instruction is written into the copied sequence. 
The newly quickened bytecode sequence is updated so that the new dynamic superin
struction is used instead of the old copy. Reference counts are updated as one would 
expect, the old dynamic superinstruction’s reference count being decremented and the 
new dynamic superinstruction’s reference count set to one.

When a dynamic superinstruction’s reference count reaches zero, it is freed from 
memory immediately^. The only way a reference count for a dynamic superinstruc-

^It may be worth examining if this should be the policy in all circumstances. For example, it 
would not be desirable to free up a dynamic superinstruction, only for an identical one to be required 
a moment later.
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tion could reach zero is during quickening. If an instruction is being quickened and 
the corresponding dynamic superinstruction already exists, the affected bytecode will 
be rewired to use the pre-existing dynamic superinstruction containing the quickened 
instruction. In this case, the reference count for the old quickable dynamic superin
struction will be decremented and would hit zero if the quickened bytecode sequence 
was the only sequence using that dynamic instruction.

It is critical to this whole process that when an instruction is being quickened, 
the corresponding dynamic superinstruction can be located efficiently. Thus we place 
enough information into the quickable structure (Section 5.4.4) for each quickable in
struction in order for the corresponding dynamic superinstruction to be located. In
terestingly enough, a simple pointer to the corresponding dynamic instruction is not 
sufficient.

bytecode

i+1 i+2 i+3 i+ 4

INDEX OF operand 1 operand2 INDEX^OF operand 1
(Ick:) (new)

threaded
code

j+1 j+ 2 j+3 j+ 4

&&QUICKEN
OPCODE

Anqii operand2 &&QUICKEN
OPCODE

&nqh

T ^ r

N o n Q u ick ln fo  nqii N o n Q u ick ln fo  nql2

index=INDEX OF(ldc); 
clobbersCplndex=CVM_FALSE 
replacedSlot=operand1 
sharedlnfo=&si

index=INDEX_OF(new);
clobbersCplndex=CVM_FALSE
replacedSlot=operand1
sharedlnfo=&si

Sh ared ln fo  si

nonQuickCount=2
superAddress=a

Figure 7.6: Associating a single dynamic superinstruction with multiple quickable in
structions

In a region of bytecode that contains several quickable instructions, if that region 
is covered by the same dynamic superinstruction, all quickable instructions should al
low us to find the same dynamic superinstruction. As we saw above, when a single
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jack mpeg compress javac jess db mtrt average
speedup 1.13 2.50 2.47 1.28 1.48 1.41 1.31 1.76
mispredictions (%) 16.73 2.15 0.04 12.17 15.46 5.96 20.53 4.89
icache misses (%) 764 268 120 394 43 169 529 176
service time (%) 6.47 1.17 0.34 5.09 3.21 0.41 2.12 2.06

Table 7.6: dynamic super performance versus Fastcore performance.

quickable instruction is quickened, the covering dynamic superinstruction for that byte
code sequence can change to be another one elsewhere in memory. All the remaining 
quickable instructions in that sequence of bytecode need to have quickable structures 
that point to this new dynamic superinstruction rather than the old one. Instead of 
having to visit each quickable instruction in the bytecode sequence and update the 
quickable structure accordingly, we take a more efficient approach. By introducing a 
second level of indirection as illustrated in Figure 7.6, all quickable instructions in a 
single bytecode sequence record their covering dynamic superinstruction in a central 
area (of type Sharedinf o) and all of these quickable instructions have data that point 
to that common area. Then, if the covering dynamic superinstruction for those non
quick instructions changes, the pointer super Address in the central area is all that is 
required to be changed to point to the new covering dynamic superinstruction for that 
area.

In Table 7.6 we compare our optimised interpreter Fastcore against our new inter
preter with dynamic superinstructions with static superinstructions inside basic blocks 
and replication across basic blocks {dynamic super). One of the main justifications 
behind this new approach was to reduce instruction cache misses. This works quite 
successfully for m trt which now has approximately one quarter of the misses than the 
dynamic methods presented previously in this chapter. However comparing, for exam
ple against across bb (Table 7.3), it can be seen that the instruction cache miss count 
actually goes up for some of the benchmarks. This is not entirely unexpected since, if 
a number of dynamic superinstructions located far from each other in memory are in 
the working set, the instruction cache can start thrashing. In cases like this, moving 
from dynamically replicated code to dynamic superinstructions without replication can 
harm code locality.
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jack mpeg compress javac jess db mtrt average
speedup 1.22 2.57 2.54 1.23 1.42 1.42 1.13 1.74
mispredictions (%) 8.82 0.98 0.18 7.64 7.13 3.95 21.60 3.42
icache misses (%) 522 276 17 363 71 146 2209 234
service time (%) 4.76 1.24 0.05 4.51 5.15 0.35 7.63 2.72

Table 7.7: dynamic super across bb performance versus Fastcore performance. 

7.6.2 Across Basic Blocks

As part of our experimental work, we examined the possibility of dynamic superin
structions th a t extend across basic block boundaries, bu t are not replicated. Our stan
dard implementation restricts this type of dynamic superinstruction to  basic blocks, 
a scheme identical to th a t presented by Pium arta et al [PR98]. The main motivation 
for limiting dynamic superinstructions to the basic block level is tha t, as longer dy
namic superinstructions are perm itted, there is less reuse of dynamic superinstructions. 
Therefore the behaviour of dynamic superinstructions across basic blocks without repli
cation starts to approach th a t of dynamic superinstructions with replication as longer 
and longer superinstructions are perm itted.
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Figure 7.7: Varying the length of dynamic superinstructions w ithout rephcation
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This can be seen in Figure 7.7 where the average memory consumption for dynamic 
superinstructions across all the SPEC benchmarks is presented. The x-axis represents 
the number of basic blocks a dynamic superinstruction was allowed span. In the Fig
ure, it can be seen that, as dynamic superinstructions are permitted to span more 
and more basic blocks, the memory requirements for the dynamically generated code 
increases. This indicates a sharp reduction in dynamic superinstruction reuse. The 
solid horizontal line in the graph represents the memory requirements for dynamic 
superinstructions with replication presented for comparison®.

Even if dynamic superinstructions across basic blocks were to be permitted to 
stretch across an arbitrary number of basic blocks, the memory requirements will not 
approach those required by the dynamic superinstructions with replication approach. 
This is due to the fact that most dynamic superinstructions can only extend across a 
limited number of instructions before a non-relocatable instruction is encountered, and 
the superinstruction must be ended. Thus, in practice, there are limits on dynamic 
superinstruction size, and therefore a virtual guarantee that a certain level of code 
sharing (and thus memory savings) will occur. This effect can be seen in Figure 7.7, as 
the memory usage when dynamic superinstructions are permitted across basic blocks 
levels off quite early, never approaching the memory usage of dynamic superinstructions 
with replication.

Interestingly, experiments indicate little appreciable differences between these vari
ous versions of the JVM in terms of execution speed, even as the memory requirements 
changed noticeably.

Further work might examine the possibility of using fragments of longer dynamic 
superinstructions as the basis for shorter dynamic superinstructions. For example if 
the dynamic superinstruction composed of the sequence ABCD  existed, it could be 
used as a dynamic superinstruction for the sequences BCD  and CD as well, although 
with different entry points into the dynamic superinstruction. This approach would 
increase dynamic superinstruction reuse and the ramp in memory consumption as 
we allow dynamic superinstructions without replication to stretch across basic blocks 
would not be so pronounced. As a direct result of the inevitable increased level of code

*The data presented for dynamic superinstructions with replication represents the total dynamic 
memory allocated for dynamic superinstructions with replication, with no limits on size in terms of 
basic blocks.
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re-use, it should also be helpful in reducing instruction cache misses.
Looking at the actual runtime data for the dynamic super across bb approach in 

Table 7.7 we can see that allowing these superinstructions to stretch across basic blocks 
yields fewer mispredictions. This is no surprise since, as a result of superinstructions 
being longer, there will be fewer dispatches and therefore fewer mispredictions. Instruc
tion cache performance does not degrade in comparison to dynamic super except for 
the extreme case of m trt. The instruction cache misses for m trt quadruple by allowing 
superinstructions to stretch across an arbitrary number of basic blocks. Ignoring the 
m trt results, it appears that this approach gives the best broad ranging performance 
across all benchmarks than any of the other dynamic methods.

7.7 Conclusion

In this chapter we have examined a number of optimisations involving code replica
tion. In all cases, porting these methods to new architectures will require very little 
extra code modification. Figure 7.8 shows a summary of the speedups of the various 
optimisations presented in this chapter and those in Chapter 6. The speed benefits 
of some of these methods are quite impressive with speedups of up to 2.76 on the 
compress benchmark (using the with-static-super variant) over our optimised JVM 
Fastcore interpreter.

The dynamic speedups presented in this chapter are more universally applicable 
than the static methods presented in the previous chapter. Figures 7.9 and 7.10 show 
the performance counter results of both static and dynamic methods on the mpeg and 
compress benchmarks respectively. All items are scaled for clarity. Miss cycles are 
based on an estimated cost of 27 cycles per instruction cache miss [ZR04].

Apart from the speedups (cycles), there are a number of interesting features:

1. The VM with fewest executed real machine instructions is static super. This is 
due to the fact that a lot of code is presented to the compiler at compile-time 
and many instructions can be optimised away.

2. The number of indirect branches in the dynamic methods is extremely low com
pared to in the static methods (even compared to static super).
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Figure 7.8: Speedups of various interpreter optimisations on a P4
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3. The number of instruction cache misses for dynamic replication is quite high, but 
nowhere near the levels seen in static replication {static repi) which has serious 
problems, almost certainly related to instruction cache thrashing.

4. The memory savings of dynamic super (dynamic superinstructions without repli
cation) in comparison to other dynamic methods are substantial.

The main cost of these methods is in terms of dynamic memory requirements to 
accommodate the replicated code at runtime. There is an associated increase in in
struction cache misses as a larger body of code is now being executed with less re-use. 
We have seen how using dynamic superinstructions without replication can help amelio
rate both problems. Future work should concentrate on increasing the level of dynamic 
superinstruction code re-use by allowing suffixes of existing dynamic superinstruction 
be used as shorter dynamic superinstructions where necessary. This should reduce 
dynamic memory requirements and instruction cache misses yet further. Another, per
haps complementary approach, may move superinstructions which are called in quick 
succession closer together in memory to improve instruction cache performance yet 
again.
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benchmark Hotspot (mixed mode) dynamic super across bb w/static across bb
jack 2.53 0.50 3.08 2.91
mpeg 0.32 0.67 2.71 2.58
compress 0.34 0.45 1.92 1.82
javac 2.63 0.80 4.42 4.22
jess 1.14 0.56 2.76 2.63
db 0.32 0.45 1.99 1.89
mtrt 0.74 0.51 2.40 2.29

Table 7.8: Peak dynamic memory requirements (Mb) on various benchmarks

In order to estimate the additional memory required by a JIT  compiler, we used the 
memusage tool (from the ghbc-utils package) to  examine peak heap size in H otspot’s 
interpreter mode. We then ran the same VM in mixed mode and measured the increase 
in peak heap size. This gives us an estimate of the additional memory requirements 
of the mixed-mode over the interpreter mode. These results are presented in Table 
7.8. Although the Hotspot results should be treated with some caution due to  the 
nature of estimation, it does appear tha t at the very least, dynamic super appears to 
be competitive with the Hotspot VM in terms of memory requirements. Bearing in 
mind th a t inlined code reuse in dynamic super is almost certainly higher than  tha t 
of the Hotspot VM (in mixed mode), this result is expected. At the same time, the 
Hotspot VM only invokes the JIT  on more commonly used methods, so it is no real 
surprise tha t across bb and with static super across bb have much higher memory 
requirements, since they inhne all methods.

Comparing our dynamic code copying approach to  the Just-In-Tim e compilation 
approach, we observe th a t the amount of dynamic code our approach generates will 
be of the same order as th a t of a JVM. As pointed out in by E rtl et al [EG03a], if 
the JIT  uses a significant amount of loop unrolling, then the JIT  may actually end up 
consuming more memory a t runtime. Substantial memory savings could be made in our 
interpreter by conditionally converting methods to  dynamic code based on estimates 
of frequency of usage.

In Table 7.9 we summarise the speedups over plain using with static across bb, Kaffe 
JIT  and Sun Microsystem’s Hotspot JVM in both interpreter and mixed-mode. The 
difference between our interpreter and the native code compilers is not the orders of 
magnitude one might expect. Comparing the results of with static across bb to  those
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w/static across bb kaffe JIT Hotspot (interpreter) Hotspot (mixed mode)
jack 1.12 1.13 1.01 4.24
mpeg 2.70 7.52 1.07 15.14
compress 2.76 13.02 1.13 13.28
javac 1.19 1.76 1.20 5.11
jess 1.41 1.51 1.41 9.87
db 1.39 2.74 1.28 4.37
mtrt 1.15 2.16 1.02 14.52

Table 7.9: Speedups of w/static across bb, two native code compilers and an optimised 
interpreter over plain.

speedups obtained from Hotspot in interpreter mode shows the u tih ty  of these methods 
in optimising interpreters for better performance. The outperforming of Hotspot in 
interpreter mode is a significant achievement since it has a much faster run time system 
than  CVM and is much less portable than our interpreter written in C.
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Chapter 8 

Final Thoughts

In this thesis, a number of optimisation techniques for interpreters are presented and 
evaluated experimentally. This chapter presents some final thoughts on the overall 
results and identifies some interesting possibilities for future investigation arising from 
this work.

8.1 The Im portance of the Right Tool

Most of the work presented in this thesis was supported directly or indirectly by fea
tures of the Tiger interpreter generator. A lot of optimisations were examined which 
would have taken a considerable amount of time to manually code. Many of the op
timisations, such as early loading (Section 4.2.6) require many small optimisations to 
numerous parts of the interpreter core. Tiger automates this type of process, making 
it substantially easier to implement. Since Tiger was developed as part of the project, 
there were coding overheads. The question arises as to whether that time spent devel
oping Tiger would have been better applied to applying those optimisations by hand. 
However:

1. We were not quite starting from nothing. We had a good idea about the sort 
of functionality we wanted and how it might be supported from our experiences 
with Ertl’s vmgen[EGKP02].

2. Providing support for an optimisation in Tiger rather than implementing it by 
hand in the interpreter allowed us to examine subtle variations of the optimi-
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sations. These variations would have been onerous to re-code by hand in the 
interpreter.

3. Tiger was critical to  our argument th a t a JVM could be optimised quickly and 
portably. Having to hand-code each of the optimisations would clearly take a 
long time. An interpreter writer with a tool hke Tiger already at their disposal 
could spend a minimum amount of time importing their interpreter core into 
Tiger, making an array of optimisations suddenly possible.

4. Tiger provides profiling and debugging for standard Java instructions and any 
instructions added to the interpreter by any of the techniques in Chapter 6. 
This automatic insertion of debugging and profiling code into what were already 
automatically generated instructions was invaluable.

5. Tiger was designed as a general purpose interpreter generator. It is not just useful 
for the work completed in this thesis. We plan to  use it in future work and may 
apply it to  interpreters other than  Java interpreters.

8.2 Interpreters can be B oth  Optim ised and Portable

It is not immediately obvious th a t an interpreter written in ‘C ’ with no hand tuned 
assembly language should be highly efficient and portable. Yet, when one factors out 
the one-time cost of the development of Tiger, we have proven th a t this is possible. 
Once Tiger had been constructed, creating our new interpreter core in Tiger was a 
relatively fast procedure. After this new core was constructed, the resulting Fastcore 
JVM was tested against an unoptimised token threaded version of the same virtual 
machine and against a number of other JVMs. Comparing like with like, the new 
Fastcore interpreter had an average speedup across all benchmarks of 1.31 over the 
unoptimised version. The highly hand-optimised non-portable HotSpot interpreter 
is only 20.4% quicker than the Fastcore interpreter. This is encouraging since the 
HotSpot interpreter contains hand-tuned assembly language and optimisations such as 
superinstructions and stack caching. Dispelling the myth th a t interpreters are always 

slower than JIT  compilers, we note th a t in tests of Fastcore against the Kaffe JIT , 
the Fastcore JVM was actually faster on some benchmarks. It should be noted tha t
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the Kaffe JIT  compiler does not produce optimal code. We do not attem pt to argue 
th a t efficient JIT  compilers are usually faster than  interpreters. An im portant point 
to be made in relation to  this work is th a t the execution engine is only part, albeit 
an im portant part, of the JVM. An inefficient runtim e system can cause either an 
interpreter or a JIT  compiler to slow down considerably. We make this observation on 
the basis tha t certain programs such as db spend a considerable amount of time (13% 
in the case of db), not in the execution engine, but in the runtim e system (Section 5.7).

8.3 Static Instruction Enhancem ents Can Y ield Sur
prising results.

During the course of the work described in Chapter 6, a number of static instruction 
enhancements to  the interpreter were examined. Of all of these optimisations, superin
structions across basic blocks performed best, giving a speedup of to  3.35 when the 
interpreter is customised for a particular apphcation. W hen the VM instruction set is 
enhanced with more generic superinstructions the best speedup was 2.1. In this work 
on superinstructions, a method for getting superinstructions to  stretch across multi
ple basic blocks is presented, along with a simple m ethod for dealing with quickable 
instructions. In a comparison of greedy and optimal methods of parsing, we find the 
two methods yield similar results. This is a conclusion since confirmed by Eller [E1105]. 
Contrary to previous work carried out by Ertl et al [EG03a] where an optimal mix 
of superinstructions and replicas was found in GForth, we find no such optimal mix 
for Java. In fact, in Java, superinstructions are always preferable to  replicas. Reasons 
for this are the different superinstruction selection schemes used and differences in the 
basic instruction sets for GForth and Java.

The most surprising results from the work on static instruction enhancement relates 
instruction replication and the instruction replication effect. We found th a t instruction 
replication could improve the performance of the JVM with a speedup of up to  just 
under 2.0. However, with instruction replication (and the round robin replacement 
scheme that was part of it) the results were unpredictable, suggesting th a t the scheme 
is quite sensitive to the patterns of instructions in the bytecode. The most interesting 
aspect of replication relates to what happens when small numbers of replicas are added
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to the JVM. When this is done, a speedup of under 0.85 (i.e. a decrease in speed) is 
obtained in certain circumstances. This occurs due to an increase in the numbers 
of branch mispredictions, which in turn seems to be a side effect of replicating quite 
frequent local loads^ Before replication, these local load instructions are relatively 
predictable branch targets. Replicating the local loads reduces the overall predictabil
ity of branches, since there are now multiple possible copies of these instructions to 
dispatch to.

Examining the work we carried out on instruction specialisation and the similarly 
poor results obtained when small numbers of specialised instructions are added to the 
virtual machine, we came to the conclusion that specialised instructions are essentially 
a different form of instruction replication. The bulk of the performance improvements 
gained with instruction specialisation stem from the fact tha t these instructions are 
rephcas (albeit slightly modified rephcas) rather than the fact that these instructions 
eliminate operand fetching. In fact one could consider the standard Java specialised 
instructions (such as iload_0) as replicas, since their greatest effect is on branch mis
prediction rates.

8.4 Dynam ic Code Copying

In Chapter 7, a number of code-copying optimisations were presented and compared 
against each other and also compared against the static methods introduced in Chapter 
6. For dynamic superinstructions, the fastest methods, dynamic superinstructions 
without rephcation and dynamic superinstructions with replication, both give similar 
speedups of approximately 1.75.

The addition of static superinstructions to dynamic code copying methods does 
not currently offer any significant improvement. Our main contribution with this work 
is the dynamic patching technique which is an efficient way of dealing with quick
ened instructions. Other novel work we present in this chapter relates to the memory 
consumption implications of allowing superinstructions without repUcation to stretch 
across basic blocks.

In this work, we also observed that static instruction replication causes a dispro-

^Local loads are particularly common in Fastcore due to the merging of the ilo a d , aload and 
f lo a d  instructions into a single, frequently occurring instruction.
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portionately high number of instruction cache misses, almost certainly related to in
struction cache thrashing.

8.5 Future Work

A number of issues arising from this work warrant further investigation:

1. Re-evaluation of stack caching in the light of our understanding of the instruc
tion replication effect. Because stack-caching causes multiple copies of the same 
instructions, we believe that the effects of instruction replication provide much 
of the improvements we attribute to stack caching.

2. Static replication for token threaded code. Because token threaded code limits the 
virtual machine to a total of 256 opcodes, it is not usually possible to introduce 
many copies of instructions into the bytecode. However, by using multiple copies 
of the interpreter core much in the same way that stack caching is implemented, 
this limitation can be overcome. One difficulty with this approach that may need 
addressing is the large number of token threaded dispatch tables that may be 
required if a significant number of replications are introduced.

3. Re-evaluation of instruction specialisation. Since instruction specialisation is also 
a form of replication and is also dominated by the replication effect, we believe a 
re-evaluation of specialisation is warranted. We are currently preparing a careful 
experiment to separate the effects of specialisation from replication.

4. Optimal static instruction replication. While the round robin algorithm is an 
improvement of a random placement algorithm, we expect that better placement 
algorithms for replicas exist.

5. Dynamic Superinstructions with extensive re-use. At present dynamic superin
structions with and without replication give similar results. We believe it would 
be interesting to allow extensive re-use of dynamic superinstructions in a more 
extreme variation of superinstructions without rephcation. This can be achieved 
by preventing new superinstructions that are postfix subsequences of existing 
superinstructions from being created. Instead the postfix subsequence of the 
existing superinstruction would be used.
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Figure 8.1: Broader context of the work in this thesis

8.6 Conclusion

In this thesis, a wide range of optimisations for VM interpreters have been explored in 
an attem pt to narrow the gap in running speed with JIT  compilation. These various 
optimisations are depicted in Figure 8.1 where the relative complexity of implementa
tion versus runtime speed is plotted for these optimisations. Using such information 
a VM-implementor can better balance about the resources they have available versus 
the speed that they want their product to attain.

An important part of this work has been automating the optimisation process. 
Interpreter optimisations typically involve relatively small changes to large numbers 
of pieces of code. Traditionally, such optimisations made the interpreter increasingly 
unmaintainable. To overcome this problem, we have constructed Tiger, a tool that
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generates an optimised interpreter from a simple, domain-specific description of the 
VM instruction set. Tiger performs domain-specific optimisations, and the programmer 
can easily experiment with different combinations. One view of these optimisations, 
particularly the code-copying ones is that they can provide more choices between the 
extremes of memory-hungry, non-portable, generally faster JIT compilers and memory- 
efficient, portable, generally slower interpreters.

Our results show that applying source-level optimisations such as faster dispatch 
methods, constant inlining, conditional loading of operands and faster method dis
patch to a portable Java interpreter can result in average speedups of approximately 
1.31. Static instruction enhancements such as superinstructions can result in further 
speedups of approximately 2.1 (or 3.35 if one is tailoring the interpreter for a specific 
apphcation). Alternatively, more broadly applicable dynamic optimisations such as 
dynamic superinstructions can yield speedups of up to 2.76. The accompanying figures 
from the hardware performance counters underline the importance of branch predic
tion and, to a lesser extent, instruction cache misses on the overall performance of the 
interpreter.

These results give greater insight into the behaviour of VM interpreters and help 
the construction of simpler, faster, more maintainable VM interpreters.
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Appendix

Recom m ended Usage for Superinstruction Parse File

The data supplied by Tiger in the autom atically generated superinstruction parse file 
can be used in any way the interpreter-writer sees fit. However the running of a DFA 
is intended to occur in a certain way. The DFA starts in state  0. Each time the DFA 
is in state i reading symbol s, the following should happen:

1. State i is examined to see if it is a collapsed state  th a t has yet to complete all 
internal transitions.

•  If the next symbol expected is s, then state i is moved to its next internal 
state (ie waiting for the next symbol, if any). Goto step 9.

• If the next symbol expected is not s, then the DFA is term inated. Goto step 
9.

If state i is a collapsed state th a t has completed all its internal transitions, then 
it is treated as a normal state.

2. If state i is a normal state, then we use the entry Pci nts[] array to locate the hash- 
table for state i. The beginning index for this hash-table is given by entryPoints[i].

3. Using the beginning index for the hash-table for sta te  i in step 2, the symbol 
currently being read is added to  this beginning index to  calculate a new index j .

4. A bounds check is performed to  make sure j is a valid index for the sharedTable[] 

array. In order for j to be in-bounds, it needs to  be non-negative and less than 
VM_SHAREDTABLESIZE. If j is out of bounds, end the DFA and goto step 9.
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5. The pair of integers stored at sharedTablep] is examined. The first integer of the 
pair indicates the owning state  of this entry (i.e. which s ta te ’s hashtable this 
entry belongs to). This integer is examined to ensure this entry belongs to the 
hash-table for this state. If it does not, end the DFA and goto step 9.

6. The second integer in the pair indicates the new state  to  enter into. If the new 
state is 0, then this entry in the hash-table is considered to be blank (one cannot 
re-enter the start state  which is state  0). If this second integer is 0, end the DFA 
and goto step 9.

7. If the new state to enter is non-zero, we have successfully found an entry corre
sponding to the current state-symbol pair. If the new state  is positive, this new 
state is entered and we goto step 9.

8. If the new state is negative, this marks the fact th a t it is a final state  and a 
superinstruction should be emitted. In order to do this, the new state is converted 
to an absolute value. A lookup into the vm_codes[] array using this absolute value 
gives the index of the superinstruction to  be em itted a t this point. The DFA 
remains in this sta te  even when the superinstruction is emitted. This is because 
of the possibility th a t the superinstruction just em itted could be just a suffix of 
a longer superinstruction th a t may be parsed.

9. End of symbol-handling.

In practice, when a m ethod is being scanned, multiple DFAs may be running at 
any moment (one for each potential superinstruction at th a t moment). In order to  put 
an upper bound on this number, VM.MAX_LEN can be used. This value represents 
the length of the longest superinstruction and therefore gives an upper bound on the 
number of DFAs running at any point. A tighter upper bound could exist, bu t Tiger 

does not currently attem pt to  find one. Once more, it must be noted th a t Tiger only 
provides the data  structures to  facilitate the running of these DFAs. It is up to the 
interpreter-writer to  keep track of the current sta te  (and any internal state) of any 
running DFAs. This is a relatively straightforward m atter of maintaining two arrays, 
one for the state of a DFA and another for the internal state  of a DFA.
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Shared Hashes in Tiger

In order to improve the memory compactness of the hash-tables used for superinstruc
tion parsing, Tiger overlays several hash-tables on top of each other in the same array. 
In order to do this, a large array sharedTable[] is created. Each entry of this array is an 
ordered pair {i,j}  where i is the owner state  (the state  to which this hash-table belongs) 
and j is the entry in the hash-table for th a t state. Because the hash-table for state  i 
could be located anywhere in the sharedTable[] array, an offsets array entryPoints[] is 
required. When the hash-table for state  i is required, the value entryPoints[i] indicates 
where it begins in the sharedTable[].

In order to determine is the hash-table for a new state i can be overlaid onto the 
sharedTable, Tiger attem pts to  find a suitable offset (which will be put into entry- 

Points[i]). An offset is suitable if all the entries in the hash-table for i can be stored 
from that offset without over-writing any non-zero entries, belonging to the hash for 
another state. In other words, Tiger attem pts to find a point where it can put the new 
hash table so th a t no entries for a previous hash are overwritten.

Note that, because of the shared nature of the hash-table, it is no longer a perfect 
hash. Specifically, if we look up the hash for state  i with symbol s, the entry {x ,y }  at 
sharedTable[entryPoints[i]-|-s] must be examined to  ensure th a t x = i.

There are many possible algorithms and perm utations for overlaying the various 
hash-tables on top of each other. At present Tiger ranks individual hashes according 
to  their width. For a particular state  i, this is defined as S m a x  — S m in , where S m a x  is the 
maximum symbol (i.e. the most positive index) for which a transition exists and S m in  is 
the minimum symbol (i.e. the least positive index) for which a transition exists. Tiger 

then places the widest hash-table into the sharedTable, then the next widest, and so on 
until all hash-tables have been overlaid. The sharedTable is expanded dynamically, as 
required. Other algorithms may give a more optimal fit, but this algorithm appears to 
work well in practice (an optimal fit would be the smallest possible sharedTable).
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